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YOUNG WILD WEST AND THE MYSTIC DOZEN
0R,

.

THE SCOURGE OF RED ROCK PASS
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
0::-i THE TRAlL TO SILVER HILL.

I

"If you folks don't mind, I'll ride along with yer. I s'pose
you're headin' for Sliver Hill, ain't yer? "
The speaker was a middle-aged man who had all the appearance of being a well-fixed cattleman or ranch owner.
His remarks were addressed to Young Wild West and his
fr iends, who were ridin g along the trail that led from Durango,
Colorado, to a mining camp that was located over the State
line in New Mexico quite close to the San Juan River, and was
named Silver Hill.
"Well, stranger," Young Wild West answered, as h e quickly
looked the man over, "I reckon there will be no objections
at all. Yes, we are going down to see what Silver Hill looks
like. It is on our way, since we are heading toward the south,
so we may as well stop there for a day and see if anything
turns up in the way of excitement. That is what we are looking for all the time, you know."
"Lookin' for excitement, eh?" and the man seemed to be
somewhat surprised. "Well, I wouldn't think you would be
lookin' for that, not when you have got ladies with yer. But
maybe it ain't ther flghtin' kind of excitement you want."
Oh, yes, it is. Anything at a ll, my friend. We are never
better satisfied than when we are in a scrimmage with a
gang of outlaws or bad Indians. We have become so used
to that sort of thing that we don't know what to do when
there is nothing going on in that line."
''Well, I sor ter reckon you'll find it lively enough over at
Silver Hill. I'm a little interested over there, you know.
I sold out a good-payin' ranch two months ago, an' I inYested some ' of ther money in a silver mine. It looks as
though I'm goin' ter git rich inside of a year, but there ain't
no tellin' just what will happen, you know. My name is
Hemp Dover."
'·Well, mine is Young Wild West."
"Git out!" and the horseman gave a Yiolent start and
looked at the boy keenly. "You ain't Young Wild West, ther
Champion Deadshot, a re yer?"
"Well, that's what some folks call me. B-ut I haven't met
all the deadshots of the West yet, so I couldn't honestly say
whether I could beat them all or not. But that's all right,
:Mr. Dover. It makes no difference whether I am a champion
or not. One thing I'l l tell you is that I am always on the
· lookout for something t o happen, a nd if I can ever get a
- C'hance to do a good turn for any one deserving of it I am only
too happy to do it. You may think this is rather strange, coming from a boy, but when I tell you that I have been follow. ing th(' trail m.•rr since I war' big Pnougb to hold a Remington
• dfle to my shoulder, Jou may better understand It. "
·
H

'

"Yes, I've heard some about you, my boy. There was a lot
in ther Durango paper about you two or three months ago.
You an' your pards sartinly kin do things, an' no mistake.
An' ther gals, too. There was somethin' In ther paper about
them. One of 'em, which I believe was called Miss Murdock,
is said to be as good a shot with a rifle pr gun as any man."
"Well, there she is right there," and Youn g Wild West
pointed to his sweetheart, who was sitting on the back of her
cream-white broncho, an interested listener to the conversation.
" Yes, I imagined she was ther one. She has got yaller hair,
an' it said that in ther paper."
"Well, I'll introduce you to the other girls, then. This is
Mrs. Watson, and this is Miss Eloise Gardner. Of course, you
know Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, and Jim Dart, my partners.
I mean by that, you must have heard of them. "
'·Yes, that's right. Well, I'm mighty glad to meet yer all,
an' I feel good to think I'm goin' ter ride over to Silver Hill
in your company. Ther fact is, Young Wild West," an d the
speaker lowered his voice a trifle a nd looked around as th ough
he was afraid of being heard, "there's what they call a scourge
doin' business along this trail."
"A scourge, eh? What do you mean by that?"
"Well, t h at's what it says in ther papers an' on ther notices
of rewards that offered for ther leader of ther gang what has
been mak!n' ho ld-ups at Red Rock Pass, four or five times
lately. They call ther leader of the gang a scourge, which I
s'pose is all right, since they've worried a whole lot of people
an' most likely will worry a whole lot more if they ain't
run down an' put out oI business."
"This is the first I heard of that," the young deadshot answered, and then turning to Cheyenne Charlie and .Tim Dart,
he added: "Well, boys, this sounds a little interesting. There's
a gang of road-agents or outlaws doing business on this trail.
It seems rather queer we should happen to come down this
way just in time to find a chance to put in some lively work.
But we are pretty lucky in that direction, anyhow. "
"You kin bet your life we are, Wild ," the scout answered,
as he brushed back his long raven locks and then took occasion to twist the ends of his mustache, a habit he had whenever he was pleased at anything_
"It seems we are always in luck," Jim Dart added, with a
smile. "Well, we have had quite a long ride down t hrough
Colorado, and while considerable happened on the way, it
has been nearly a weelc since we had any real excitement."
"You boys sorter surprise me ther way you talk,., Hemp
Dover declared, shaking his head, and then as he looked at th e
three female members of the party he added: ·'An ther gals
don't seem to be a bit worried at what Yer say. But if you
had heard about this desperate gang whose leader is called ther
scourge, maybe you :WQUldu't feel so easy, gals. They're a.
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that direction
mighty bad lot, an' ther best part of it is that nobody kiu so to speak, they had never struck down exactly
·
hunt 'em down. I understand there's two or three big re- before.
They had not stopped at Durango, otherwise they might have
ward.s offered for ther leader, dead or alive. There's lots been
lookiu' after 'em, an' three or four has been found shot full heard something about the Mystic Dozen. all fe l t · that it was
But it was just the same now, and they
of hQles, while one, which was a deputy sheriff, ain't never
that had
been seen nor heard of since two weeks ago, when he started their duty to try and break up the gang of outlaws
out tcr try an' locate tber gang. They do say that there's gotten to be a scourge in that section of the country. full
The two Chinamen referred to were brothers, their
jest twelve of ther outlaws, an' that they call themselves ther
names being Hop Wah and Wing Wah.
Mystic Dozen. Quite a high-soundiu' name, too."
They were employed by Young Wild West and his friends
"Well, it is rather appropriate if tl:ere are just twelve
the party
of them, I suppose,,. Young "'Wild West answered, in the cool in the capacity of handy man and cook, and as the
lariats
and easy way that had helped make him famous. " But that's started along with Hemp Dover, they jerked upon
all right. It doesn·t make any difference what they call them- they were holding and two loaded pacl{-hOr~es came on after
selves, Mr. Dover. I assure you that we will be only too glad them.
Both were typi.cal of their race, and to look at them one
to join in the work of running them down. How far is Hed
could hardly have guessed that either of them possessed
Rock Pass from here?"
··Jest about ten miles, I should jedge. It's about a mile anything more than the common sense that Chinamen a re
through, an' then it ain't more than six miles from ther other supposed to have as a rule.
But Hop was really something far above the ordinary, si nce
end of Silver Hill. It's about tiler only way any one kin
git through to ther minin' camp, 'cause ther pass goes right he was an expert sleight-of-hand performer and very fo nd
straight through a big ridge of almost solid rock, which is a of playing p:'actical jokes.
He had some failings, too, which will be discovered later
reddish color. That's why they call it Red Rock Pass."
"Well, it's just two o'clock now,., the boy said, as he looked on.
But, on the whole, he was a. valuable acquisition to the
at his vatch. .; I reckon we'll get through it all right and
reach the mining camp before sunset. Since you are going that party, for on n:an y occasions he had been the direct means of
saving the lives of its members.
way, Mr. Dover, we will ride right along.··
As they rode along over the rough trail, Hemp Dover proved
Then the well-known Boy Hero of the West turned to his
to be quite talkative.
sweetheart and added:
He told a lot about himself, and also related considerable
"Now then, Et, I reckon you can make up your in.incl to
looli: for a little excitement before we get through Red Rock about Silver Hill, which he claimed was hound to be a place
Pass. It would be very strange if we didn't see something of that would exist forever, since there was an unlimited supply
of silver ore to be dug out in its immediate vicinity.
the outlaws before we get through."
"ff things go tl::e way I think they will, I oughter be worth
.. It surely would, Vil' ii cl. It seems that we alwn.ys com e in
('ontact with road agents 01· outlaws when there are any of some.thin' like a million in less than a year," he declared.
"Ilnt I ain't cne of ther l(ind ter build castles in tiler air, an'
them about ...
mine don't pant out ther v;ay it ought
"Well, when " ·e get to Red Rock Pass, as it is called, you, if it happens that rurmedicine
an' not say a word about it. I
Anna. :ind Eloise can drop back behind with Hop and Wing, to, I'll jest take myrisltln' it to ma!;:e a lot more, au' if I lose
while Charlie and Jim will go on ahead of you with Mr. Dover. trnl in my money, ag'in. Most likely I'll go ter ranchln' ag'ln,
He lrno\vs the trail, so he can tell us about where the Mystic 1'11 j0st start over
or if I ain't got anything left ter do that I'll slart in ther way
Dozen are in the habit of pursuing their operations.·•
I did \\hen I was a boy an' be a cowboy an' work myself up.
"There ain't no Jlarticular place what thcy·ve got for rnakin' Most likely I've got quite a few years to live yet, an' since I
hold-11ps, Young Wild West,., the man answered, quickly. ain·t got no kith nor kin that I know of, it won 't make no
''As 1 jf'st said, ther pass is somethin' like a mile long, an' differ Pr.ce whether I succeed or not..,
1houirh they always do business righ t there there ain't no
"Well, tha t'8 the way to loclc at it, I suppose, Mr. Dover,''
tellin' whether it might be at this end, in ther middle, or at and Young Wild ·west laughed lightly. "But I sincerely hope
ther other end .. ,
your investment will prove a good one. A great many men
"Oh, I see! Well, that means that we haYe got to keep a have made foi tunes in less than a year, and you may be one
i;barp watch all the way throngh. Well, it's a!J right, any- of them."
how. T would like to see the Mystic Dozen appear. 1 "·ant
··Well, I'm hop in· so, that's al I."
to se<> what a real Scourge looks lil,e, you know."
Wh en they had covered nearly ten miles the face of their
. '"Well. ter tell yer ther truth, I don't want to see 'em show guide,
as Dover might be called, took ,on a grave appearance.
up,·· and the man who had sold his ranch to go in th e min/
"See that r!dge right ahead there?" he said, as he slacking business shrugged his shoulders.
ened the pace of his horse and pointed it out.
But '"hen he noticed that all hands, even to the girls were
"Yes, I see it,., Young Wild '\Vest answered.
smiling, Dover concluded that he had certainly met some
''Ncticed ther color of ther rocks, didn't yer?"
rather remarkable people.
"Yes. they're certainly of a reddish tinge."
Young Wild West and his friends had been riding down
"'Well, Red Rock Pass starts right there. You can't see it
throngh the Rockies on a trip in search of excitement and from here. But when we get along about half a mile it
adventure, as well as what they might come upon in the -'Way wilJ show up. There's a big bunch of stunted oaks on ther
_
or fortune and fun.
left, an' two or three dead pines on ther right. Right beSince they all had big incomes Crom mining interest which tween them is th er mouth of ther pass ..,
required little or no attention from them , it was possible
·· And when we get there we may expect to meet the Scourge,
for them to go where they pleased, and as often as they liked, as you ca 11 him, at any moment."
and it had really become a sort of second nature to them.
''That.·s right. Thor Scourge of Red Rock Pass. That's
The outdoor life they led and the excitement that was· ron- how th ey put it in ther paper, I believe."
"Yes, the Mystic Dozen. But what is there about them that
tinually coming was invigorating, and even though they wore
constantly meeting with hair-breadth escapes, they could not takes on anything of a mystic character?"
"I n ever heard any one say. But it seems tbat they'Ye got
be induced to settle down quietly for any length of time.
Of the three girls, as they called them, Arietta Murdock was skulls an' cross-bon es painted on ther shirts which they wear.
the only one who had been born and reared in the We<t, and They always go masked, too. I s'pose, though," and Dover
when Hemp Dover said he had heard she could shoot as well Rhook his head thoughtfully, "mayhe ther mystic part of it
comes in when they manag!l to git away so suddenly. They
as any man he was perfectly right.
Th e girl was almost without fear, too, for it happened that disappear, you know, jes t as H thcr ground had opened" ,an'
she had been compelled to fight Indians whPn but a omall swallowed 'em up.,.
"Pl'obably that ls the cause, then. Ver;: mystic, I should
C"hilcl, having lest her parents from a raid of the trnthlE>ss red•
say."
skins.
The boy spoke in such .a cool and easy way that Dover gave
When Cheyenne Charlie, whose last name was ·watson, had
taken a wife, the latter had insisted on going with him on Yent to an nxclamation of surprise and lookf'd him over with
something likP admiration.
his cdventurnus trips.
"'Well, you do beat all, Young Wild West!·· he declared. ··I
Then it was quite easy for Arietta to induce our hero to
let hrr become one of the party, too, and, of rourse, Eloise wish I felt as easy as you do about it. But maybe you don't
Gard11er, who no doul.Jt would some day become the wife of realize it as much as I do. I ain't got much in iher way of
money about me, so they wouldn't git a whole lot If they was
Jin1 Dart, easily dropped in with thpm.
·whl!e they had been through almost every part of Colorado, ter hold me up. But I d(!n't like that !!Ort of t.hing, th2Uih
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I ain't afraid to fight whenever I'm put to it. I was brought
"Yes, Spitfire is a fine animal and no mistake,•· and the boy
patted the sorrel's neck affectionately.
u p to do th at, you know. "
-'Well, be ready to do it now, then, for something seems
"''Wouldn't want to part with him, I s'pose?"'
to tell me that we are surel y going to meet the Mystic Dozen,, "No, I reckon not. It isn't likely I'll ever be offered enough
or some of t hem, before we get through the pass. Come on. I money to make me part with ltim. He has proved too mucb
,
You can ride ahead with me, Mr. Dover. Charlie and Jim will 1 of a friend to me for that."
come right behind, and the glrls can drop back with the I "I s'pose he kin git over ther ground putty fast, can't he?"
Chinamen. There is no need of letting them run the rislc I "Abaut as fast as anything you ever saw in the way of
of getting bit by bullets if there is any shooting to start up i horseflesh, I'm sure."
quickly."
"'Well, he looks like it. I was thinkin' that if you had .a
"I'll go right along with yer, Young Wild West. You·n find . notion of sellin' him I might find a customer for you. ··
that I. '11 stick even if I die for it," declared the man as he
''Well, please don't trouble yourself, for I wouldn't think
set his teeth determined'y.
of selling him.··
Into the pass they rode.
·
"All right: blamed if I wouldn't like ter have one jest
It was a long, not to say gloomy, stretch that lay before about like him myself."
·
them in zigzag fashion.
Then after they had looked the other members of the party
The cliffs reared themselves high above them at either side, over pretty well, t:iJking meanwhile, the two horsemen rode on.
and the sunlight was entirely shut out except where there was
They acted as though they were very much in a hurry when
a portion that permitted its rays to slant downward to the they started off, but before the sounds of the hoofbeats died
trail.
out our hero took note of the fact that the pace bad been
The party had not gone more than a hundred yards into slackened to a trot.
the pass when the clatter of hoofs sounded ahead of them.
·•Boys," he said, turning to his partners, "I reckon those. fellows are not going very far before they stop. While they
seem to be all right, as far as their looks go, I dou·t exCHAPTER II.
actly like the way they acted toward the last. I ha re au idea
that they mean to follow us."
TIH~ TWO :.\fl<:N WHO CA.llfE BACK .
..
.
"Yer think so, eh, Wild?" the scout asked, as h e gave a start.
"Take it easy, everybody, but keep your eyes open, said
"Yes, r can't help thinking that way, Charlie. Now, then,
Young Wild West, coolly, ns he watched ahead of them. '"There you keep riding right ahead and I will go back and see.··
are two horsemen coming this way, if I am any · judge of I The scout and Dv.rt nodded, and then. they all set out along
sounds."
the trail, starting off at a canter .
"Maybe they might belong to ther gang I've been tellin'
Wild waited until thCly were out of sight around :i. turn, and
you about," suggested Hemp Dover, nervously, as his hand then he let his horse walk back in tho direction the two men
touched the butt of a revolver.
had taken.
· ''Well, that makes no difference. Just keep cool."
He did not have to go I!lore than a hundred feet before he
They rode on without slackening their pace, and a few heard them corning.
.
seconds later two horsemen appeared around a bend in the
"Ah!" he muttered, as he quickly turned into a cleft among
narrow {lass.
the rocks on the left side of the pass, "I reckon those fe llows
They might have been ordinary cowboys as far as their gen- are up to somet hing. I wouldn't be a bit su rprised if they
era! appearance went, and when they saw our friends riding belong to the Mystic Dozen. I wonder if r can hide in here
leisurely to meet them they brought their horses down to a so they will pass me without seeing me. I'll try it, anyhow."
slow pace.
Then he slipped to the ground and led his horse further in
"Hello, strangers! " one of them called out in a free-and- the cleft.
easy style. "You're headin' for Silver Hill, I suppose?"
·Nearer came the sounds, and a few seconcls later he had
"That's right," the young deadshot answered, with a nod of the satisfaction of seeing the two horsemen ride past his
his head. "Yon have just come from there, I suppose?"
hiding-place, their horses at a walk.
"You have got that right."
As he spoke the horseman rode up and brought his horse
They were t11lking i~1 whispers, and he was unable to catch
to a halt.
what was being said.
Wild quickly stopped the sorrel stallion he was riding and
But lie waited until they had gone far enough to be out of
the rest followed his example.
sight, and then he led his horse out and quickly mounted.
He looked the two men over and came to the conclusion
"Now then, Spitfire," he said, in a low tone of voice as
that they might be outlaws or honest men, for that matter. he patted the animal's glossy neck, "I reckon you don't want. t o
Neither looked to be a villain, and the horses they rode were make any more noise than you can possibly help . Those
plainly such as are used by cowboys.
two fellows are rascals, and I'll bet on it. They don't look
Each carried a revolver that hung in a holster at his side, It, to be sure, but It's seldom I make a mistake when I size
and that was all the weapons there were to be seen.
up a man."
Lariats hung over the saddle-horns, too, and this made it
The so r;'el pricked up his ears as though he wanted to do
seem that undoubtedly they belonged to a ranch that might something to make his young master understand that he was
be located somewhere in the vicinity.
in full sympathy with him .
"Did you see anything of the Mystic Dozen as you came
Wild knew it was hardly likely that the two horsemen
through the pass?·· our hero asked, after a short pause.
would make an attack on his friends, even if they should be
··Nary a sign of 'em,·· was the reply, and both shook their outlaws, so h e did not hurry to overtake them.
heads.
He figured that they were simply following them along for
"Well, probably we will git through without seeing them, the possible purpose of finding out what strength they would
either, then."
show in case there was a fight .
.. Why, you ain't anxious to see him, are yer?" asked the
Then, again, it might be that they had companions lurking
second one of the two.
somewhere through the pass and could signal to them t hat
"Yes, I am quite anxious to see them. I never heard ally- strangers were approaching.
thing about them until this afternoon. You see, we don't
The last seemed to fit it exactly, so tho young deadshot was
belong around this wa.v, and as we didn't stop at Durango, we not greatly surprised when he suddenly saw a column of smoke
didn't get the latest news."
ascending from the pass.
·· Well, I don't see what you would want ter see any sich
He at once br ought his horse to a halt and, dismounting,
~ang as that for," the man 'Yho had addressed them first . de- took hold of the bit and proceeded on, seeing to it that the
clared, as he looked the young deadshot over with a critical animal stepped as lightly as possible.
eye.
As he neared the turn in the rocky pass he saw that t he
··Might be expectin' to ketch ther leader an' git ther reward," smoke came from a flat rock that was at least a dozen feet
the other obserYc::l.
above the trail.
··well, we won't object to taking a reward if we happen to
A small pile of half-rotten wood had been heaped up a nd
catC'h him, I assure you," \.Yild said, with a laugh.
set on fire.
As it would not burn very freely, there was· considerable
··No, I suppose not. No one would. But I reckon I don't
want to t ack le no such :iob as that. I've heard enough about smoke to it, and this ascended almost straight toward the
th:cr Myetic Dozen to n~ake me fee l as though I oughter steer zenith, as there was little or no breeze blowing at the time.
clear of 'en~. f:ay, ldd, that's a mighty fine piece of horse"That's a signal, as sure as fate," the boy muttered, as he
flesh you're ridin'."
·
looked around for the two rascally villains.
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H~ could not see anything of them at first, but as he left idea that you might be hon est cowboys, but before you left
·hts horse standing and moved ahead a few yards he saw them u::i I became convinced otherwise. r r eckon you belong to the
as tbt::y were _in Ehe act of mounting their ho rses.
gang I just spoke of, al l right ...
· They were only a bundr~d feet ahead of him. too, and feel - I "No, we don't, " declared the fellow who had been addressed
jng tllat it \\'OUlJ be a good idea to L]Uestion them a bit, he . as Jerry. .. We're jest what you said we was, honest cowboys .
'\Ve thought .mu W<t.S a little too fresli ill askin ' us what we
. p1:ompt ly calle«'.l out:
.: Hello , th ere, :, ou two! What dld you kindle that ft re for?" started ther fight ro1·. That's wlH'l'e we made a mistake_. I'}l
.The nit::u Lu med as though th ey I.lad been shot at, and tell _);ou wh f we don e it now .. We've got a ~ouple of fnend s
evinul"U uo ilttl<' snl'prise.
what:> goln ler meet us a llttle ways outside of ther pass.
"·what al'e vdu uoin' back here kid?'' one of them de- We happened ter think that we had agreed to let him know
mantled, a fro wn showing on hi 8 face. ·
" "';,. "'. as comln', an· that's wh y we. come bac:I' ?ere,,'cau~e th!~
.. \\'Jiat are you doing back here·!"
b~,, 1 ock wi::,s a go.o,? place ter lundle a Hre at. J:bat s the1
"'l'lwt ttin'l noue or your business."
ti ~th, y~un., fe llei ·
,
, .
. ,
.
.
h
"Well, theu, it iw 't any of your business why I am here.
. All right, then. ' W~ 11. \\alt he1~ awhlle ~ntl see if t e
Please understand that.,.
. friend~ collle. ~he) ce1 tarnly w!ll nde on tb1ough the pas::i
,
. ·.
,
.
"St::e h ere, ](id," exc laimed tile s econd man, "don't you git to } 00 k ~01 you. .
7
too sassy for we uin't ther kind of men as will stand any- 1 ~till J,e~ping bis revol ve1 pornted towaid
t~em, "ild
ga e
1
thing !ifr~ that "
a. low whistle: and Instantly tl!e sorre i:;tall10n came tl'ot.
·
tmg toward h11n.
"VVdl, you will e:ithe1· have to stand it or lie down to it,
.
. that's all, " the boy retorted, cooll y. "Now, then, just tell me• He had . ta~1gbt !he ammal . when sca1·cely more than a colt
what \our game is. What did you kindle that fire for?"
tu answer his cal, in that "ay.
.
·
·
'l'he two men loolted somewhat surprised when they saw
"That a1~1 · t none of your business ."
how l'eadily the l:lteed obeyed his yo ung master.
"Or com se it ain't, " snapped the first speaker.
"I suppose you admire that horse more than e er now,
'."Well, 1'm rnakin~ It my business .. You :>tarted that fice so , don't you?" Wild said , tantali zingly. "No doulit you wou ld
the smote" would go up and make a Slgual. Probably you have I steal him If you get the -c:hanre. •·
got f1 iends somewhece further on through the pass, and you
, . ,
· ,
,.
,
_ hi ,
1
1\·ant 1o let them know that there is a party coming through, . . ;' e a 1n .t. horse ~ e\ es, an )OL~ alll, t ~ot no ngb.t ter say
·so tliei
hold them up That's it an d I'm sure of it.,
. au) thing 111,e that, declared Jern •. his b~ow darkemng.
c:
.
•
'
.•
.•
·'I have got a right to say anythrng I like, and you can bet
.. Y01.fr" m1g;l1ty good on •ther. guess," _was the sneerrng re- your life that I am going to say it, too. I tell you plainly to
tort, :rnd th.en· one of them qmckly. whipped out a revolver. ~ oui· face that r believe you are members of the gang that Is
. But as qmck as he w~s, young Wild West had the drop 011 ·I called the Mystic Dozen . It 1 did the right thing I would
b1m bef~re he could raise Jt ~n a level.
shoot you both, an·d then It would be the l\Iystic 'fen instead
··You Just let _go of that piece or hardware: or I' ll pu~ a ! ol'. dozen. But I am going to wait unlit my partners c:ome
bullet clean through you!" the boy exclaimed, bts eyes flashrng 1 up, and then we will settle upon wha'C we will do witb you.
dangerously. .
\ Meanwhile you had better make a clea n breast of it. "
Thl! villain he:>itated for perbaps a second, and then be let , " Pard , this is au awful m istake, ain 't il ?" Jerry asked,
t!1e r cYoh'er drop to the ground.
turn ing to his companion .
.. You're rather wise, I see, .. Wild observed, with a smile.
.. It sartlnly k
l 8'pose i t's our fault, too, 'cause we
"You don 't kuow how near death you were, stranger. Jf you . oughter have been civil lo him when he asked us ther queshatlu't dropped that just as you did I was going to put a hole ' tion about lightln' tber tire."
through you. Now, then, you other fellow, you just pull your
"Yes, but it didn't seem to me a s though it was any of bis
e-un ::rnd point it oYer your head and pull the trigger twice. business. Then, again, what was he doin ' back here? "
Do as I say."
Wild laughed at this, and just then he heard the sounds
'I'here was a peculiar ring in the young tleadshot's voice that Indicated that his friends were coming back.
uow, and after lool;.ing at his companion as though for adThe two villains h eard them , t oo, and they became very
vice, the fellow addressed reached for his gun.
uneasy.
"Be caref1\l .that you don't turn it this way when you pull the
'!'heir revolvers Jay close to their feet, and involuntarily
trigger." was the warning he received. "l am watching you. they looked at them.
l want you to understand that I can fire quicker than you
"Like to have your guns, I suppose," Wild said, stepping
e:rn, too."
up a little closer. "Well, pick them up if you want them .
...\Vhat do you want me to shoot my gun off for?" came tho 1'11 bet you can't do it. "
retort , iu a Yoice that trembled slightly.
'·We ain't goin' ter try, not till you tell Ui5 to," .Jerry
"Never mind . Do as I say, and be quic.lc about it. I am not declared, glaring at him like a bulldog.
in for any fooliug just now, and if you don't fire two shots
"Think I'll shoot you, I suppose, if ~·on do."
inside of ten seconds, I'll do it myself, and you'll be a de:i.d
"Well, yer might, an' then there ain't no use of runnin'
man when the second one is heard."
any sicb risk as that. You have got ther drop on us, an' I
"Well, you have got ther drop ou me, so I s'pose I've got s'pose yo u kin mal•e us do anything you like. But jest wait,
ter do it. But what do you think of this here, Jerry, anyhow?" 1young feller. Maybe our turn will come sooner or later. We
,; I don't lmow what ter think, pard," was the reply.
ain't no outlaws, but we ain't men as w!ll stand a thing like
Up went the revolver, Young Wild West watching him as a this without lookin' for satisfaction."
cat watches a mouse, meanwhile.
It was Jerry who said this, but the fellow he had addressed
crack! eraclc!
as pard did not rnem to be listening to what was being
Two reports rang out in quick succession.
I said at all.
1
Then the boy gave a nod and exclaimed:
1
Suddenly he dropped to the ground, and with a sudden
"Drop your gun now!"
spring launched himself forward, darting squarely between
'Thud!
.
t he legs of the boy before him.
The weapon fell to the ground and lay near the man's feet. I Wild was not upset, for he was a little too quick for that,
Our hero had a reson for causing the two shots to be fired. but before he could recover his balance lhe villain had reached
He knew it would call his friends back instantly, for that his horse and was in the act of mounting.
was the s ignal that was well understood between him and
Crack!
his partners.
The young deadshot fired quickly and clipped the hat from
"Well, you scoundrels," he said, in his cool•and easy way, "I his )lead.
reckon that smoke signal of yours is not going to pan out
But .Jerry was desperate now, and h e sprang upon the boy
much this time . .. My friends will be back here in a jiffy, and and grappled with him as though it was his last chance for
unless yelurs are pretty close at hand they won't get a chance his life.
.
at tbem. But, say, I want you to be honest with me now.
Just what might have happen ed cann ot be exactly saill, for -.
Don't you belong to the gang that is called the l\fystic Dozen'?" ju st then Cheyenne Charlle and Jim. Dart rode upon the ~
.. No," came .the reply from both, as if in one voice.
scene.
"You don't thinlt we're outlaws, do yer?'' the man who had I "Whoopee! whoopee! Wow! wow! wow!" yelled the scout,
fired the two shots asked, trying to appeaP surprised.
i' flourishing a revolver in either hand . ".Jest In time, I recolm." ·
•·well, 1 don' t think you're anything else. You certainly
Wild easily flung his opponent to the ground, and then ·
are a couple of · scoundrels . When ·1 first met you I bad an placing his foot upon his breast, he said:
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" I reckon vou had better lie mighty still if you don't want·r to tell you that the next time we meet you want to be rareto die.··
·
1ful how you act. I am going to let } on go." ·
"Come putty near gilti11' away from you, eh, Wild?'' said J ·•If you do th at you make ther J;iggest mistake of all, \Yild,"
the scout, a grin on his face. "Mighty smart in that galoot the scout declared, shaking ltis he!!d.
·
to try a game like that. But I rerkon he didn't know jest
"No, I won't, Charlie. If it turns out th:lt these feHo\\•s
what he was up against."
really are members of the band of outlaws-, we will get' them
Jim Dart now dismounted , and in less than a minute the again, and ft won't take very long, either."
two Yillains were disarmed, for other weapons besides the re- . "What do you . think of that, bO}'d? ·· and tlw cowboy forevolvers they had ·at the start were found on them.
man, as he called himself, laughed with a ring of sarcasm
··Now, then," said Young Wild West, looking at them in Jn his voice. "They're bound to put us down as beln' outlaws,
his C:ool and easy way, as they stood before him, "maybe you an' belongin' to ther Mystic Dozen. \Vh)', ain't we bl?en tryin'
will be willing to own up that ) ou 1Jel-0ng to the Mystic ourselves to find out somethin' about this gang, so we could
Dozen. How about it?"
git ther reward'? There ain't 110 one as !;news a man what
'fhe sounds made by an approaching hor~e ca.me to their . belongs to it, not even ther name or one. 'l'hem fellers is
ears at that moment, and tbe next minute a horsemau came mighty slick in their . way of doiu' busine~s. an' they ain't
in sight through the pass.
goin' ter git ketched any kind of fashion . .Je~t as if we ain't
got a right to ride through Red Rock Pas:> wi~l;lout bein' took
for thieves or outlaws."
CHAPTER III.
\Vlld began to think Urnt perhaps he haLl bean mistaken,
aft€r alJ.
'fHr: HOLD-UP TIU.'l' FAU.ED.
· Anyhow, he decided. to give th em the brnefit of the doubt,
The horseman was about the same sort of looking fellow as so nodding to Jim, he said:
the two prisoners, and he rode up from the direction _our
·'Give them back their weapons. The.' can go on abot1 t their
friend~ had been following.
business. But l reckon we'll .be a little bit 1autious how we
"Hello!" he called out, suddenly, as he saw the party at a. proceed on through the pass. I ha ve an id':'h thaVthere ls
halt and some of them tipou the ground . .. ·what's goin' on s ome one waiting for us."
here?"
·.
"If you think that, we'll go along with ~er an' help yer·lf
"!L's us, Tom ,." the man called Jerry cried, loudl y, "There's there's anything like a fight to come ,1p, .. th.! for(;man debee11 a big mi s,ake made. These .follrn thinks we ain't honest clared.
men. Where's ther i·est of ther boys? You seen my smoke
But -it was said more Jn sarcasm tl1an anyihiug else, antl
::;ignal, didn't ~'er?"
'
Wild simply shook his head.
:·You go on the other way,•· he said, coully. .. If >'0 \1 tahe my
"Yes, but 1 happeneu to come over alone, and when I found
no one come out of ther · paas I thought I'd ride in. But advice you will go back to .·our ranch and stay tl1ere for
· what's ther trouble here, anyhow?"
awhile. It might be that you wm get es,tght agai11 alld ba
As he saicl this the newcomer looked· sharpl y at Wild and lmder suspicion."

hi~ _fi~r\~~~s~ ~:~ ~ ;~e~~le~~~d~f~. b;;~;·~ W~/~:i~~J,r~.ooking '· Wel'l, we'll do as you say, young feller, 't:a nse that':> where
at him l•eenly.
we was gain', anyhow. Ha! ha' ha!"
"I reckon they are. They work on the!' same ranch that
"You seem to feel rather merry aboL1t it. don't you?"
I uo."
"Well, I can't help it. What a mistake } ou did mahe, kid.
"They do, eh? You must he a member of t he band called But say, who are you, anyhow?''
the Mystic Do;;en, too, then.,.
" I don't know as it would do you one bit of good to tell
The expression of the stranger's face changed slightly, but you.
it quickly broke inlo a smile and he shook his head in the
"Yes, it woulcl, a whole lot. ·l think you haYe got more nel'Ye
for a kid than any one l'Ye e\'er seen. You're a likely looJ(in'
n egative.
"Oh, so you're huntin' after a reward, are yer? Lool;:in' chap, too.•·
for ther ScouJ'ge of Red i-:oclc Pass, I reckon. Well, you have
"And he's might y quick, an' don't you forgit it," dec·lared
made a big mistake in thinkin' them two fellers is the outlaws. Jerry.
Of course, 1 ain't, either. Whatever made yer think sich a
"Well, he sartinly looks it . But. I'd je,,'1: like to know his
thing, anyhow. ]{id?''
name, so J could tell ther boy::i about it when we git .back
Wild could see that his man was a whole lot more clever on ther range."
than the other two.
.. I'll tell yer what his name is, you sneakin' coyote," Chcy'l'he look in his eyes and Lhe sarcastic curl of his thin lips enne Charlie spoke up, sharply. "It's Young "Wild West, an·
told plainly that he was a deep one, and quite capable of as- he's ther Champion Deadshot of ther West, an' don't you
suming a role.
forgit it. He kin lick seventeen sich galoots as you are ll'ithStill he appeared to be ve1·y frank, and he decided to let out mussin' his hair.,.
hini go ahead and talk.
"Oh!" and the foreman turned and look ed at his pards in
Then if what he £aid was at all plausible he would let the surprise. "So that's who it is, eh? Well, well' Who would
two prisoners go.
ever have thought that Young Wild West could make sich a
If they were innocent it was not unreasonable to expect fool of himself as all this? WhY. from what I've heard of
them to act the way they had, since they might have felt that him he can't be fooled nohow."
they were being imposed upon.
"Well, perhaps I wasn't fooled tbis time. But I am going
'·So you work on a ranch somewhere in these parts, do you?" to give you the benefit of the doubt," the boy answered, co'olly.
the young deadshot said, after a pause.
"Now, then, you can go on, and we'll ride on throngh the pass .
.. Yes, I'm ther foreman, an' these two fellers work under We want to get to Silver Hill before sunset if we can ...
me."
"'Nell, I don't s'pose there's any t:se of arguin' with yer.
"Well, how far is your ranch from here?"
I sartinly don't want to git into a fight with yer, 'cai.;se H
"About ten miles to ther south."
you're tiler Champion De2dshot yon sartinl:v kin out-shoot
"It is, eh? vVell, I happen to know that there is no ranch me. I don't claim to be anything li!rn that, though I'll te.'.'.
lying in that direction as close as that."
yer, Young Wild West, that I never git afrai d, no matter w::;~~
"Say, kid, I reckon you're bound to make a case out of this, happens. Maybe some time you'll have the1· chance to see
ain't yer? Now, then, I'll jest bet you ten dollars that there that 'Yhat l'm tellin' you is ther truth."
is a ranch la.yin' not more than ten miles to ther south of
"All right, let it go at that."
here. Are you game'?"
The two men who had been supti!ied with the r weapons
Wild saw that he had made a mistake, but he did not let on again quickly mounted their bronchos, and then all three
by word or look that he thought so.
turn ed and rode back through the pass.
"I am not in the habit of betting, my friend," he said, coolly,
The leader turned and waved his hat to lhem. but it was
"l'lfaybe there is -a much, but I hardly think you are a for e-1 ha.rd to te ll whether it was Jn derision or _merely as a fareman employed there."
well.
,
.. Well, I'll bet you another ten dollars that I am."
· Ho11 ever, none of our fr!ends answered the salme; anti
''Of course he is!" .poke up the fellow who had been ad- mounting their hor~es, turned and rode the other way . ·
"Well, Young Wild- West," Hemp Dover said, shaking his
d ressed as pa.rel. .. You have made a big mistake all through,
youl).g feller. J\Iaybe we was wrong, too. Bat if we y;as you 1 bead, ·'I rather thinl;: it was a good idea to let them fellers
sorter droYe llti to it."
I go. I don't beli_f \'e the_y're outlaws, or that they know any.. \\ ell, pe1 l:aps 1 was, lhen. \Ve won't arg ue it. Dut I want thing about ther i\1yst~c Dozen. Maybe ther two of 'ew !!ot.
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a littl e mad 'canse they thought you was spyill' on 'em, an' I' Instantl y a ll eyes were turned in that direction.
they thought the,\' would git square with yer. ''
Then a heavy thud sounded, and when they looked again
"That may be, Mr. Dover, but it's migl..tty sel dom that I make tbe four masked men had disappeared.
a mistake. I put those two fellows down as being crooks,
•·Well, by thunder!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charli e. " They' re
and I can't get it ot: t of my head that they are not. I am · gone, Wild."
well satisfied that the last one is a migh ty sharp individual.
"That's right, " was the reply. "But keep an eye above
He may be bad, or he may be good, but he's very deep, I'm , there. Some one tried bard to get you , I reckon."
certain."
'·Yes, an' h e come mighty near doin' it, too. I beard ther
''Well , most li!;:ely they 'll go on about their business, an' I bullet sing, an' it co uldn 't have been more than a couple of
then have a lot ter tell about what happened to 'em in Red I inches from my ear."
Rock Pass to-day."
j The re was just the vestige of some smoke showing about
The fire that had been kindled upon the big rock was nearly. twenty feet above, and something like a hundred further
out by thi s time, but our friends did not take th e troubl e to : back.
pay any attention to it.
I They a ll knew that the shot had been fired from that point,
They rode on through the pass, and when they had co vered i but there was no one to be seen, so it was useless to waste
a bout a hundred yards they started at a canter.
any ammunition in shooting in that direction.
"Bors ... said the :roung deadshot, as he nodded to his partBent on finding where the four men had gone, Young Wild
ners, ·•if it h appens that we meet any outlaws before we get West quick ly dismounted and ran to the spot where they bad
very far I'll know for certain that I wasn't mistaken in my been standing.
estimate of the fellows we just let go."
Even their rifles h ad disappeared, and this seemed to be
•'That's right, Wild, " Jim Dart answered, with a shake of remarkably strange, since th ey smely could not have bad
his head. •'J think the same as you. I am expecting to meet time to plclc them up before they got away.
some of the Mystic Dozen at any moment now."
Wild looked behind the jutting point of r ock, but there was
"Well, I'll be ready to shoo t, anyhow," declared Dover, as 1 nothing there that suggested a hiding-place.
. h e pulled a wicked-looking gun and held it over his thigh I The ground itself seemed to be the same all over.
a s he rode along.
Strata of rock seemed to cover the best part of the trail,
Just about half a mile from the spot whern Wild's friends auyhow.
had been when they hea rd the two revolver shots they came
Nowhere was there a mark that suggested anything like a
to a sharp turn where the cliffs roared themselves so high secret opening.
tbat when one locked up it seemed as thougb he was looking
Crang!
·
from the bottom or a well.
Anothe1: report rang out just then, and this time a bullet
All $Orts of hollows and crevices were to oe seen at ei th er flattened again.st a rock a couple of f eet above our hero's head.
side, too, while here and there a bunch of vegetation was
He lool,ed quick ly in the direction it came from, but failed
growing, as though it was difficult to draw life from the dry, to see the person who had fired it.
rocky ground.
·'I think we had better git away from here!" exclaimed
Wild held np his hand and brought bis horse down to a ·walk. Hemp Dover, his face rather pale. ''When they git shootin'
He had scarcely done this when a sharp whistle sounded , at you from some place where you can't see 'em, then it's
from somewhere, and then as suddenly as if they had been about time ter make a bee-line for some other place."
shot upward from und er the ground, four masked men ap·'Well there's a whole lot in what you say," the young deadpeared, each carry ing a carbine.
shot an;wered with a nod of hls head. ·• I reckon we may
"Hands up !" came the s harp co mmand.
as well go
But you can bet I 'll remember this spot, all
Even though .he was expecting sometl~ing. of the kind to right.,.
occur, Young Wild West was taken by surprise.
Charlie, Jim and Arietta watched l'eenly as Wild mounted
But with wonderful quickness he grabbed his revolver, an d his horse.
th en up went his hands, not oY er his h ea d, but just far
They were expecting to see a rifle thrust up frcm sorr.eenough to le vel the weapo ns.
where among the rocks above them.
Neither of the four bold-up m<:>n had a rifle to his shoulder,
But no such thing occurred, and after waiting a couple of
so they were not exactly ready to fire.
mir..utes, our hero gave the word to move, and they all rode on
'·Make a move l'l:J shoot and some of you wil l die!" the I through the pass.
young deadshot exclaimed, as his horse came to a stop with in II •·Well I sartinly fee l a little easier now •. " Dover declared,
,twe~;y feet of the four. "I reck on l have got the drop on with a sigh of relief. .. I begin ter think that ther threP, cowyou.
boys was members of ther band, too, an• that ther fire was
If they had surprised our frienfls toe riuartette had re- I ki ndled so these fellers would see t.her smoke an' know some
celvP,d the same dose, and with good interest, too.
: one was com in'. You're right, Young Wild West."
They were actually amazed, and none of them made a move 1 "Yes, l know I am," was the reply. "I should never have
to raise his rifle.
, let those fellows go, though I suppose if we had attempted to
The deadl y tubes in tbe hands of the boy on the sorrel bring them with us there would have been some .fighting
horse were leveled straight to wa rd them, and the hands that done, and probably some of t:s might have got hurt. Well,
held them were as steady as a rock.
\ it's just as well. We'll have to get them by a little strategy.
".Just let those guns drop to the ground, please," 'the boy I We'll go on over to Silver Hill now, and we won't say any~
said. •·If you don't I am going to show yon how straight I , thing more th an to report that we were held up by four of
can· shoo t. I'll guaranteb you that I can drop the pair of you 1 the Mystic Dozen, and that we managed to get a war from
inside of fiv e seconds."
j them ...
By this time Charlie and Jim bad the four coYered, too.
·•All right, if that's all you want ter say I'll remembe r it.
DoYer sat on his horse read y to bang away at the least ! But I'm goin' ter tell 'em jest how it was that we got a, way
notice, while Arietta, -further back in the rear, had a · rifle to 1 from 'em . It was all through you r wonderful coolness an'
her !:houlder.
quickness."
The four masked men could see all this beyond a doubt,
"Well, I don't care how you tell it, Mr. Dover," and the boy
an d it must have been that they r ealized that th ey stood no laughed lightly. " They did take me by surprise, but I lmow
chance, for down dropped the rifles.
I had to do something without delay, and when my hands
.. You Eaw the srr:oke rising from the pass back there, I sup- went up each one held a gun. My fingers were on the triggers ,
pose," Wild said, smiling at them. "We knew what it was I too and if either of those men had made the least motion to
intended for, so we were ready for you four. Now, then, just i ral~e a rifle I would have opened fire. I certainly wou ld have
step fon"lard and keep your hands above your head s. We are killed all fom of them Qefore they had a chance to shoot,
going to take ) ou to Silver Hill with us. It's too bad we didn't though I don't like to do things hat way. It's always best
keep the o the r fellows we had, for then we would have had to get along without killin g you r man if you can."
more of the Mystic Dozen. But it's a pretty good haul as it
·'Yes, I know it is. But sich fellers as they are would be
is. There are only eight left, and it won't take us long to j a blamed s ight better off dead than alive v:hen you' re facin'
get them."
'em."
The four \\ere standing close to a jutting rock that protruded
Once they got throu gh the pa.ss they found the trail in
outward something like six feet from th e cliff.
Yery good condition , and it was not long before they came in
As they mo.de a move to step forward in obedience to the view of Silver Hill, so-called probably because the mining
bo y's command a sharp report sounded from somewhe'r e up · camp had been built upon the side of a big hill and silver ore
the cliff, and a bullet whizzed past Cheyenne Charlie's head. ' seemed to be plentiful there.
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-==========-= --CHAPTER IV.
AT SILVER HILL.

"There sbe is!" exclaimed Hemp Dover, as be pointed to''Yer see U1at
httle smokestack over there close to ther big pile of dirt?
Well, that's ther mine I'm interested in. Say, but if that only
pans out right I'll sartinly be a rich man afore many months."
"Well, I hope you do, as I said before," Young Wild West
answered, with a nod. "This certainly looks to be like a
hustling camp all right. I suppose if things turn out right
it won·t be long before they will run a branch of the railroad
over here. That's 'what they seem to be doing up in this part
of the country every time a new place starts."
"Yes, that's what I want to see 'em do. I've promised ter
take a little stock in ther railroad company, too, if everything else goes right. Jest git things goln' once, :tn' if ther
ore continues to pan out, everything is bound to be all right."
But our hero did not te ll him exactly what be thought about
the place.
As far as he could see, it was in a very crude state yet.
There was nothing in the way of a smelting plant to be
seen, nor were there any buildings that were any more than
shanties.
On the whole, it looked like one of the ordinary mushroom
camps that were so common in that part of the country at
the time of which we write.
Our friends rode on down the rather gentle descent, and
making a turn, they were not long in reaching the wide creek
that flowed half around the bottom of tbe hill upon which
the mining camp was located.
As they turned up what might be called the street to ride
into the camp itself, miners cauld be seen on both sides looking at them cunously as they paused from their work.
1
·'Quite a population, I reckon," Cheyenne Charlie observed,
as he nodded to the dashing young leader of the party.
"Yes, Charlie, I should imagine there must be over a hundred."
~well, that's putty good for a minin' camp, es]!lec!all y a new
one. Most liltely things i3 putty lively here when night
comes."
"Well, I have an idea we'll find it lively enough around
here, and if we don't we know where we can get all the excitement we want. Tl11c!re is Red Rock Pass and the Mystic
Do1mn to co ntend with. V.'e have got to run that gang down,
~ard the group of shanties and tents, proudly.

Of COUTS!'."

"Ob, I know that! I wasn't thlnl\in' about that jest now,
though. There might he some fun here, an' I like a little fun
once In awhile . .,
"Me l!kee lillee fun, too, so be,., piped Hop Wah, the clever
Chinee, who bad ridden up pretty close to the leaders and was
able to hear what was being said.
.
·'It's a wonder you ain't got a pain afore this, Hop," the
scout retorted, looking at him with a grin.
·• J_,at ligh t, Misler Charlie. Me 'fiaid mo gittee velly muchee
pain pletty soonee. Lere! Glacious! Me gottee now, so be . ..
Hemp Dover looked amazed when h e saw the Chinaman
suddenly distort his fac e as though in tbc greatest of agony,
and press both hands on the pit of his stomach.
··He's sartinly took with cramps, Young Wild West," he
dPclared.
''Funny old cramps, .Mr . Dover,·· was the retort. "Hop is a
ver y funny fellow, you !mow, and you must not mind anything like that . .,
.. Why, you don't mean ter say that he 's puttin' that on,
do yer?"
.. Decidedly so. Bnt it's all right. H e'll soon get over it.
There's a ·whisky-mill right handy by , you know.''
·'He likes whisk.v, eb?"
"Well, that's one of the greatest. failings be bas. We have
tried our best to break him o( it, but it's no go. If it wasn't
that he bad so many good traits we would have nothing to
do with him, jusl. because he has rmch a fondness for the v!le
liquor that is sold in che mining C'amps and tow1 s we strike."
Just then Hop let go the lariat he was leading tbe packhorse with and, uttering a yell, started the piebald cayuse
hE> was riding at a gallop.
He pushed past the rest in a jiffy, and ai:; Cheyenne Charlie
quickly loosened th!' rope that bung across tbe horn of his
saddle as though he meant to lasso the Chinaman, Wild
called out:
·'Let bim alone, Charlie. I-:le'll get what be wants sooner or
later, anyhow, so let him go ahead."

"Jest as you say, Wild. But I reckon I'll foller along after
him an' see what he does . .,
"See here, Charlie," Anna called out, sharply, ·-rm beginning to think that you are anxious to get a drink of liquor,
too."
.. Never mind about that, gal. I'll admit that there·s a little
dust got down my throat, and need somethin' ter sorter remove it. But I won't take but one, so it's all right . .,
Then away went the scout, while the others laughed heartily.
"Blamed if I don't think I'm gittin' putty dry, too,., Hemp
Dover declared, a twinkle in his eyes. "Come on, Young Wild
West. Don't let us git left."
"Go ahead," was the reply. "I don't drink an ything strong,
anyhow, and I reckon a cup of water will su it me as well as
anything."
Meanwhile the clever Chinee was not long in rrnching a
good-sized shanty that bad a sign before tbe door, declaring
it to be the Silver Hotel.
As he dismounted two rough-looking men came to the door,
and then it was not long before another appeared, who was
bareheaded.
Tbe latter was the proprietor, or Urn man who worked for
him, for he promptly nodded and said:
"Hello, heathen! Yon come in aheau of. ther re~t. di <in't
'yer? I was watchin' you all as you come down tiler ·hill.
What kiln I clo for yer?"
"Me gottee velly mt:chce pain. so he," Hop declar<?d. acting
as though he was still in agony. Me w?..ntee lill<"e dloj) of
tanglefoot. Hully up1;ec!.,
"Well, I reckon I kin fix yo u np ail right,·· and thl) rn:rn
promptly ran behind the bar as Hop pushed his wa;.- l:etwreu
the two men . who did not s<>e:!1 to be inclined to make any
more room than was nec-essary for him to pass through .
Tbe Chinaman had just swallowed his drink when Che:·cnne
Charlie galloped up and di!'mounted.
"\Vhcopee! whoopee! .. he yelled, looking hard at th<> tw o
men who were st.ill standing In lhe doorwa y. ·•Is th er Chinaman alive yet?"
"Wh o are yon?" one of them asked, inso len t!.'-.
"Me:" ancl the scout Iook"rl somewha t surprised. ..·w11,-,
I'm Young Wild West's partnr>r. My name i,; Ch ycnne Charlie. I'm all wool an' a yard wide, an' I kin <>at ratt!Prs for
breakfast without turnin ' a h air. If yo11 wa.!1t to Jcnow anything more about me, je!'t ask a few q1:estions an' .'·01i'll
mighty soon find out...
Then scE>ing that they were nothing more th~n a cm;p!c of
loafers, Charlie pushe<l out his hands ancl, c-atchi::ig each onP.
of them by tile shoulder, thrust them aside and v>nlln~d on
inside the LJlace.
He turned quic k ly as hr did thi:;, and when he> saw the t1,·o
coming in, though not acting "" though th.ey were at all dangerous, be gave a noel and added:
"Want to know anything lllO"O alJ<rnt . me?"
"Well, yer might ask us tf-'r h'\'>'e some thi:J· , ·· one of tbPm
said, with a sielrly grin on Ji is fac<>. ·
"I might, but I a;n•t goin' ter clo it. Jest you g:i an· ~:et
down till I tell you to git up. Do ;:s I s:1.r . ··
To show that he meant business, Chari!" jcrkC'\i a r,u •1
from the holster and !eYeled it ?t them.
"Bchav" yourselvei::, bn"s! .. th<> man bchinil the rar ::<aid ,
looking somewhat startled. "Therr ain't no nred of intPrferi n' with evny stranger whaL rcmes herr. Go au· Rel clC\\ n,
as h e says. I don't want rn.v placP shot fUll of holes ag'in.
It's been done too often, an' it. tahf's all thei· 1ime I haYP tu
spa re ter vu tty ther holes up ...
The two mumbled over ;,on-ctl1 ing, and tl11m y:r.!k•'d to tlie
further end of the room, but did not sit down .
Clmrlic appeared to pay r:o far ther attention ro tbern, an1
when Hop askE>d hi m to hu\ e something be prompt!:: onicrc.i
a clrjnk.

Hop took his second one, and seemed to feel fine fro-n t (Joe
effects of it.
Pres€'ntly Wild. Jim. and Hemp Dover entered, lea \'Ing the
girls anrl Wing Wab outsicle.
.. Hello, Misler Yvild ' ·· Hop called out, just as if h~ had
not seen the young deadshot in some 1it tie time. Velly aicf:e
day, so be.··
''None of your non sense, Eop,., was the Quick retort. .. Hav e
you got over your sickness?"
"Yes, me feelee velly muchee flne now, so be. Me go helpee
fixee uppee um camp."
As he started for tbe door the man behind the bar .::alJecl
out rather sharp):i-:
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But Hop went through the window, too, and kept on fol"\Yait. a minute, l'Ir. Chinee. You forgot to pay for them
lowing the men.
drinks you had:"
Presently one of them backed against a tree and pulled a
"°Oh!'" and Hop promptly put his hand in his pocket and
gun.
brought forth a gold coin.
·'Keep away, heathen ! ., he cried, his eyes flashing danger"Ketcbee! .. he said, with a bland smile.
'fhc man put up his bands to do so, and Hop flipped it his ously. "If you come a foot nearer I'll shoot." shakee hands
"Allee light. Me -;relly solly. Me wantee
way.
But it failed to reach, and s~emed to disappear somewhere. with you."
Then Hop shook his head and stepped back, for he knew he
"Yo·1 gottee? " ·
better not go any further.
had
startled.
somewhat
looked
man
tbe
and
..
.it,
.. No, T ain't got
Meanwhile the girls were getting a little anxious about going
"I didn't. head it drop, either," he added.
to setting.
At this the two men who had gone to the further end of the into camp, for the sun was pretty close Arietta
called out, as
"Where are we going to stop, Wild?"
room came forward and began searching about the floor.
out of the hotel.
Hop ga,·e a low chuckle as he saw them and began handling'! the young deadshot came
"Anywhere along the creek over there, Et," was the reply.
something he had in his pocket.
right away."
A minute later he dropped a ni lver half-dollar on the floor "I reckon we'll go and pick out atospot
all hands, but just as they
This seemed to be satisfactory
'
and appeared not to notice it.
seen riding
The two men pounced for it instantly, and as one of them were going _to leave the spot three horsemen were
seized it the clever Chinee pressed his hand sharply to his down the hill.
As Young Wild West loolrnd at th em he gave a slight start,
side.
they had met
.. Ouch! .. came the yell, and then the fellow leaped back and for he recognized two of them as the cowboys
began dancing about as though he had been stung by a hornet. in Red Rock Pass.
"Jim," said he, turning to Dart, "I reckon you had better
The tall man did not heed this, however, but made a grab
take the girls over there and see about getting the camp in
for the coin.
with me until we see what
The moment he touched it he let out a yell and dropped it shape. Charlie will stay here
these fellows arc up to. I reckon they have followed us here
as quick as lightnin g.
as soon as we
.. Velly s tlange, " the Chinaman said, as he tapped his side for ~.ome purpose, and we may as well find out
the ca~.
lightl y, and then took hold of a thin wire and removed be."
. , All right," was the reply, and the~ Jim p:omptly joined the
coin from th o floor. "You no wautec um half-'dollee, so
toward the
The fact was he had a small galvanic battery concealed in gu ls and they all left the spot, mak1Dg tbeu· way
.
creek.
one of the pockets of his blouse.
1:he three h?rsemen rode up with a gallop, and reining in
This he had used seYeral times before, but for the past
then· steeds, dismounted squarely before the hotel.
two or thi ee men tbs it had been out of order
"Hello, Young Wild West!" called out the fellow who had
The last town of any importance they had 'stopped at Hop
thought we would come
had seen to it that the little battery was repaired and now answered to the ~ame of Tom .. "We'cause
there ain't nothin'
Ile was ready to usc it whenever he felt disposed' to do so. over an' have a httle talk to-mgbt,
range. Hope you're feelin' fine,
Our hero and his partners knew what it was, of course, m~ch for us ter do. on the!·
an. that you like Silver. Hill all right. Take my advice an'
and they could not help faughiug.
~ID, 'cai.:s~ there ain't no _tellin' what's
He explained it to Dover, who looked at the Chinaman with enJo! yourself a]] you
goin ter happen. You re looklD for ther Mystic Dozen, an'
no little admiration.
any one as starts out ter look for 'em had better have his
•·Electricity, eh?" he said, after he had been made to un- life insured putty heavy, an' at ther same time have an underC:ers tanu it. Well, that do es beat all. Who would have taker close by."
though t you could carry sich stuff around in your pocket?"
·
"Well, Hop can do almost anything," Wild told him.
CHAPTER V.
The two hange1 s-on got back to the other end of the room
'IHE COWBOYS LOOK FOR TROt:BLE
ng~in, and stood l~oking as though they were afraid sometlnng worse was g01ng to happen to them at any moment.
Young Wild West could not help admiring the audacity of
.. Well, boss," ot:r hero said, nodding to the man behind
than a villain.
the bar, who appeared to be a great deal more than interested the man he knew was nothing more orinJess
pass, and was
the
well
pretty
up
him
sized
had
he
But
accomto
room
enough
have
you
suppose
don't
"I
them,
in
satisfied that he was what might be called a pretty cool head.
modate our party in your hotel, have you?"
"Well, my friend," lhe boy said, a smile on his handsome
"I'm sorry ter say I haven't, .. was the reply. "I'm chock
"your advice may be all right, so I will not forget it.
face,
earth,
on
place
biggest
ther
ain't
It
now.
boarders
full of
you say that 1 mean to look for the Mystic Dozen
When
joke.
a
was
it
though
as
laughed
he
and
you know,"
right. But Pl.ease understand that I knew noth~
~·ou're
we
if
objections
any
""\Veil, clo yon think there would be
ID~ of such a gang until .after I had started to come to Silver
were to pitch our camp along the creeli: over to the left?"
13:cquaint~d here, so I' ll
"l know there wouldn't be. Who would care if you was to i;,111. Yo_u seei:n ~o be pretty well
domg busmess here, so I
r am!J there? Why, it's as much your property as it is any a~k you 1f the1e is an un~ertal~er
can make arrangements with him to look after me when r
on e else's...
.. Well, all right. r reckon we']] go over there, then. It's am through with the outlaw crowd."
"Ob, I reckon there's some one here who would see to it
pretty close to suppertimc. ..
you git buried !n prope1: shape," was the reply. ·•Don't
t~at
Silver
workin'.
quit
to
men
er
th
for
time
.. Yes, it's about
at what I said. You ,Jest made a fool of yourself back
m3:d
git
see
you
fellers
two
these
an'
place,
JI ill is a bustlin' sort of
all.,, S3:Y, ~oys;; ai;id he turned
in here are ther only ones around ,what ain't workin'. It ain't there m Red Ro~k Pass, thats
an his crowd had
'rause they ean'l git a job, but they're too lazy, that's all. They to ~hose who we10 standing about, this Ind
They was treatin' 'em
would i;ooner hang around here an' wait for some to treat 'em. a~ idea that my two pards was outlaws.
mighty rough, too, when I come on ther scene. But I will say
We was thinltin' of runnin' 'em out of ther camp .,
,, that they all got a little sense in their heads, an' Young
· .
.
. ..
.. M
Wild West, as he calls himself, was willin' to let us go. We
J <' fee1efl ';1 ~ _i;nnche_e "Olly f.01 t'.m poor Mel!can men,
but after we had got a
~~~~ dcrla red, ~bal\lng Ins head sadl ~ as he started toward was goin' back to ther cattle range,
as well turn an' come
might
we
thought
we
away
distance
little
.
.
.,
,
,
, .
.. ;
particular business to call
h._e: p a~a~ fiom h_e 1 e,. _ he~then , O?e of lhem said, puttmg back here, since there wasn't no all
the·1 f 00 1 · •t d d .
We don t want no more of that us to thcr range jest then . well '
up In~ _hand th1eatemng1).
ea ) ct,
s am
.
e_lectr 1 c1~y. We heai:d what th er young feller with thcr Jong, anyhow.,,
Wild was satisfied that the man was trying to start somclight _b~11: ~aR talkm_' about. \Ve'rn heard somethin' about
he did not purpose to tak
~1°;:tric1t),. coo. Don t you pu~ that half ,,dollar around us thing in the way of a row, but
e
notice of it just then.
ag rn. If ) ou do we II both begm to shoot.
wav
easy
and
cool
his
in
said,
he
Tom,"
right,
all
''That's
"Me
blandly.
answered,
Hop
"
be,
"2\1e no hurtee you, so
·'If I made a fool of myse lf in Red Rock Pass, I won't the neit
likee yon velly muchee."
to the Mystic Dozen
But they kept edging away from him as he approached, and time I accuse any one of belonging
·
presently one of them got close enough to a window to leap You just bear that in mind. will )(on? ··
"Well, I s'pose 1'11 be able to remember it alf right " was
outside.
on' in~icl
As ho went through the other follo~ed, and then Cheyenne I the sneering rejoinder, and th en the fellow "·ent
and Pard . e
CI:rnrll<' let out a roar of laughter which the others joined in. the barroom, followed by his companions, Jerry

I
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"Well, if you don't start back inside of ten seconds something will happen to you. I don't want any trouble with
you or any one else, but since you are looking for it you will
get more than you want, 1 promise you ...
"I have got to go back inside of ten second s, eh?'' and the
cowboy reached for his gun.
"You touch that piece of hard\\'are and I'll put a hole through
you!,. the young dead shot exclaimed , and, as quick as a flash,
he had him covered.
"You're mighty soon wilh that gun of yours, Young Wild
West," Jerry said, shrugging his sho ulders. "Well, maybe
I was a little fast. I wanted to go back, anyhow, so don't
think it's you what's makin' me do it."
"No, of course not."
Then, without another word, the cowboy turned and started
rapidly for the shanty hotel.
"Now, Hop," said Wild, "if you don't make a bee-line for
the camp I will be tempted to give you a kick, and a good one,
too. What is the matter with you, anyway? You ought t o
know that there's work for you to do."
"Me allee samee forgilte e, Misler Wild," the Chinaman said,
pleadingly , as he started briskly toward the camp. .. Me velly
goodee Chinee. No kickee me, Mislet' Wild. Me likee you velly
muchee."
• Wild could not help laughing.
Hop was a very clever actor, and the chances are he was
simply putting it on.
Anyhow, he remained very passive, and it was not long
the two tenls.
before he was at work erecting
Wild told his partners and th e girls all about it, and they
all declared that it was quite evident that the three men had
come to the mining camp for the purpose of making trouble.
"It seems to me that ) ou're takin' a whole lot from them
galoots, Wild," tbe scoul declared, shaking his head. '"l've
seen yer take it up mighty quick for a whole lot !es:; than
what they'se said an' done."
"I know you have, Charlie. But you must remember that
I have those three fellows under suspicion. I want to let
them go ahead as far as they like. I am still oonfident that my
are memfirst impressio n of them was correct, and that tlleyWhen
they
bers of the gang that ls called the Mystic Dozen .
leave here, which they will no doubt do some time between
now and midnight, I mean to follow them. I'll soon know
whether they are cowboys working on a ranch or not. •·
·•An' I'm goin' with yer, ain't I, ·wild ?•· the :;cout as!,ed,
ened.
Wild J,Jut on a spurt, and before the cowboy was able to over- eagerly.
"\¥ell, I suppose so, Charlie. You generally do go with me
take the Chinaman he reached the scene.
"
''What are you up to, you sneaking coyote?" he demanded , on such missions.
I ain't gain' ter say another word. You
enough.
Good
..
as he faced the rascally fellow·
an' you kin bet your life that you'll win
business,
your
know
all,"
that's
kicldn',
good
a
.. i jest want to give ther heathen
too. Scourge of Red Rock Pass, eh'!
thing,
here
this
in
out
eyes.
man's
the
from
shot
ance
was the retort, as a leak of defi
but it sorter makes me s ick. 'I'here
good,
mighty
sounds
That
the
what
me
tell
Just
"Well, never mind about doing it.
this part of ther countn, or they
around
foots
of
lot
a
be
must
trouble was, and maybe I can fix it up."
afoie this ...
gang
that
nabbed
have
would
Jerry
West!•·
Wild
Young
'·It ain't none of your business,
Charlie. It isn 't e very one
fools,
them
call
can't
we
"Well,
needs
heathen
That
exclaimed . "Don't you go to interferin '.
who are posing to be
those
or
things
ba·l
expecting
is
who
him,
after
started
a good kickin', an' as I felt like doin' it, I
W\' would have uevei· susare
chance:;
The
people.
decent
"
door.
after one of my pards chuckeU hJm out of tiler
peeled these thr ~e fellows if we hadn't met them under the
.. Well, H you attempt to kick him you'll wish you hadn't,
c!l'cumsta nces "e did ...
haYe
we
until
are
you
that's all, so just stay right where
heard Hop's story. Now then, Hop,'' and he turued to the
"Well, I don't know about that," and the scol1t s hook his
Chinaman , "What is the matter?"
·head.
away
gittee
me
tee
wan
samee
[Jiee
man
.. Um bad Melican
'l'he sun had disappear ed J,y thP time su pper wa:.i ready, and
fiom um bar, so be, Mislti· Wild."
ii was not long before it began to grow dark.
then
eh?"
wanted,
they
as
do
wouldn't
you
"I see, and
friends ale the evening mtal in the same hearty fashOur
man.
Melican
likee
samee
allee
Me
.Wild.
er
lVIisl
"Lat light,
al ways did, and shortly after it was over with Wild
they
ion
"
be.
so
buy,
me
g
evelythlin
for
Pay
Gottee plenty money.
the scout and said:
to
nodded
they
suppose
I
them
for
aside
step
.. And as you wouldn't
'·Well, Charlie, I reckon we'll t~cke a walk over to the hotel.
seized }OU and threw you out. Is that it?''
crowd ove1· there now. for it seems tlrnt the
"Lat light. Le~ d1uck1::e me outtee velly ruuchee quickee, There's a big
worldug rather lale to-da y l1<1ve turned out
were
who
miners
so be."
doubt they are wJI.: ing about us."
No
force.
fu]J
in
him.
·· Jei-ry gave a nod as our hero turned to
.. It would be mighty funny It Llley wa81i't, Wild,'' and
"Well, that's all right, ain't it, kid?" he asked.
e u laugh. .. ft seems that 11"<.:'re f•Utty well known
"Well, T don 't know whether it is or not. What right did Charlie gu,we
go . Ei·en if any one Hever see n us, he's heard
whereve1·
you have to order the Uhinaman away from the bar?"
I don't s' pose there's anythiP-g strange in
"Why, any rnan's got a right to do that to a heathen, ain't about us. Well, to think or it. \\"e barn :.artinl.\" been on
that, either, come
he ?''
last three years. We've tra\i>led all over
"Well, I suppose he has if he thinks so. But I hardly think tiler go for ther
frnm ther Canada line down into Mex:co ...
it was enough to cause him to want to kick the Chinaman . · ther country,
Jim Dart was qultc satisfied to l •:main at the camp with
Take my advice now and go back to the shanty."
But Jerry had taken two or three drinks during the brief the girls.
Wing had placed some heavy wood upon the fire, and as
time he had been at the place, and the liquor seemed to fire
darkness gathered the light that came from it was pleasing.
the
ly.
considerab
him
But .Jim soon li1$hled a lantern and plnced Jt where It would
"I ain't In ther habit of gain' back to any place afore I git
afford the best light, and then he was ready to sit ' down and
ready," he said, defiantly.

As Wild started to leave tlle spot, Cheyenne Charlie looked
at him in amazemen t.
"Say, ·wild ," he said, running over to the boy, "you ain't
gain' ter stand for anything like that, are yer? 'l'hem galoots is loo kin' for trouble, an' they may as well git jt right
away."
"Never mind, Charlie," was the r eply. "We'll attend to
them after supper. I know they are looking for trouble, but
1t's all right. It will keep, I'm sure."
"Jest as you say," and then the scout took his horse by the
bridle and started after those who had gone on ahead.
The two wallred along without looking back, and when they
got to the creek they found that Jim had selected a good place
to camp.
.. Does this suit you, Wild?" Dart asked.
"It certainly does," was the reply. "Now then, Wing, you
can go right ahead and make preparatio ns for supper. 'The
tents can be put up later. Hop will be here shortly, and if
he doesn't I']] see to it that he hurries a little."
Hop had llngered at the hotel, for no doubt he was in the
mood to have something more to drink and, if possible, play
a practical joke.
As soon as the horses were relieved of their saddles all
hands turned to and assisted in unloading the paclr-hors es.
Meanwhil e, Wing bad already gathered a pile of faggots,
and was ready to kindle a fire.
The scout's wife very often assisted him in the cooking,
result was that in less than
and she now lent a hand, and thewell
under way.
fifteen minutes the suppe;: was
Charlie mentioned
when
and
Hop had not showed up yet,
it our hero decided to call him.
"I'll soon fetch him here," he said, coolly. "He knows pretty
well that he is needed, and yet he has got to stay over at
the whisky-m ill."
It was not more than a couple of hundred yards to the
he
hotel, and as the Loy started to walk briskly toward it out
he was after came
heard a shout, and then the very onefollowing
a
waving
him,
man
a
hurry,
n.
of the front door in
revolver.
The young deadshot saw that it was one of the cowboys- the
fellow called Jel'ry, and a dangerous flash shone in his eyes
instantly.
Helpee, helpee! Misler Wild, Misler Wild!,,
·'Hip hi!
shouted the clever Chinee, who was evidently quite fright-
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talk to the girls, wJ-!Ie he looked over his weapons and
mended his saddle.
Hop sat close to his brother, apparently as though he had
settled down for the evening.
But the moment Wild and Charlie were a hundred feet from
the camp he sneaked softly around the side of the larger of
the two tents and then arose to his feet and started after
them.
Wing was the only one who saw him do this, but he did not
seem to care about it and said nothing.
Meanwhile, the young deadshot and the scout walked briskly
over to the hotel.
A flam ing oil lamp had been lighted in front of the place,
and the sandy street was lit with quite a glare.
Other lights could be seen in the shanties, too, and quite a
representative store not far distant was illumined even better
than the hotel.
"Enterprisin' people here, Wild," the scout observed, with a
grin. "I believe that's what you call it, ain't it? Enterprlsin', I mean."
'·Yes, that's right, Charlie. They are looking for business,
and you can't blame them."
It was not strange that two or three men had seen our
friends before, and when they greeted them as they came up
to the hotel both Wild and Charlie remembered having seen
their faces before, though they could not call their names.
There was lots of hand-shaking, and then one of the residents of the mining camp introduced our hero as the Champion Deadshot of the West and Boss Boy of the world.
Wild laughed good-naturedly at this, and when the cheer
that followed subsided, he said:
.. Gentlemen, you mustn't mind everything you hear said
about me. I am only just a common boy, ready for anything
that comes along, and always bent on doing about the right
thing. If it happens that I have taught myself how to shoot
pretty straight, that's all right. Any one else might do the
same thing. But as to being the boss boy of the world, that's
nonsense. It's a very small part of the earth that I have seen,
and I have no idea that I'll ever see half of It, even if I live
to be a hundred. Here comes a heathen Chinee who has seen
a great deal more of the world than I have."
As he said this he turned and pointed to Hop, who was close
at hand now.
"That's Young Wild West's clever Chinee, boys,'' the man
who had given the introduction called out. "He's ther smartest heathen that ever wore a pigtail. I seen him playin' draw
poker with a couple of card-sharps once, an' ther way he
cleaned them two galoots out was enough to make any one
feel happy. They was doin' their blamedest to git hold of his
pile, which was a mighty big one. He let 'em go on until .he
got 'em jest right, and then he cleaned ther four of 'em out
in a jiffy. He bad four aces an' each of 'em held four of a
k!n<l, too. It sartinly was an excitin' game."
This was quite enough to cause all hands to make a study
of the Chinaman, who stepped up into the full glare of the
light and began bowing right and left.
"Here's that heathen ag'!n, boys!·• a voice called out from
the U.oorway, and then out came the cowboy called Jerrr. .
He was pretty wel! under the influence of liquor by this
time, and he promptly pulled a gun and began flourishing it.
Tom and Pard quickly followed him.
The former was quite sober, but the other was In about the
same condition as Jerry.
He, too, pulled a gun.
Tom did not look so much at the Chinaman as he did at
Wild and Charl!e, who were standing with the group of miners talking away just as though they were not aware of the
existence of those who were making such threatening gestures.
.. Hip hi!" exclaimed Hop, as he saw the two men advancing toward him. "Whattee mattee? You allce samee kickee
Chinee?"
"Come here, h athen!" roared Jerry. "I don't care if Young
Wild West is here: You have got ter take one good kick from
me, an' that's all there is to it. Ther quicker you let me do
it ther better it will be, 'cause I won't be satisfied until I've
done it.•·
.. Never mind kicldn' him,. Jerry," Pa rd spoke up. "Let's
make him dance. Git back fpr us," and the fellow flourished
his revolver toward the crowd.
'!.'he command wa~ obeyed readily, for no one seemed to be
Inclined to run the risk of being shot.
•·Good enough!" exclaimed Jerry, giving a drunken nod.
" Step up here, heathen, an' dance. If you keep good time

your feet will be all right. But if you don't, you're liable
to lose all your toes."
"Me no wan tee dancee," Hop declared, and then he backed
toward om· hero and the scout.
"Let him alone, boys," spoke up one of the miners. "That's
Young Wild West's clever Chinee. He's all right, even if
he is a heathen."
But they paid no attention to this, and at once started
toard Hop, as though they meant to seize him and drag him
toward the open spot under the swinging light.
Wild was now forced to interfere.
"See here," he said, suddenly facing the two, "there's no
need of having any trouble here. But please let this heathen
alone, will you?"
"You git back or you'll git hurt, Young Wild West," Jerry
answered, quickly,. as lhe leveled his gu,n at the boy.
Crack!
·
It was Cheyenne Charlie who fired and, with a yell of pain,
the villain let the weapon drop from his grasp.
"I reckon ther trouble has begun, Wild!" the scout exclaimed. "Whoopee! whoopee!" and then he b!lgan swinging
his revolver back and forth, at the same time keeping his eyes
on the three men.
QHAPTER VI.
THE COWBOYS I.EAVE THE MINING CAMP.

"There was no help for it now, so Wild quickly leaped forward, and before the fellow called Pard lmew what he intended to do, the revolver had been sent flying from his hand.
Then the young deadshot quickly turned his own gun on
Tom, who was stepping toward the door at the time .
"You came back here looking for trouble, and now you have
got it," he said, coolly. "Step out here, or I'll put a hole
through you."
"I ain't said a word, Young Wild West," came the rather
cool re~ly. "I can't help it If my two friends has got a
little d1•unk an' don't know what they're do!n'."
"Step out here!" came the command.
"All right, of course I will, seein' that you're mad about it."
"Get together in a bunch," the young deadshot said, coolly.
Charlie had seized the fellow he had caused to drop the
revolver, and as he held up his right hand all those present
could see a stream of blood was trickling from one of the
fingers.
"That's where I touched you with ther bullet," Charlie said,
rather proudly. "I didn't want ter hurt you. I only wanted
to make you drop that gun, so there waan't no danger of it
goin' off. Wild was right in tber way, you know, an' I
couldn't see him run ther risk of gittin' shot.··
The three were pushed together closely, and then as if they
bad been told to do so, the miners crowded around and formed
a circle.
"Boys," said our hero, nodding to those in the crowd, "we
happened to meet these three fellows back in Red Rock Pass
this afternoon. We had a little misunderstanding, and it
appears they don't like it. They came back here for the purpose of starting a row with us, and now tnat they have done
so I mean to let them go the limit. They may be friends of
yours, but I can't help that. I am satisfied that they are no
good. Two of them were going to make the Chinaman dance,
and that has given me an idea. I am going to make the 'three
of them dance now, and they have got to dance mighty hard,
because I am going to use a gun in either hand, and lead
is certainly going to fly."
At this the crowd drew back slightly.
Wild had seen to ft that the three were placed almost directly under the swinging light.
He could see the ground plainly, and as he stepped back he
drew his other revolver and began swaying it back and forth .
"Step up, boys," he said to bis partners. .. I want a good
chance. I am going to make some leather fly, even if it ls In
the lamplight."
"Hold on, I reckon you're goin' a little too far, Y,oung Wild
West," Tom called out, his face now rather .pale.
"You heard what I said." was the retort, "so take heed.
When I tell you to start to da.nce I wants you to do it. If you
don't you are going to lose part of your shoe leather."
The boy shot a swift glance around, and satisfied that there
was no danger of any one getting hurt, he pushed out his
right hand, so the revolver aimed straight at the !eet of the
trio.
"Now then, dance!" he exclaimed.
Not one of them made a mov~
Crack!
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"Bad Mellcan man talkee velly muchee,'' Hop declarE'd, for
Tom uttered a sharp cry and leaped from the ground, but
the bullet had merely touched his boot-heel, though no doubt he was not the least bit afraid of them after what had happened. "Ley bettee Jookee outtee. Young Wild West allce
he had felt a sort of shock from It.
samee shootee velly mnchee holes thlough !em . .,
" Dance! " the boy repeated.
The three turned and looked daggers at him, but neither sai d
Then all three stepped a little apart and began jumping up
a word t hat was intelligible.
and down.
''Well, I always took them boys to be putty good fellers,"
Crack!
Hank retorted. "It seems th at they made a mistake in goin'
A piece of Jerry's boot-heel went this time.
ag'in Young Wild West an' his pards. But it's all right. I
Crack!
Pard's turn came next, and it must have been that the bul- talked It over with Hank Dover, one of ther owners of ther
let stung his flesh, too, for he uttered a howl of pain and big mine back here, an' ne told me jest about what hap!,J"'ned
in Red Rork Pass. Two of em acted very much as thoug h
landed flat on his stomach as fie came down.
they wasn't exactly straight, an' that led Young Wild West
''Get up! " Wild shouted, for he knew he was not hurt.
Up jumped the man with surprising quickness, and then ter go at 'em putty strong. They wouldu't knuckle down an'
tell him right away that they was innocent an' hon est men,
the three started in to dance for all they knew how.
Wild kept shooting at their heels until he bad fired eight so they kept it goin' till it looked almost sartin as though
they was genu ine outlaws, or something like that. Then along
times.
Then satisfied that he had gh·en them the lesson they de- comes Tom Dorsey, or Captain Tom, as we sometimes call
him, an' he sorter straightens it up. Tom is a putty good
served, he called out:
feller, though he's one of ther kind who sorter bolds a grudge,
" Stop!"
an' that's why he come bacl; here an' started things goin'
It was not necessary to repeat the command.
ag'in. But I reckon Tom's thought it OV!lr, ain 't yer, CapThe three villains r ci•<zd dancing instantly.
" Now, then, if you are satisfied we will call it square," tain Tom?"
"Yes, I' ve thought it ove r pntt.y well, Gibbs," the leader of
the young deadsbot said, in his cool and easy way. "You
started it, and you certainl y have got about all the punish- I the trio answered, coolly. ''Bnt there's no need of me tellin'
ment due you. But if you think you are not satisfied, just yon jest ther couclusiou l've come to. Maybe you kin guess
say so. I am ready to go ahead and finish you, if necessary." that. You may think that Young ¥ild West is one of ther
"You have got it all your own way, Young Wild West," I smartest boys that ever Ji ved, an' .vou kin stick up for him
Tom said. a pe(.llliar ring in his voice. ''Don't think that I'm ' all yon llke. 'I'hat don't say tlull he's goin' ter run things
one bit afraid of. yer. I know when to do a thing an' when around here in any kind of fashion ...
"Hold on, Captain 'I'om," the miner sai d, raising bis hand
not to. You made me dance, but maybe I'll make you do someand shaldng his head. .. Now I happened to be here an' seen
thin' else afore n1any days have passed."
"Maybe you will, bnt I am going to take the chances on it. what 11appened to-night. It wasn't nobody's fault but you
Ycu lmow what I told you back in Red Rock Pass. Well, I fellers'. Your two pards sartinly was all ready to pick a
haven't changed my mind, even if I did give you the benefit mnss, an' I can't h elp sayin' that they got jest what they was
of the doubt then and kt you go. It's not necessa ry for me to deservin' of, an' so did you. Jf you had stayed inside instead
say anyth ing further right here, but just look out for your- of c:omin' out there an' mlxin' up with !t, you would have
been out· of it. But Young Wild West made you dance along
self. ··
The man winced slightly at this, and without another word with ther other two, an' I've got to say that it served you
good an' right. "
turned and walked into the s hanty hotel.
"Well, don 't be too free in speakln' out what yer think,
The majority of the miners were delighted with the perGibbs. I ain't ther sort of man that stands for everything,
forrna nce they bad just witnessed.
While n one of them seemed to have anything in particular yo u know ..,
"All right, Tom. Let it drop. J don't want ter git into any
against the three cowbcys, they seemed to side with Young
argument with yer. I know you're a mighty quick hand with
·wild West In the matter.
Many of them wanted to know just what bad been the start- a gun, an' all that sort of thing, an' maybe I ain't as good
as you In that ' ine. But, jest ther same, I ain't an awful lot
ing of it all, and Wild made an answer that ,suited them.
Hop stood meekly before the crowd of miners, some of whom afraid of yer..,
"All right, I'll give yer a chance to prove that; maybe, some
were laughing and others talking about the occurrence.
"Heathen," said Cheyenne (.;barlie, turning to him, "I time."
"I can't help it, Tom. I've said it, an' I'll stick to It. But
reckon you had better go on in an' see what them sneakin'
coyotes will do. Ther next time they try ter fool with yer I'm if there's goin' ter be trouble between us, an' guns is goin'
goin' ter shoot to kill. I ain't goin' ter stand no more of this ter be used, I s'pose we might as well settle It right now.
kind of business, an' you J;in put that clown as comin' from That's ther ldnd of a hairpin I am. Come on outside an' we'll
me, old Cheyenne Charlie, who was born in Cheyenne, an' shoot it out. If I go down I've got friends enough t er give
me a decent burial, an' so have you, for that matter. Come
ain't afraid of anything that ever lived.,.
··Hip bl! hoclay ! •· cried Hop, and taking hi s b:it from his rigllt on. You an' me has always been putty good friends,
head he waved it in the air, at the same time executing a few but l happen ter know ther nature of you, an' I don't want
steps of a Chinese jig, or some other dance that was unknown nobody ter have a grudge ag'in me, an' be all ther time expectin' that I'm goin' ter git shot. Captain Tom, here's where
to the majority of those present.
"Look at that, boys!·· exclaimed the miner who bad been we settle it."
As the miner spoke he pulled a gun and began backing to1.he onfl to Introduce our friend to the crowd. "That's Young
.
.
·wild West's clever Chi nee, all right. Ain't he somethin'? ward the. door.
But Wild and C~arlie had entered by this time, and the
'fo look at him you would never think be knowed enough ter
hlow hot Roup, or to go in when it rained. But he's all thE're . ~'oung deadshot qmckly advanced and stood between the two
everv time. I never did have much use for a heathen till I men.
;'Hold or., " he said, raising his hand. " I don't want an .v!ieon. him. Maybe he ain't white, as far as his slcin goes, but
i reclrnn ho's got a heart in him what's jest as good as any thing lil;e this to happen just because I happened to be uulncky enough to get into trouble h ere. If you two men have
man's. •·
··You Y<'ll :: nicee man, so be," Hop declared, ste~ping over been frlencls, I want you to quit .talking that way and shake
to tbe Rr> eakrr and linking arms with him, '"Whattee you hands."
''Oh, I'm will in ' to shake hands with you," Torn cleclarecl,
nam ee?"
·· Wrll, rr;~· name arc Han!\ Gibbs. An' your name is Hop, and he force<'! a smile and nodded lo the man he had stirred
to a pitch of ang!lr.
as I know putty well.··
"Well. if vou mean that, Captain Tom, I'm willin', too," anrl
"La.t Jitz;ht. 1\IlsJer 1Ianl.e. Me namce Hop Wah; comee flom
China. Velly smartPe Chinee, so be. Hip hl! hoolay! We Hank Gibbs promptly put his rernlvcr away and stepped
fo rward.
Mc and .vou."
c:~~Pe same<' havee lillee tllink.
The two gripped hands, and it seemed to be a sincere shake
Then Hop hair drag;;cd him to the en trance to the hotel bar· 'that was ;;iven.
room.
Hank ' Gibllr- W<?S fairly delightf'rl, and he laughed loudly as !I "Well. ma.vlw I'\·e got <'t:ile a few friends her<>, after all,"
Tom c!Pcl~~rni!, a'l he turned to hl '.l two compa:Jions. "Bovr'
J;p 1n·rmitterl hi mse lf to he led insicl('.
As thr two cnrrrrd, the tll rre rascally rowbo)'8 were gat h- 1afore an:vthing happens, s'posc w0 .iu111p o:i 011r horEes :;n:
crcrl at Ill" IJ:i.r, their h earls c losP tog8ther, as though they were lig-ht ou1? T reckcn yon hav.c got enough hn;;-.i ui ce to last
1 yer for awhile, an' if yer ain't you hill each t"ke a boll le
hatching up some sort of a plot.
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along. I ain't much of a drinker, as you know, but jest ! They kept it up until Red Rock Pass loomed up before
tor ther fun of it, I'll buy a quart an ' share it with yer when . them, and then Wild took the risk of coming up a little closer,
yours is gone. ·:
i for he was anxious to find out where the secret quarters of the
Thf' two nodded assent to this, so each quickly purchased ! Scourge was located.
a bottle of wh isky.
I Never once did l;te doubt that the three men belonged to the
.. Goorl-nigh t. all! ·· Tom ca.lied out, as they started for the . Mystic Dozen.
doo.-. .. I ho r e eve rything will come out a ]J right. But I aint'
That bad crept into his mind and was firmly rooted there.
goin ' ter tak p bac]{ anything I've said, an' Young Wild West
The pass being but a mile long ma.de it compulsory for
kin <'xpect 1rr hPar from me ag'in. I ain't got no grudge them to keep pretty close, or they might ride on through beaii'in .vou. Gi bbs, so you needn't fear of bein' shot by me. fore they found out anything.
Good-night: r hope everybody gits a good night's rest. But
But Wild had the exact spot where the four masked men
look out for to-morrow, for that's another day."
had disappeared that afternoon imbedded in his mind, and
Out went the three, leaving the majority of those present he could find it even on the darkest sort of a night.
somewhat puzzled.
The clatter of the horses' hoofs rang out sharp and distin ct,
··\Y<>ll, Charlie," said Wild, in a low tone of voice, "I reckon for the ground was stony.
·we h:H·e got to follow those fellows. We haven't a lo t of
It seemed that the three men were not taking any pains to
tim<>, ei! her. Let's get over to the camp and get our horses keep from being followed, but Wild and Charlie were using
in a burr>«··
all the caution they could hring into play, and they managed
··Right yer are," was the reply, and the two at once went to make their hori::es proceed with a lighter tread than usual.
to the door.
Presently Wild saw a part of the cliff above him that
It happ<'ncd that the three cowboys bad paused to talk he had marked in his mind, and he k new that the spot he was
wi th two or three sy mpathizers outside, and seeing this our looking for was not more than a hundred yards ahead.
1"'o friends went hack into the hotel and then left by the
He rode on about a hundred feet further, and then brought
l:a<'k wa>·. acting as t hough they were simply going out for a the sorrel stalllon to a quick halt.
minu te or two a nd meant to return.
Charlie reined in right at his side, and said, in a wh isper:
Fi10 minutrs later the three men mounted and rode away,
"What now, Wild?"
and then Hop nodded his head approvingly and said:
"Come on, we are going ahead on foot,., was the reply, in
··Lat al!er light. Me no likee um bad Mellcan men. Ley a low tone of voice.
al!ee samec outlaws. Killee plenty people and stealee mucbee
"But they're goin' yet. I kin hear 'em."
money.
"I know it. But they'll stop right away. Ab! I told you so."
.. Well, Ho;1, T don't know about that," declared Hank Gibbs,
Sure enough, the hoofbeats suddenly came to a stop.
shaking his head .
There was a short silence, and then they beard the horses
""Mc knower. so be," was the reply. " Young Wild West no walking a few steps and then silence again.
1r.akeG mistakee. He velly smartee Melican boy. He ketchee
But by this time Wild was walk ing rapidly through the
um Mysti c Dozen, so be. You waitee. "
pass, the scout not far behind him.
""Boys,·· said a voice close at hand, and then Hemp Dover
Around a turn they went, and then suddenly a light showed
:>.ppeared among them, " I r eckon ther Chinaman is about right righ t before them.
in what be says. I've sorter got it in my head that Young
It came from the left side of the pass and appeared to be a
·wild West didn't make no mistake when he said them fellers lantern.
was members of ther gang what calls itself ther Mystic
Our two friends did not stop, but kept right on, hugging
J)cz<>n. .Jest take it easy till to-morrow night, an' maybe the side of the cliff.
so111cthin' will happen that will surprise everybody here."
They had advanced probably twenty-five feet when suddenly
the light disappeared, and then they could see nothing but
the outline of the rugged cliffs on either side.
CHAPTER VII.
Charlie had marked the spot where the lantern disappeared
IN THE OU'l'LAWS' CAVE.
as well as the young deadshot, and he measured the distance
ro11 ng Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie lost no time in carefully as he proceeded along .
hurrying to the camp.
Wild did not come to a pause until he was within a very
1t taok but a few words to tell Jim and the girls what they short distance of the place.
intrr.ded to do, an d then saddling their horses they mounted
Then he stepped beside a big boulder and motioned fo r his
:>nd 1"Dd e a round behind a little grove of trees to take the trail companion to do likewise.
further on.
The two stood there for a period of five minutes, listening
They were just In time to hear the clatter of hoofs, and intently for some sound that might lead them to the place
t hP.y knew the three rascals had already started.
where the three riders had disappeared .
.. Come on , Charlie," the young deadshot said, and then he
They knew they had disappeared, for certainly they bad
spoke softly to the sorrel stallion he was riding, and away not gone on ahead through the pass.
he went.
It was at this very spot they had come to a halt, and Wild
Tile scout came close behind , and soon they were at the top knew that they must have gai ned admittance to some secret
of the long hill, with the lights of the mining camp shining cave.
quite a distance behind them. •
But this ought to be quite possible, since the four masked
When they rounded a bend ln the trail and they could not men had disappeared in the twinkling of an eye that very
longer be seen, they settled down to a lope, a nd keeping afternoon, and he knew it was right h ere that the mysterious
th ei .. ears open, so they might not get too close to those they proceeding occurred.
wcro following, they rode on in silence.
But it seemed that the cowboys were in no particular hurry,
After waiting for two or three minutes and not hearing a
and it was easy for our hero and the scout to lreep about the sou nd, our hero touched the scout on the arm and then moved
same distance from them.
along close to the cliff in the direction the light bad shone
Ou they went, covering the miles until at length those ahead a short time before.
came to a halt.
He held a revolver in his right hand, while with his left he
Wild and Charlie stopped, tQo, and quickly dismounting, kept feeling of the cliff, hoping to find a crack or crevice that
the y left their horses standing at the side of t he trail and might lead to a secret door.
.
advanced on foot.
There must be such a thing there, anyhow, the boy thought,
But when they found that the men were simply giving their and as h e h ad succeeded many times before when on such
horses a breathing spell, they 1istened to what they were errands, he fe lt that be was going to win out this time.
talking about.
It was very dark down between t he rocky cliffs, and obBut it happened that neither of them said anything that jects at a distance of ten feet from them could not be obwould throw any light upon the matter as far as ' Wild's served.
suspicions were concerned.
'fhe two moved on s lowly, not making a sound, and just as
What they did say was to the effect that t hey had been they were within a dozen feet of the spot they had marked
altogether wrong, and that they surely would have satis- 1as the one here the light had come from a sound came to
faction sooner or later.
their ears.
Finally they mounted and started ofl' agai11, and then ou r
It was a sort of jar and sounded as though it might be under
two fri ends were not long in getting upon their horses and their feet.
following.
·
· Wild stopped still in bis tracks, and the scout followed suit.
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~ Then they sutldenl y became conscious of the. presence of
. ome one close to th em .
h A fo?ttall w;;is hea~·d once, and th en the y were able to see
t _e fo1 '.n of a man n g ht befo1:e them.
H e v. ~ !k e el ~:mt from the middle of th e pass and stood a.'l
though m a h s t~uing a tLitude.
·
Appvrentl .v sa ti sfi ecl f hat eve rything was all right, the fel Jow ,came bar k and then gave a low_ whistle.
" 1 d d_ a nd th f> scon t were grea tl y mt er ested now.
Tl1 e~ had di sconir.- d the ~e<'r e t haun1 of the Scourge of Red

They now knew just how the four masked men had rlisappea red so suddenly
·
I TTndoubtedly they bad stepped bad: upon the ingenious ·traprloo.r of rock; and it had dropped suddenfy, )iei·mitti11g them
to get out of sight.
·
Wild and Charlie did not care just how the trap w·a s
operated.
'
It was there and in working order, and that was s ufficient.
What they v; anted to do now was lo find out all they
could abou t the Mystic Dozen.
R~ck P:ws. .
.
.
Bot h felt that · they would be able to gel out when lhe
fhat wa Fi t1 bat th e~ had (' OID P t hf'lre for 1 so it 1yas not strange propf> r time came.
.
th at they ~ honld feel ju b11ant.
. ·
·
But they r emain ed perfoc tl y sil ent and awaited developSatisfied t~ at their horses were ;n a spot wh.rre th ey \Vo~ld
m en ts.
not be obse1ved by any oYJe passmg, they paid no attentwn
Jn a fevt seconds the unmistakable sounds made by a horse to suc;h thoughts, and waited patiently for the map with the
walkin g upon a ro r ky floo r was beard.
lantein. to leave the _sp~t.
.
.
.
Then up a s lanting ascr.nt the horse appeared. and as it did
He, d1d ~ot see_m mcl:n ed. t o be m a hurr y, but fi lled his
so th e waiting man s te pped forward and took the animal by pipe. and ll~hted it, after wluch be puffed awa y In s il ence for
the bri dle.
nea1 ly a mmute.
Wi ld and Ch arli e cr ouch ed close t o tbP rock but it was
The~ he shoo}; his head and muttered, loud enough fo.r our
.
.
·
·
•
' · two fn ends to hear:
h_ar rl!) n ecessan-, fo r it was rn dark that they could not pos..
.
•
s1hl y ha ve he0n seen.
Well, Cap tain Tom has sartrnly go, a lot of n <? n·e ter go
The onl y rlange r of su<'h a thing was if a light should sud- back to Silver i-:rm ag·in to-night. After wba l-'s hap pen<?d toclenl ~· he brought npon the scene.
day T should thmk h e wo nld want to lay low. Bu t he woi1ld
But. l hi s did not happen, aud mounting a horse the man rode pnt o~ that w ig _an' fal se whi ske1;s of his an ' s tril<e out. But
through t he pass in Uu• direction of the mining camp.
I don t k_n~w .as it m ::i k e~ much ?1ffereu ce .. He's might~' smart
H e h a rt n ot gone mo r e than a hundred feet when Wild at changm .his vole~ , an mos t l.1kel)' he krn ea sy make everystarted to creep toward the opening.
body 01·er ther e b~lieve he 's a strr.nger. H E's af ter that hoy
H e ~011ld not see it, but he lrnew it was right ahead.
t~e~ call Y~rn.ng Wild West, he says, a~· he m eans .ter git him
F'eelrng care full y , h e moved along, and presently he found afme .mor?-m · Well, I hopes l~e dces, cause T don t want any
wha t h e was looking for.
\one gittin too dose to us . We ve been mighty lu ck y in gittin'
Hi s ha nd touched nothing as he reached forward and as he a~ay from them whafs been -aft er us since we' vp· been opermo Yed it slowly to the l eft it suddenly came in c~ntact with atin' here, on, this t~·aiJ, an' it wouldn't do t o bP caught now.
a square rock, which he kn ew must be the side of an open- But I don t s pcse I Ye _get anytbrng to say ab out it. Captain
in g that led do wn · to somewhere under the ground.
To~1 Dorsey knows lus business, an ' he's bossin.' lher job."
T h e boy n ex t pushed his hand t,o the right, and he quickly
'1 be~, as though be bad. settled a question that h acl be<?n
satis fied him self that it was easily ten feet in width.
botherrng him, the man picked up the lante!·n and walked
As Cha r lie reached llls side he took the scout's hand and away.
.
mad e him und erstand his di Ecovery.
After him stepped Y?ung Wild West and th e scout.
Th en both i·ea ch ed forward and felt o,·er the slanting rock
They went along as lightly as though they had been t reading
w hi ch was not so steep but that a horse could a 81·1
' on eggs, and when th ey rn~ th e man turn sharply to tbe right
and do~
e
Y go up and _go through a rather wide passage, they we r e not long in
vn.
.
gettrng there.
A s Young ·wild West scarcel y knew what fear meant, it was
,
not strange t hat h e should feel Inclined to go down into the
Voices could be heard at the other end of th e passa ge, whi ch
underground place.
was not longer than twenty or thirty feet.
He tonched the scout on the arm, and t]).en seating him'l'hey could see light there, too, and as t be 111a11 nassed
m l[ on th e ground, swung his feet around until they pointed through with the lantern the two stepped ;;ilourr softh and
directly down the slant.
were soon peering into a good-sized cave that ,~as fitted uii
Then, without the least hesitation, he began sliding down- something like a habitation.
.
1Yard, tak ing car e not to make a sound.
Directly opposite the entrance was a stock of rHles and nrnsFor a dista nce of probably fifteen feet he continued, and kets, which went to show that the outlaws kept a r ei:.,-i1lar
then hi 'l feet str11ck a comparatively level spot.
arsenal.
·
Charl ie came afte r bim, as a matter of course, for where
As V\'ild peered around to the left he saw a row of bunks
the you ng deads hot went th e scout always followed wbenJver · that had been made on a shelving rock.
h e ha d the chance.
.
Blankets and skins Jay in disorder, which made it ev ident
The t wo arose cautiously and tried to pierce the inky dark- that those occupying the bunks were anything but n<:at in
n ess, but this was impossible, for it could not have been the way they kept things.
darker if they had been in a tomb a thousand feet below the
Further along was an old-fashioned wood stove with a
ea rth's surface.
sheet-iron pipe that ran almost straight upward until it beAfter listening for a few seconds, Wild got his lips close came lost in an opening in the rocky celling.
to the scout's ear and whispered:
In the other side, reaching about twelve feet, was the table
·' Follow m e, a nd be careful how you step. We may as well and around this were chairs, some of which were in a broke~
see this thing through, seeing that we have got this far." condition.
··Righ t yer are, '· came th e r eply, and then the two stepped
Several boxes, barrels and lrngs were stowed along furthe r
a long to the right.
on, and that was about all.
Two lamps hung over the table, and they were burnin g with
When they bad t a ken perhaps a dozen steps they came to a
full glare, so the cave was lighted up pretty well.
'·all of rough an d ir r egular rock.
Of course, Wild and Charlie had taken note of the fact that
They paused h er e, and at that very moment footsteps were
the cave was occupied by more than the man they nad folh eard approaching.
lowed in.
Then a light showed up a short distance away.
'l'bere were just ele Yen of them there, so it was easy for
Dow n the two dropped and, fortunately, they found an
8ngle of rock there, and behind thi s they got in a hurry. them to guess that the fellow who had departed a short time
before made up the dozen.
Th en a man a ppeared, carrying a lantern.
What the average person might have deemed awe-inspiring
He walke d straight toward them until within about ten
fee t of !hr spot wher11 th ey were crouching. and then he turned was th e fact that each of tbe men had a skull and cross-bones
t o t h ~ r ight, and pu t tin g do,Yn tb e lantern, seized something painted on his shirt-front.
The shirts were uot all of th e same color, but the gre some
our fri cnrl s w er e un a ble to obsen·e ju s t then and gave a sharp
emblem was there, .inst the rnm e.
tu g.
For tbe most part the outla ws sGemed to be tal\ing things
'Th e next. in stant a big, fla t roe!; shot upv1ard and the encomfortably.
t nrn r r was concealed almost in a twinkling.
'rhree of them were playing yards at a tabl e. as many niore
1t was rc rt a in l y a .fin e ni e<'e of m echanism tbat harl been
c on tri Y ~d h:· 1hr outln ws . a nd our two fri ends could not help "·ere stretrhE'd ont in ·11 .. hunks, a nd the othE'rs were sitting
or standing about, smoking and talking in low tones.
but admire the \Yay it wo rked.
1·
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As the man carrying the lantern joined them and put it on! "Stand back!" he called out, holding out a revolver in either
j hand. "I'll kill ther first galoot as offers to come near me."
the table, one of them said:
"Well, Jerry, it's a wonder the captain didn't want you I "Two of 'em!" exclaimed the horseman, as he quickly
slipped from the saddle. "Look out, boys! There's no need
an' Pard to go back with him ."
of any of you gittin' shot. I've got him covered, so I may
''Well, I'm glad he didn't," was the reply.
Then \Vile! and Charlie knew that it was the cowboy called as we]] drop him."
I 'The fellow was standing behind the horse now, and Charlie
Jerry who w.a s talking.
.
They bad not recognized his voice while be was muttering could not see him.
near the entrance, hut there was no mistake about it now. , "I'll give yo;1 a chance," Captain Tom said. "Hold up your
Jus t then they caught a glim pse of his face, and then it bands an' I'll let you live. If you don't, you'll be a dead
man inside of five seconds."
was settled.
A thrill of satisfaction shot through our hero's frame, for 1 "Well, I reckon I may as well Ilve a little longer," was the
it was more than pleasing to have proof that he had not made reply. "I ain't no fool, even if I act like one sometimes."
'!'hen Charlie dropped bis revolvers into the holslers and
a mistake in his estimate of the three cowboys.
After watching the villains for about five minutes our hero promptly raised his bands.
While he could have shot two or three of the fellows, he
decided that it was time for them to go back and find bow to
knew his case would be a hopeless one.
get out.
He had an idea that there might be another entrance, but I He thought 'Wild had managed to get outside and that he
if he could learn how to work the big trap-door of rock, was there alone.
As it was, the young deadshot could not see the leader of
so much the better.
He pulled Cllarlie by the sleeve, and then started to retrace the gang, so he might draw a bead on him and prevent him
from shooting the scout.
his steps.
"Jest tal;e charge of this feller, some of you," Captain Tom
They were not long in getting outside to the place where the
said, coolly. "He's Young Wild West's pa rd, an' ther kid
slant began.
B t it was so dark it was utterly impossible for them to do is here himself somewhere. We'll git him in a few minutes."
"I reckon you won 't git him," Charlie answered, defiantly.
anything without a light.
"Well, Charlie,., the young deadshot said, "you step back "He got out afore that blamed roe]{ went up ag'in."
"He did, eh?" the leader asked, in surprise. "Did you see
there just so you can keep a watch through the passage.
It's light at the other end, and you certainly can see any one , him?"
if they start to come through. I am going to light a !!:latch or I " Well, never mind. You have got me, but if you know when
you're well 01'1' you won't do anything to me. Young Wild
two and find 0 1.1t how this thing works."
·'All right, Wild," was the reply, and the scout promptly West wouldn't stop until he cleaned ther whole lot of yer
up if you was ter harm even a hair of my head."
went hack to the passage.
"Oh, we'll take ther chances on that."
The young deadsbot then struck a match and began looldng
Charlie did not offer any resistance as two of the men
about to find a means of lowering the big, flat rock.
It did not take him long to discover a small oak beam that stepped over and took charge of him.
His weapons were quickly taken from him and then a buckprotruded from a crevice in the Gide of the cave.
skin thong was produced and his arms bound behind his back.
He placed his hand upon it and gave a pull downward.
Wild had been getting back to his normal state rapidly
Just then there was a sudden rush of air into the cave
and then something struck the boy on the head and sent him now, and since he was in a pretty fair sort of hiding place, and
it was believed that he had made his escape, he decided to lie
rollin g to the ground.
Before he could get upon his feet a horse came down and low and not move until it became necessary.
"'Give me that revolver, boys," Captain Tom said.
.
.
nl~ost t~·ampled upon him.?·•
It was quickly handed to him, and then he looked about
Whats the matter here· exclaimed a voice, and then
that portion of the cave no doubt hopin"' to find Young Wild
suddenly a match flared in the darkr:ess.
"'
'
It :was the follow who had gone out a short time before, and West.
But nothing was to be seen of the boy, aud it happened that
'.ls his eyes fell t:pon the you.ng dead~hot, who .was just movmg to get out of ,he way, he gave a violent star, and sho uted: he did not ~o to the right spot so the light would shine into
'
the niche. "'
"'This way, boys! A spy!"
"Well, I guess he got out," he said, shaking his head.
"That's too bad, too."
CHAPTER VIII.
"Sartin he got out," Charlie answered, feeling delighted
over it, for if the two of them had been caught their plight
CHARLJE IS DOOl\IED TO IlE HANGED.
would have been a bad one, indeed.
Cheyenne Charlie was easily twenty feet away from Wild I Now there was a chance for Wild to save him.
j "Well, we've been foolin' the people quite a long while, anywhen the horseman came in so suddenly.
Gripping his revolver, he started to grope his way back, but how, boys," Captain Tom declared, shaking his head. "It had
before he got to the spot the match was lighted. and the words to come to an end some time, an' I s'pose it has now, for Young
Wild West won't be long in bringin' a crowd h ere to clean us
of warning rang out from the rider.
Unable to see where Wild was, Charlie turned the wrong out. Of course, we kin fix it so they'll never git in this way
without they use dynamite. But they would do that, I s'pose,
way.
There was just a faint light showing through 'the opening, so it means that we've got to change our quarters. We must
and thinking that the young deadshot must have gone on out git out of this cave afore to-morrow mornin', an' when we go
' we'll leave Young Wild West's pard haagln' hy tber neck ln
h e walked softly toward it.
But llefore he reached the spot there was a sharp click fol- ther midd le of ther cave. That will be a fine sight for Young
Wild West an' ther rest when they come here."
'
lowed by a thud and the entrance was closed.
This was not very pleasant to the ears of the scout, but
The horseman had lleen clever enou gh to do this, and our
he forced a laugh and said:
two friends were in the underground place with him.
" I ain't afraid of you hangin' me. Yon don 't dare to do that.
Captain Tom, as he was called, had thrown away the lighted
I reckon you know what l\ind of stuf( Young Wild West is
match the instant he saw Young Wild West there.
Brief as was the time, h e had recognized the boy, and no made of. Why, he would foller- yer till he got yer, no matter
wonder he called out excitedly that there was a spy among if he had ter go to ther other side of ther earth."
"I don't care nothln' about that," was the sharp retort.
.
.
them.
Those m .the cave responded qmckly, and out one of them " Jest 'cause Young Wilc'I West has been lucky enough ter dlscover somethin' that others couldn't, don't say that I'm afraid
camc carr yrng a lantern.
"Look out, boys," the horseman called out. " Young Wild of him."
, "Well you sorter acted as though you was a little afraid
West is here among us."
of hlm 'I think."
Wild lrnew he was in a bad plight.
"'Wh~n ?·· came the query.
He was still quite dazed from the blow he had received
I "Well, this afternoon in this here pass, an' when yer got
on the head as the heavy roc!t ca~e down.
But he knew what h~ was ~omg, Just the same and, revolver over to Silver Hill yer sorter was afraid of him, I reckon.
Didn't ycr dance a whole lot? "
ln hand, he crouched rn a m chc.
·' Ah! you know who I am, t hen? " and the Yi!lain felt of
Charlie was at the other side, and the instant the light apthe black beard that adorned his face.
neared in the place he was observed.
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" I reckon I do, Tom. So you're ther captain of ther Mystic
Dozen, are yer?"
"Yes, that 's right. I'm not ashamed to own it, either. I've
got as fine a lot of boys under me as ever lived , an' we expect
to keep in busiueas many years yet, Young Wild West or no
Young Wild West."
Charlie was standing between two men, who ·were holding
him tightly, even though hiE UI ms were secured.
'rhere was no chance of getting away, so when the captain
finally gave orders that he should be led into the cave he
walked along willingly.
Once they were in the cave Jerry turned to the leader and
said:
"Well, Tom, what made you change your mind?"
"vVell, I don't lrnow. I didn't go very far before I come to
ther conclusion that it would be jest as well for me to keep
away from ther minin' camp to-night. I turned an' come
back, an' I'm glad I did, for ther chances are them two fellers followed us here, an' by this time they know as much
about our hidin'-pl ace as we do ourselves."
"That's right," Cheyenne Charlie answered, in a tone of
triumph . . "We );now ·a ll about it, an' Young Wild West has
got out so he kin come back an' fix things up in proper shape. "
"Well, when he comes b::tck he'll find you hangin' dead, that's
a ll. You kin depend on that, Cheyenne Charlie. You're never
goln' ter leave- this cave alive."
The words caused a cold chm to run down the scout's spine,
but he never let on that he felt the least bit afraid.
"I wasn't born to be hung, you sneakin' coyote!" he exclaimed. "You kin make all ther threats you have a mind
to, but you can't scare me. "
Captain Tom made no reply to this, but' at once began
r ummaging about near one of the bunks.
There was a sort of pocket in the rocks right there, and in
this he kept his clothing and what other things he possessed.
When the rest saw him packing up as though getting ready
to leave, they started to do the same thing.
"So you have made up your mind ter quit this fine cave,
have yer, cap?" Jeny asked, as he came over ;.nd watched the
leader.
"Why, of course. You don't s'pose I want to stay here an'
be shot or hanged, do yer? Don't you know that it won't be
very long afore Young Wild West will be here with a crowd
a t his back. It may take them some little time to gain an
entrance, but they'll do it in ther end, so ther only thing for
us to do is to vamoose-light out-make ourselves scarce."
"You'll go out by ther other way, then?"
"Of course. Wouldn't we be fools to go out into ther pass
ag'in?"

Charlie pri~ked up his ears when h.e heard this.
There was another way to get in and out of the cave, then.
It took the villains about half an hour to make their preparations to leave.
Then a couple of them began leading the horses from another part of the cave.
They went on through that part which was used as a livingquarters, and across it to a rather narrow passage that extended directly back from the pass.
.. Git all ther horses out, b oys," Captain Tom said, nodding
bis approval. "Take 'e"'.Il out into ther ravine an' leave them
thc~e in charge of one man . See to it that you !lave all your
be 1ongin's ready ter light out when I give ther word. When
everything 1s ready we'll hang this feller right over ther table
here. I'll fix ther rope myself.··
The roclty ceiling was at !east two feet from the ground.
By m eans of a stool, which was placed upon the table, Captain Tom got up lJigh onoueh to run a rope which one of the
men hand€d him through an iron ring that had been set in
the celling fer tho pu,.pose of holding one of the lamps.
When he got tho rope through the ring the villain hung
hi s weight upcn it to see if it was strong enough. fo r the pur'
pose he iutended it for.
"It's all r'ght. boys," he sald, with a satisfied nod. '"This
will hold hirn a 11 right. \Ve'! I put n noose around his neck,
anfl then make him stand on this chair. Then we' ll l:ick the
«hair fl c.ru unrler h im ar:tl upset the table, and 1 reckon he'll
do ther dani:e of c1<'ath. Tlwrn won't he no trcnderfoot dance
ubnut th's, like Y0nng 'Wilrl IV st made thrr,o of ns do toni£;'.1L nut th'.,i will be a gem1ino dance on nolb in'."
A i1or.rsr cry of approval went H!'. and the scont turned

They cared 110 more about taking his life than tllc7 did
atiout shooting a rattlesua ke.
When the last of the hor;<es had been led from the c;i.ve a ll
bi;t O!l<l of the men rott::·ned.
'fho scout could not help watching them, ~or there was a
stra:i.ge fascinat ion about :t.
They ca!:ed Lh0msclvos the Mystic DozcI)., and the~e stood
ele·;en of them abou7. him, each wearin5 the gh:os:·Iy crl!b lcm
.
of 1:10rtal'.ty on his sh'.rt-f:ont.
Captain Tom h::id donned one of these shirts after cnte:·ing
the cave, and he now stood resplendent in it, for it was of a
br!ght crimson hue ancl evide::itly of a co:;tly ma ~cria;.
With a revolve:· in his hand he watched the villai ns, an d
prcncntly he c1P.c:dod that the time had arrived tcr the exec1.tt:on of the vrisoner.
"Pnt i.hcr rope :tround his r.cck, boys," he ~:i.id, a cruel sml:&
sho,vi:1g on h:s fr..ce.
The false beard and wig ll.ad been remo-.-ed , anrl he stood
there the same a::; Uharlie had firs: met him in the pass that
day.
"See her.:," said the scout, a slight tremo!' ill his voice, "yo u
ain't goi11' ter hang me, arc yer'I"
"Why not?" was the tantalizing reply. "You don 't thiu k
we're goin' ter let yon liYe, do yer? You come here witl.
Young Wihl We~t. an' you have spoiled our chances of st.:i.yin'
here any longer. Why shouldn't we hang you? Don't you
lmovr that we're a despei·ate lot of men? \Vhll t do we care
for a hvman life? Hang you? Well, I guei?s ,.,.e will. Put tiler
rope around h :s nec1r, boys."
The last was said with a gesture that m eant busines~ . an d
though Charlie struggled hard, it was useless, a!ld the noose
was placed about his neck.
"Lift him on th er table."
Three of them undertook to do this, but Charlie'>< feet wore
free, and he kicked out so savagely that he sent them flying
in all directions.
It took nearly all of them to overpower him und get him
upon the table.
The captain pulled the rope taut, and finding that this had
ir.ore effect than anything else, he gave a £harp tug.
A startled cry came from the lips of Charlie as ho realized
he was in danger of being choked.
''Hold on!" he cried. '' Don't hang me. Shoot me, if I've
got ter die. I told yer I wasn't born to be hung. But I expect
tor die by a bullet when my time comes.f If it's come nov.., g o
ahead an' shoot me."
"You die with a rope around your neck!" exclaim.ed Caytai:l
Tom, sa:1ageiy. "I never change my mind after· giv:n• an
order. Up with him, boys. l'l~ help you along u little, if I
th;n;z th er :-ing will stand ther strain."
'l'hen he began tightening upon the rope, a~d Cha:lie no
longer resisted.
But he was !ifted until be stood upon the chair that rmited
on the top of. the table.
He v;as stretched to hi3 full length, too, for the ro~e ~·:!s so
taut now that he con!J barely touch his heels to the chair.
Captain 'I'om looked about for a place to maJ.:e the rope fast,
and tindiug one, he quickly securerl it.
'"Now, then," he saiJ, "wher1 I count three I \>ant :rou to
kick ther table over. One!"
Charlie tugt;ed to get ltis hands free, hut it was of no ava!l.
.. rr\vo!"

Half a dozen or the outlaws poisetl themselves to make a
rnsh fer lhe table.
"'Three: ..
Crack:
'l'hc sharp r eport of a revolver rang out, and lhe rope that
wall intended to haDg the scout was cut in twain.
Cra!lh!
Down camu Charlie, landing .heavily upon the table ~nd
cau~i:!t; it to Ol'erturn.
CHAPTER IX.
CHA! LIE IS SA\'ED, BCT THE

~lYSTIC

DOZEX E.:ll"Al'l,.

You:ig \Vile! West could hardly believe tllc evidence of his

own sc1is11s whe:1 he found h\' ·was not goiug to he d sco vered
L·; the outlaws.

·rt was :i pretty good bll::UiJ he hall 1·eccivecl on the top of hls
hend wl1e11 the heavy stoue slab came down ancl st:·u<"k him.
E•it he did not miud this grr~atly, !or in a mi!t :i~c the effet;t
or tho cho~k had al1nost pasoct1 ai.v ay .
sli~hrly P'-1.le.
The lonr;o;- he remainrcl th0re :n the niche tl~o uwre he
H0 Mnld c·as::y tell t:1r.t he uccu e:qJcct no sympathy from
y;as "h~n to rr.~n.in ll!s fnil fac-11ltiE's .
fht'\ nn!h1v.·~.
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By tl10 time the villafns- left the spot, takrng thG scout a
Bt;t as he had b~~n in similar positions so many times before
prisoner with them, ha was -quite himself again.
I it was not dlfficult for him to restrain himself, and he waited
··This is what I call pretty rough,'' he thougbt, as he fin- patiently until the proper moment anved.
gered the trigger of his gun, but at the same time feeling ' However, the strong fight that Charlie put up to keGp from
rathel' elated. ··It's luck y it's so dark in her~. 01· th:i.t scoun- being· lifted· upon the table goaded him almos t to desperation.
drel would never have believed that I made my cs1:npe. But
But he conquered the feeling and finally when he saw
this is all right, anyhow. Things are bound to go my way, Charlie liftea upward so he stood upon the chair
that rested
it seems, and it's simply one of llie many instances when it on the table, he rested the barrel or bl;; 1·evolver upon the top
bas occur!'ed. l suppose they mean to put an elld to Charlle, I of the barrel and took a sight toward the rope.
hut I'll stop them from doing so. There are twelve or them, I Wiid could easily have shot the rope in two without resting
but if it comes to the point l won't hesitate to shoot them all his gun.
down. All I will have to do ls lo keep my wits, and then if j But he wanted to make certain of it, and finally when the
I can't drop every one of them before they hnve a chance to order was given for the villains to rush forward and upset
flnd out just wh ere I am my name isn't Young Wild West."
the table, h e took a quick aim and pulled the trigger.
'l.'he intrepid courage and daring that had helped make the
As the report rang out he had the satisfaction of seeing the
boy famous was now predominant, and any one acquainted · rope part.
with him who fully understood his ability and determination
It must have been that Charlie had been partly depending
of character would have been forced to believe that be could upon it to ]{eep him erect, and when h e came down, with a
not fail In carrying out his intention.
crash, overturning the table, Wild gave a nod of satisfac-w ild waited until tlie last of the men bad disappeared in tion and then holding out his other gun, called out:
the pass:i.gc that led to the maiu c·:we, as it might be ·alled,
··Now then, boys, su1Totmcl them! We have got them dead
nm! then he partly raised from his crouching position and j to rights•"
made his way from the niche.
Even the leader was so astounded and confused that he
While he could not see his !land before bis face, he knew hardly knew which way to turn.
exactly which way to go, and without any hesitation he arose
But he possessed more presence of mind than the rest, and
upon his feet and stepped forward lightly, feeling his way as promptly shouted:
he did so. ''Never mind the prisoners, boys. Look out for yourselves.
Almost at every step he took he paused and listened.
Fire a volley."
He could hear the men talking in low tones, though rather
Crack! craek! erack'
excitedly. and finally he heard the voice of the scout giv- . Three revolver shots sounded in the cave almost in ' the
ing it to them straight, according to his feelings.
twinkling of an eye.
"Charlie is all right," he muttered. "He will never take
"Wild did not know where the bullets went, and he could
water from any of them, even though he feels sure that 110 not but help laughing softly to himself.
has got to die. But there is one tldug about it. No doubt
Craek!
he thin1rn I have made my escape, and he depends upon rne
A fourth shot sounded, and one of the lights became exto rescue him. Well, T will do it quicker than even !Jc ex- tinguished.
pects. "
Crack!
Then the boy felt for his other revolYer, and findini; it in
'l'here was another shot and the cave was ln total darkness.
place he gave a satisfied nod and moved forward.
Then the sounds of hurrying footsteps came to our hero's
When he reached the p!1ssage an d \"\""as able to see the light ears, and he now ventured to step from behind the pillar of
ahead he felt even more at his ease.
rock.
It was not pleasant to grope about in the darkness, even
This angered him somewhat, for he had not figured on an ythough he knew just where he wanted to go.
thing llke that happening.
Stepping along as though his life depended upon keeping
What he intended to do was to shoot down the members or
from making a sou nd, b worked his way forward !1ud in a. the baud rather than let them escape.
few seconds he was very close to the rud of 1be passage and
But when he heard the footsteps growing fainter h e knew
able to :peer into the cave beyond.
that he had failed, for they were surely making their escape.
He could sefl some or the men movin g about, but wn~ unBui it occ11ned to him that the only thing to do now was
able to get a glimpse in the direetion where the scout had to keep them go:ng, so he again shouted:
been taken.
·'Give it to them, boys! Shoot in the darkness. Maybe you
Moving across to the oLher sid e of th e passage, be took the will hit somebody."
risk of going to wilhin half a dozen feet of the outlet and
'!;hen be fired three or four shots in quick succession from
then he was able to see everyth ing that was taking ]Jlnce:
. each l'evolver, and p1ot::ptly groped his way to where he
The young deads hot !mew it \ras not a very goc;d position he , knew the s.:out must be-_
.
.
lleld in rase he had to do any shooting. and knowing that he j ·• :Vhere are you, Charlie?" he said, m a low tone of voice.
C'ertainly woul<l lli.l 1'0 to do some i11 ord e r to save his pn 1t ucr's 1 ·•Eight here, Wild, .. came the r eply, and then the boy felt
life, he looked auout [or a IJettPr place.
·I arc.und until he discuvered Cbarlie lying half under the o,·er'l'he twelve villains we1 P too bus il y engaged in making I turned t:i.ble.
.
.
their preparations to Jea \'e to pay anr par!icular attention , l_L was but the w_orl of a moment for lnm
to get a huntingin that direction and noticin" thi:; he took th e ri s k o1' "Oin" knife and sever his bonds.
to the extreme 't16e or the o~tld. '
"
"
··Well, you a1 e not dead yet, old fellow," he said, with a
Wild paused there for the space of t\'.o or thr e minutes, <;huckle. "The .. villains have got away, but I saved your life,
and then llf:\ rnw what the yi1Jains were up to.
JUSt the same.
So r lose wa:> he to them that he c·oulcl hear every w01·d I "O!'eat gimlc:-ts•" was th e 1·eply. "Yon sartinly was jest In
that was being said, antl he;> could not help giving th e leader lime, Wil I. 'l'hat i·ope was almost c:hokin' me. 'When you shot
credit for deciding npor1 leaving their· secret quarters.
II it in t1vo 1 co t1ldn' t help fallin' down.
Yer see, lt was holdin'
It happened th at tltere was a ltut.:e natural pillar or s tone I me up a liLtle too r;traigbl. My heels wasn't hardl y touchln'."
which no doubt suppo l' l<'<) the rm·ky roof o[ th e cave withi n I ··\\ ell, never mind. We must follow the scoundrels up.
easy reach of him .
.
Do )Olt I no1v wlle1e the outlet iH ? ··
or cour~e. It ,., as JnsicJ,1 OH' m~.in apartm<:.nl, 1,111 tlie Loy
l 1:oulcln't tell for ther ~ife or ;ne. But il must be ove1· that
figured that tr lw r·o\dJ only get to !t l:P might easily nunch, wu )'. ·· and thr seout pomtecl 111 ~b e da~· Jrness, though, of
behind it Rnd ktep a wr..tch 0 ,, w h:i.1 rn -; :;oing 011 .
otn :::e, th e ~-oy \·a,; unablr to sre ll!m clo it.
Watching his cha 11 <·e, he ,-reJJt boldl y into tllP Iigllte,l (·J.1"P, j Fil•:.!.ll~· \ 1lc! struc-k a matc·li.
and did not stop 1.ntil lit' had ~aillL'Ll tl1e po:::ition h e soug hL.
A,; he held it before him and look€' d about t he cave hi' was
Luck was wl-th him, it seemed . lor there wa:; a baHel tbaL 1 pl ea~ d lo see a lan te rn lying 11pon the floor.
was fill ed panly wilh <·111 :1ty bottl e:; right behind the pillar,
Quickly pic·k ing ir up. h(' raised ih e globe, and with the
and _crouc-hing he hind this hC' \1 as abl e to seP a ll he cared to ' aid of anothe r match lighted it.
just then .
··Now, th en,·· h e sa id , with a saLisfied nod, " I recl>on we
It seemed to be n rather Jong tim e before 1be,- began to tRkc won't. be long in finding th e way out of here. Com e on. "
the horses from the e:a ve, ,and wh en they had finally donP this
··\Va it lil1 l git a gun," th e scout retorted , as he began
Wild knew the time war- near· when he must go.
!coking about th e place.
When he saw the leader put the rope tl1rot!gh th e ring in
He w2,s not Jong in finding hi ~ own weapons, as well as
the rocky ceiling preparatory to hanging the snout, Wil::! r;as plemy of others, and taking what he ,,·anted he shrugged hi;:;
&!most tempted to put a bt;Jlet in his heart
~il.oul dcrs and f'xclnimed:
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"Now, then, jest let me git sight of one of them sneakin'
coyotes! lf I don't sh ow him how fast l kin pull a trigger
I'll never do another thing as long as I live."
With the aid of the lantern it was easy for them to find
where the villains had gone.
There were so many alcoves and niches in the cave that in
the darkness it had been impossible to find the exit, but now
it was quite easy.
The passage was rather narrow, but amply large enough to
permit a couple of horses to come out at a time.
Through th e passage they went, and presently they found
that it went upward to a sliding degree.
They had to proceed probably a distance of a hundred feet
before they came to where they could see anything like light.
Then out they went and found themselves in a narrow ravin e, where the sides sloped up quite steep.
They listened, but no sounds could be heard.
'·Well, they have got a good start of us, Charlie," the young
deadshot said, shaking his head. '"I reckon there's no need
of us trying to follow them on foot. They won't stop until
they find some temporary hiding-place, for they surely think
that I came back with several to help me. There is no need
of following them now. What we want to do is to get back
to the pass and find our horses. There must be a way to do it
from here, though I am at a loss which way to go."
"Well, I s'pose it would be about ther quickest way to go
back through ther cave, Wild."
"Yes, I think so. We' ll do that."
Back into the passage they went, and with Wild carrying
the lantern, it was easy for them to find their way into the
cave and then through to the neatly contrived entrance.
The small oak beam was in the same position it had been
when Wild took hold of it as he was looking for the way to
get out before.
He seized it, and as he pulled upon it he took care to keep
well back.
There was a slight grinding noise, and then down came the
huge slab of rock, striking the ground below with a jar that
could be plainl y felt by them.
A rnsh of air came in at the same lime, and it made the two
much reli eved.
.. Up we go, Charlie," the young deadshot said, as he tool{
his partner by the arm and pushed him ahead.
It was easy to walk out and to the top of the opening, and
on ce there Wild looked about with the lantern to find a
means of causing the slab to come back in place again.
But there seemed nothing about that would cause this to
happen.
The big boulde1· near the spot where the four masked men
liad stood that day was there, however, and going to it the
boy held the lantern so he could ee everything behind it.
Presentl y he gave a nod of satisfaction.
Th ere was a projecting stone that looked to be loose in the,
ground.
He reached forward with his foot and pressed upon it, and,
much to his satisfaction, the slab came up quickl y and setUen into place.
" Tl1 ere you are, Charlie!" he exclaimed. "Now, then, we'll
go and get the horses and ride back to SilYer Hill. I considel'
it would be useless for us to attempt to follow the scoundrels
to-night. We'll get Jim and half a dozen of the miners to starL
out with us al daylight to-monow morning, and I reckon it
won 't lake ns a great while to overtake the Mystic - Dozen. "
'fhe two made their way baclt to where they had left their
horses, and finding them there waiting for them, they mounted,
after first putting the lantern behind a big stone for use the
following morning, since they did not know whether or not
th e cave would be light by daylight.
·
Hade lhey rod e through R ed Rock Pass, and once at th~
ol!1er side they put Uiei1· l1orses to a smart canter and at
length camp to lhP out sl.irts or Silver Hill.
Wild liatl rnade up his mind Lo let the miners know that he
!tad not made a 11Jistake in accusing t he three cowboys of
being members of the outlaw band, so he led the way straight
to th e RilvP1· Hote l, antl as he reined in the sorrel stallion
half a tlm~e n men rarne oul Lo see who the newcom ers were.
.. It's Young Wild West." a voice called out, which they
at once reeognizcd as belonging to Hemp Dover.
··That"s ri gh l, Mr. Dove r, " the yo ung deadshot answered, as
he di sm oun ted. "'I supno>:e you wondel'ecl where we had gone."
'"Yes, but \Ye guessed that you must have followed Captain
Tom an' his two pards.'"
"That':; j<:.st whzt we did, and I am »ery glad to be able to
tell yon that we disco1'ered that they are members of the vil -

lainous band called the Mystic Dozen, and that Captain 'fom
is their leader."
"Doyer mea n that, Young Wild W est ?" anoth e r man spoke
up .
'"I cerlainly do. 'l'here is no doubt about it, for we were
right into their lien, whi ch th e~' have vacated ...
.. An' ther sneakin' coyotes come mighty nea1· hangiu' me,"
Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, as he leaped from Lhe back of his
horse and started for the do01·. "If you don't beliern it I'll
show yer ther marks what ther ropes mad e about my ueck ...
Straight into the place he went, and sure enough a rNl
mark where the rope had almost strangled him was in plai u
view.
The place was pretty well filled with miners, and all were
eager to know all about it.
Wild did not take long in relating to them just what had
happened.
He told exactly bow the)' had got inside. and whr1t r. clcrnr
contrivance it was that the villains bad irl\"ented.
"Now, then," he said, as he concluded, '· you will all u11llerstand why it was that this gang could disapp ea r so qnickl::
when they were hard pressed. lt's simple enough, after all."
"Yes, it seems mighty simple," declared H:mk Gibbs, one
of the miners, as he slfook his head. '·But I'd !il;e to know
who would ever hiwe thought of 1:1ich a 1hing but n. mighty
smart man. I wouldn't ha1·e gi\•en Tom Dorsey credit for
anything like that, though I did allow that he wan n. prC'tty
bright galoot." ·
·'Well, no doubt he's r esponsible for it all. 'l'hat fellow has
more brains than a good many would. gil·e Mm creciit tor.
Now then, Mr. Gibbs, I 1ake It that you are pretty well JH:e1l
here, and. I want you to select about five of the uest m< •!. in
camp to go willl us at daybreak to-morrow morning. I tlon't
want any more than that, and l want you to be sure tlrn~
you pick out the sort who are not afraid to shoot or !Je shot
n.t. Can you do it?"
·' I reckon I kin."
''You bet your life you kin, Hank," railed out a man, pushing his way to the front. "I'm on e as will go."
'l'his was the s ignal for a dozen OI' so of l11 e 0LJ1(•rs, :rn:l
Wild soon found that there were a grea t many more v<>lunteers than would be needed .
"Remember," he said, turning to Gibbs, "T only ·,·;ant yon
and five more. That will be enough. •rbere are l we!Ye of t htt
scoundrels, to be sure, but if eight of us C'an't do the bu~i 
ness, fifty couldn't, that'::; certain. Yon are going to learn
this to me, understand. J claim that 1 lla\'e the right to be
the leader in this game."
"You sartlnly have, an' you kin be!. your life you'1·e go in'
ter be, too," declared Gibbs.
There was considerable excitement for the next ten or fifteen minutes.
Wild and Charlie wern plied with all sorts of questions, and
they answered them the best 1hey lcnew how.
Finally they got a chance to leave, and they retumed to the
camp to let Jim aud th r girls know the startling occurrences
oi the evenin g.
CHAPTER X.
A1 E ASY CAP'l'URE.

Young Wild Wes1 ,and his partners were 111i a littl e before
tlayli ght the next morning.
'.!' hey were anxious to get after the outlaw ba.nd, and they
were not long in routing out lhe cook. so t hey might hri 1e
breakfast before they started.
As early as they bad been, Hank Gibbs showed that he 11·a;<
an early riser, too, for they had not yeL finished breakfast
when he was seen coming toward them, followed by tlrc five
men he had selected.
'"Gootl mornin', boys," the miner rallccl out, rheeri ly. ·· ,>, l' P
yer most ready'!"
'"We will be really tu about fi vc minutes, Mr. Cihus, .. om·
hero answered.
·' All right, til en. I reckon we'll git our horses. "
"Yes, go ahead .. ,

'·Say, .. and Gibbs turned as he was about to go riwa~',
" H em p Dover wants to be one of ther party. He says a8 how
he thought you might lot him go with us."
" Well, all right, then. If he feels that he wants to take
part in running down the Mystic Dozen, all rii;ht, Will it
take him long to get ready?"
.. I reckon not. He's ready now."
'·All right, lhe11."
'
The miners went back at

a run. and before Wild and bis
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partners had saddled their horses they came riding tov;ard won't know where we've gone. Oh, we sartlnly kin git square.
It's a shame to have ther fine place we fixed up took away
the camp.
When they arrived, Wild and his partners met them, all from us in this fashion. But it can't be helped, an' revenge is
the only thing we kin git now."
ready, and they set out for Red Rock Pass.
They all seemed to agrne that Captain Tom knew best, and
Meanwhile, let us see what the outlaws were up to.
;ifter making their hurried exit from the cave the vii- the eleven men followed him without hesitation through the
la1?s. were not long in mounting their horses and riding narrow cl,lt.
Reaching the boulder at the other end, three of them had
swiftly through the ravine.
';l'hey went on for two or three miles before the leader no difficulty in rolling it over, and then th ey squeezed through,
one at a time, and were s oon In the pass.
deigned to speak a word.
Leaving them there we will turn to our hero and his comThen he turned quickly in the saddle and called out:
'
panions.
" Halt!"
As they reached the close vicinity of the hidden cave W1ld
. Almost immediately the eleven men following him reined
called a halt.
m their horses.
Then bidding them all to wait for him until he came back,
"It seems to me as though we have been in too much of a
he crept forward , and, as luck would have it, he was just in
hurry, boys."
As Captain Tom Dorsey said this his followers looked at time to see the twelve villains as they settled down behind the
rocks to wai t for any one who might come along.
ea~h other but remained silent.
The young deadshot gave a nod of satisfaction and quickly
"It took me quite a little while ter think things over " went
on Captain Tom. "I'm ratlsfied now that Young Wild West mad e his way back.
"'Now, then,'' he said, "I reckon we'll soon get them. Charnever got out at all, but that he was hidin' somewhere when
we took his pard in to hang him. It seemed as though there lie, you and Jim creep along close to the loft side of the cliff,
was a whole lot of 'em in ther cave, but I don't believe there • and if you are careful not to make any noise it won't be long
was any one but Young Wild West. He done all ther shoot in' I before you'll see them. The moment you do, order them to
an' ther hollerin', too. We was fools to come away Jn such sunender. Then I will come riding down and take a hand
a hurry, for if we had stayed there we could have got him in the game."
His partners declared that th ey would do just as they were
sooner or later."
told, and the miners were quite willing, so without any delay
· "Yer ain't thinkin' of goin' back, are yer?"
"Not to ther cave, of course .n ot. But I'm goin' back to Red th ey all started forward, leaving Wild behind with the horses.
Rock Pass, jest ther same. You know very well there's a , The young deadshot quickly got upon the back of his sorrel
way to git there. All we have got ter do is to ride about a · stallion, and in less than two minutes he heard the voice of
mile further on through ther ravine an' then we kin turn an' Cheyenne Charlie ring out in tho command for the surprised
go straight to ther pass. There's a big rock hidin' ther en- villains to hold up their hands.
trance, an' all we have got ter do is to turn that over an' we · The boy started his horse forward and galloped like the
kin git in an' out jest as we like. Of course we couldn't git wlnd to the scene.
The outlaws were running in every direction, and when
our horses through, though."
"Well, what do you want ter do that for?" one of the others they saw our hero coming they turned to get back to the hole
they had come through.
questioned.
.
"Stop where you are!." th_e boy called out..
"1'.o git Young Wild West an' the rest when they come
As the masked v!ll a ms turned and fled m dismay, Wild
lookm' for us. It ain't l!kely they'll do much searchin' to.
.
night, but they'll be here ther first thing in ther mornin'. I · swooped. down upon them. .
.
::r~ seized one of.th:m by the s~irt-coll~r, exclaimmg:
don't mean ter go back to ther pass now. We'll find a place
Ive got you, I ieckon. You )'l'lll go with me, you sneaking
somewhere around here to bunk in for ther night "
.
He started his horse along at a walk, the rest foilowing and coyote!"
Just wh y 1t was cannot be said, but not one of the outlaws
'
In about five minutes he stopped and dismounted.
.
"Here you are," he said, pointing to n. shallow cave. "This. fired a shot.
Prob;ibly the surpnse had ~een too much for them, and
w!ll do all right. We must be sure ter have some one on
guard all night, though, for it might be that they' ll follow trcmbhngly they h e.Id up their hands until they were dis• a rmed and made pnsoners.
us in ther dark."
7
It did not take the villains long to attend to their hors es and I '\l\ hen they had seen to it per~onally that the twelve men
then their belongings, which had been brought with the~i. of , :vere secured so there was no possible chance of escaping, Wild
course, were seen to and stowed so they might be gathered : !DY!ted ~he. miners to have a loo k into the cave.
I 'f?e ".illam called Jerry told them where their horses were,
up quickly in case they had to fiee hastily.
Nothing happened to disturb them during the night, and ~o m little more than half an hour they were brought out
shortly after daybreak they ate a cold breakfast and washetl mto the pass.,
It dow11 with water, for they felt that it would not be ex- I 'fhen the ~ns~ners were tied upon their backs, and the start
j f.or the minmg car:1p vras made.
actly safe to kindle a fire to boil coffee.
rt was no t more than three hours after they had left when
. ,
Then they got ready to start and whe 1 they fi !'
na 0 r~- t:.ey r~tUJ ncd, ~nd wllei:i the miners who were ·working saw
into the f addle the leader led the~ alon~ ~·1
1 h
nlace he knew and then a turn ::as mad un d effc~Fe- • .e t.::e pr;soner berng led 111 tbey threw down their picks and
1ey v. e!lL, I sh~vels and ran ~astll~ to~v~rd 7'the hote~.
e an 0
almost paranei with the ravine.
Gentlemen, he1 e Y?l· aL.. Vi iltl said, lll his cool and easy
They struck quite a holiow spot be"ore they got t th d '- '
all of
.,.:,, , v>aY. us he ncdded to tao exr-1ted crowd. .. Ji!st keep cool,
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CURRENT NEWS
According to a press report, Russia has just decided to
have two of its four 30,000-ton dreadnoughts built at
Cramps' shipyard in Philadelphia, while the other two
will be constructed a.t Vickers' works at Barrow-in-Furn ess, England. The cost of the work to be done at
Cramps will be about $6,000,000 for the two ships, and the
fini shed battleships will cost about $12,000,000 each.
Recently F. E. Swensen, a timberman, brought to the
postal savings bank at Everett, Wash., three hundred $20
gold pieces and wanted to deposit them. Every one of the
gold coins bore a date prior to 1875, showing that the logger had had his hoard buried for saiety for thirty-seven
years. Only $10 could be left in the postal savings bank,
and the rest the old man placed in a safety deposit vault.
State Engineer J olm A. Bensel recently reported that
the barge cana~ will be ready for use in 1915. The first
sedion of the canal to be operated will be the Champlain
Canal, 81 miles long. This will be opened in 1914. It
will provide for transportation of ore from Port Henry to
New York Harbor. The boats to be used on this canal
will be 207 fe et long and have a 30-foot beam. They will
draw J 2 feet of 11·ater.
The first Jong distance outdoor race of the seaoon
was held at Celtic Park, New York, when the Monument
A. C. featured a fifteen-mile professional race at their
annual games on Sunc1ay, l\Iay 5. The Monument A. C.
his signed Billy Queal, the world,'s professional long distance champion; A. E. Wood, the fifte en-mile champion
of England, aud Tom Longboat, the Canadian Indian.
l\Iany other prominent long distance runners are expected
to send in their entries.
Of the many freaks played recently by the wind, in
Greeley, Colo., the oddest was lifting the nest of a sitting hen from a cracker box and depositing it, hen and
thirteen egg;;, on the top of a rural mail delivery box, a
qu arter of a mile away. The hen belongs to Mrs. Ida
Eri ckson, liYing three miles cast of here. She saw the
wind take the ne t, raise it thirty feet in the air and leave
The hen settled down in her n ew
it on the mail ho:x.
location · and ll"ill be left to hatch.

'

lrilliam B. , 'ha11·, an electrician in tl1e employ of the
General Electric Company, and livin g at Lynn, l\Iass.,
has invented an electrical cleYice by which an operator at a
switchboard can Jlash letters and numerals and make himelf readily understoo<l at the receiving end 0£ the wire,
although he may be miles away. It is a telephone for deaf
mules. :?11r. 8haw ha s in stnlJ"l1 one of lheae tclep110nes
in his home, his wife bein g a mute. and it ha s "·orked so
well that he has app1ied for a pat<>nL Thirty-si,-; lett er~
and figures appear on the swjtchboard and the .. ame nu mber on the receiving board.

The New York Zoological Society placed on exhib.ition
recently at the Aquarium a new collection of fishes from
Key West, Fla., and vicinity. The important part is made
up of groupers and black groupers (the largest of the
grouper variety), which are commonly known as jewfish.
Last summer Danforth Ferguson gave the Aquarium a collection which included a jewfish weighing 250 pounds and
about five feet long. This specimen has lived well all
through the winter in the large central pool and it was
deemed advisable to secure some of its like. The jewfish
reaches a weight of probably 500 pounds off the coast of
Florida, but specimens of that size are impossible to handle
successfully. The larger Aquarium specimens run from
four to six feet and weigh about 300 to 400 pounds.
Ne'v rifle practice regulations for the Kational Guar<l
and Naval Militia, which among other things abolish the
old-time bull'a-eye targets except for preliminary practice,
and substitute for them silhouette targets, have just been
put into effect by Adjt.-Gen. William Verbeck. On the
day of general practice members of the State organizations
will fire forty rounds, ten each at 200, 300, 500, and 600
yards, using for the first three ninges battle sights and for
the last range a sandbag rest and sight leaf. One trial
will determine the rating of the men firing, it being necessary, in order to qualify as an "expert marksman," to
make 166 points out of a possible 200; to qualify as a
sharpshooter, to make 154: points out of the same total,
or better' wbile ] 30 po in ts on t of 200 is necessary in order
to qualify as "marksman." 'l'he class known as "distinguished expert" has been abolished, and hereafter
officers will qualify the same as enlisted men. ]for the
first time under the new regulations regular army decorations arc to be given to guardsmen who qualify as marks.
'
m<:n of the various classes.
After two years the German police have just found and.
restored to Mrs. E. E. 1foKibban, a Muskogee, Oklahoma,
woman, a jewel that she lost while abroad. One day t"·o
years ngo Mrs. l\IcKibban was dining in a restaurant in
Cologne, when she accidentally dropped a purse which contained a valuable ring. The stone was jarred out of the
setting an<l lost on the floor of the cafe. It could not be
found and a German friend with Mrs. McKibban urged
her to lay the matter before the German police, insisfing
that if the jewel could be found they would find it. Dctectives went to work, but could not locate the diamond.
Two year s elapsed and the ring turned up in a pawnshop
at W eii:;baden. It was immediately seized by the vigilant
police, who had not forgotten the matter. A waiter "ho
hacl Rel'l'ecl Mrs. :ThlcKibban at the time the jewel was lost
wa;, arrested and aonfessed that he had picked the diamond up when it fell on th e floor. The stone had been
mounted in a ring and was pawned for a small sum. On
achice of the American consul Mrs. McKibban paid this
11nd her ring was returned.
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The Specter of the Pueblo
OR,

THE PHANTOM HAND
By PAUL BRADDON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER III. (continu ea)
"G et out of the room!" thundered the man, starting to
hi s feet, trembling in every limb; "I believe, by rny soul
you are in league with the evil one."
"rt may be so," retorted the 'rnrnan, as she quitted the
room.
.\ s the door shut her out, the man sank into a chair,
completely overcome.
_\ fter a few moments, he seized the brandy bottle with
a (;Omulsi.-e grasp, and filling his glass to the brim, turned
it clown his throat without once removing it from his lips.
H restored him to himself, and revived his drooping
courage. He was again about to summon Jose, when Pedro rushed into the room.
"Pardon, senor," he criea; "but there's a band of behr;een thirty and forty cavaliers rapidlv advancing toward
the house, ancl I cannot make them out."
Fuentes sprang to his feet, and seizing a powerful glass,
hurried to the front piazza.
H e looked 1ong and earnestly at the coming troopE, and
gi:adually an expression of intense satisfaction oYersprcad
his countenance, and handing the f!la s to Pedro, he exclaimed, in exultant tones:
" 'Tis none other than Felipe Sanchez and his gallant
- band. "
".\h , so b e it!" shouted Pedro , as he caught ·the troops
in the field of the glass.
-

that ronYincrs mr 1hrrP 1rill $<10 11 !Jr ~' sl1re C" han('r for
blood-lrtting and lJnoh !hrrc, :rnd so, I Ulll thither
bound.''
" ,\ ht anfl if, Hirn . ynn h<1rl a ~ ur0 d1aure for lJ'lnh,
"ithont going so L:r for i(, 1rn11ld yoit ernliraec lliat
chance?"
""'ould I not? Try rnr .. ,
'"rhl'l'c is a place aboui eight mile;, from here, bclonging to bro . \m ericam . ancl, to my ce rtain kno,llr>cig0. t11rrc
i:::, at !hi:::. present moment. 01·rr ihirl~· !11011 ~an cl dollar:;
in gold in the hon:w .. ,
"\\'hat arc theY doing " -ith so mu r h golu?"
"The~' own a rich mine, and hare jn't struck it big.
'l'hen they h;rrn recrntly ~old a lar,!l'e tlro.-e of ra11lr un<l
shrcp. and as yet th"y h:wer:'t hacl n cl1ancc to se nd lhc
gold to Santa Fe."
"But it is not likr ly we sh ould find the;;:c men alone.''
"Xo, not alone ...
"Holl' man.v are tlierr aboul the placr?"
"Xot far from bn~ 1 t~·-fi,·e : but many of thrm ::ire Indiam."
. "'l'wenty-fi Ye, and l have wiih me thirt y-six good men
- and you?"
"I can add sixteen or ::cYcnteen more."
"'Yhicl1 makes o-rnr fifty, with which number we can
wipe out all the colcl-bloo<led northerners can bring
against ue."

T hen, laying clown the instrument, he ordered a lrnlfbrcccl to hasten and throw open the gates.
In a little while the cavaliers began to file into the open
,.:pnee before the house, and shortly after, their commander. Felipe Sanchez, and two of his comrades, joined
Fllrntes and Pedro on the pia zza.
11 was now rapidly growing dark. and soon the host and
11i:.: Jriends withdrew into the large apartment, where
Vu,.,n!e ~ had baa the interview with the Senora Camila.
Ca lling Jose, he ordered triat every attention should be
~ho1rn the troops in the yard, and then, invited his guests
to le t the quality of the aquavitre on the table.
, '0011 after, a substantial dinner was placed before them,
to which they all did ample justice.
.\ ftcr the dishes had been remoYea, the converrntion
took a business 1.urn.
·• \rh ither art thou going, l>on Felipe?" ask!'cl Fue11ic<1.
well knowing that he could do or Fay nothing !hat '"·onlcl
i;o w0ll p lease l1 i~ guest ns to p-iYe him thr tit!P of " Don."
"I have rec-eiyeJ certain information from l)hihualma,

"That',; it-Lhat's just "hat I "·ant!" exclaimed Fuentes : ":·es, we'll wipe them out, and not lcaYe Cffen a
grease-spot behiDd.''
"Ha-ha-ha! " rang ouL a most unearthly laugh, whic-11
cchoea ancl re-echoed throL1gh the room, and which
seemed to c:orne from a point just between the two leader~.
"Grande Dias!" excl:ii.mecl Sanchez. starting to his feet.
Fuentes remained ~eatecl in lris chair, pale as death.
H e r·ould no t move.
'·for Uea.-en's sake, 1rns that you?" asked his agitatecl
guest .
" :Jie ?" said Fuentes. recovering the power of speech,
"no inrlrecl .: J know not what it was."
""-M it none of you, grntlcmen?'' asked Sanchez, turning io tlw others.
Rni. 1rilh hlanchrcl lip ~, lliry all clcni<'ll an.1· knowlNlg:c
of thr f:nund.
,, rt 1111\"·r )J[JYC bcPn I hr drmon." lw llllltlf'rN1. ;] <; he
again took hi ~·~c aL. "Doc::. that kin<l 0£ noise cli5turL ·au
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',oflc11 bcrP, ni,r friend?" he il~kcrl, ;igain tmning to ·F uen- , asked Don Felipe, when he had a little recovered himiP;:.
oP[f.
"l IH'WT h"tHd it h for0,'' 1'ai<1 his hn"t, in a <lespon-J "T-I don'L kno" what it's best to do,'' said Juan
·dent tone.
I Fnrntes. '·It's generally consiclerecl safe about here to heed
'·\Trl1, let if paFs. \i"e arr nof nwn to he long troubled the warning of the specter."
h~- a foolish lnngl1. Lrt us cornplr+., nur arra11g111cntf' and ! "That may all he; but look you here, the Senor FuenteR,
so t-:iart out on onr l ittlr rxprclif ir.n a f once, an cl before f br Fpeder never yet walked the rarth that shall stand
rnr1rn i11g we will rciurn anr1 rli Yid r the liooly in this rcry bef1rrcn me and thirty thou~and dollars of gold."
room. Wh:i t ~ay ~-nu?"
I '' Hnt the men, will they follow us after such a warn" H n-ha-lrn !'' ap-11in ra11g nl't thr dinbolical laugh.
, ing?''
·
"By a 11 t lie· fi e nds!·· rrie<1 Fn rn fr ~. now s t~ rting from I " T ran not speak for yourself; but I'll stake my head
hi s seal in foaming mgr. 'l'h n efllling ,fof'c, lie ordered llulf c1·cry one of. mine · would follow me to the very black
him to nrnkr f'(rid srnrch thro11ghout all (he rooms arn1 pit itRclf. A ghost may startle them for a moment; bi1t
the littl e loft OY<'l'licad, s1Ycflring lhat li e 1rns ronvinccd the~· r;oon recover their nerves."
some otw 1raR pluyin!?· him a f'runv trick, and that if they I ·' \\"ell, if we are to advance, let us do so with the utmof't
were founr1 lw would haY0 thrm fla yccl aliYc.
: ca11iion."
'
I
•
•
But rlO\rn deep in his heart lw 1rell lrn c1r fhat laugh I ''It is always the part of wisdom to guard agamst smc:;mc from 110 rarthl,r lips !
; priRcs,'" said Don Felipe, graciously.
"Thi~ i. gdling ~Ninm.'' :::nifl Don Fclipr. more tlis- 1 .A moment later the command wa s given to ad1an e, arnl
1 although it was instantly obeyed, it was easy to sec that
turhe(l tlrnn he 1ronld haw hern 1rilling: io arlrnit.
"I lrll Yon T 11111 f'1irc ii·,_ Fornr one lwlonµ-ing about ' more than one stout heart in that little company trembled
the place," rclurnec1 F11enteF, in irrilatrd t.oneR, "and, if will1 apprehension.
he or they are caught"-•1Nl hiR look fini 11lier1 t.he l'Cn-1 1Jile after mile they rode along in silence. At length
tencr. Then, a rnomrnt later, bring most anxions to get the du~ter of buildings comprising the American camp
J1i::: gucf:ts out of thr house, he H1id :
Icame into Yie1r.
"Come, let ll prepare to Ftarl at once. ~I\. good deed,
A halt was ordered, and the plan of attack briefly c1isyou know, c11 nnot he too cinickly done.''
. cu~secl.
"With 1111- m~' heart," exehinwd Don Felipe. ?Dl1 they j It wa; determined that the place should be surrounded,
at once 11rose from the tnhlc, and began asRrnnmg then· an l the outbuildings taken possession of, and then a canequipment:::.
·
Icerted attack made on the main building at all pointE.
As they \rerc nbout leaYing f h0 room. -1ose Cll lrTccl and · 'l'hese arrangements concluded, they mornd forward as
as~mrcl hi. master that nothing :,11:-piciou ;; co uld an~·-1 c:autiously as possible.
.
where be found.
.
Wlwn t hey had reached the pomL agreed upon, the comBlaming his :::tupidity, Fuentes hurried from the hou se. pany Lhvided, and began silently surrounding the place.
Pifteen minutes later. a troop of more than ACty men, I Rnt just as that portion which had been assigned to the
hradcr1 h~- .Tuan Fnrntc and Frlipr Sanc·l1rz, pa:::;;cd · l'Ommand o[ Fuentes and his lieutenant, Pedro, w~re movthrough the outer gates, arid took the road toward the ing off. a Jinc oI light flashed forth from the point toward
..,\ rneriean camp .
whi ch they were achancing; then, the detonation caused by
ThP ruined pueblo lay in their route._
th e miitec1 discharge of more than thirty rifles broke the
:\ ~ they neared it a shaclo'"Y specter '"a~ c1 irnl y seen, stillness o1 the night.
standing on the outer edge of it.- crumbling walls.
. I 'l'he c1etachmeJ;Jt was immediately thrown into the '.lildest
The whole troop sa"· it at the same instant, and came · confusion.
to an involuntary halt. .
.
.
j
Many ,rere killed or wounded, and riderless horses were
Suddenly, as the.: agau~ essayed to move .on, it d1sap- . gal loping about in every direction.
·
· ·
peared, and almost nnmediately seemed to anse out of the 1 The defenders were not slow to take advantage of
very ground in f~ont of them , and no~ ten paces away. /the succes they had so easily acquired, and continued to
For ~ mome1~t it .stooc1 perfe?tly motion.less, then, slowly. pour ill Yolley after volley upon the discomfited enemy.
stretcJung out its nght arm, with a meanmg gestureI Don Felipe in the meantime, was advancinrr from the
"Juan Fuentes-Juan F11entes!" it said, in cleep anc1 other siclc; b~t his reception was quite as wa~m ancl efbollow tones, "turn back; death lurks in the path ahead." , fective .
.:hen
disappeared, the ground seeming to open and I After repeated .:i.dvanecs h:i.d lieen repulsed, the order
S'1 ;;llow it .up.
.
.•,,
· wa:> reluctantly given to fall back, and soon the whole.
What, m the name o.f all the sarnts, was It; asked force was drawn off.
Don Fel!pe, with chattering teeth.
But they were not permitted to retire in peace.
_\nd, m a\\e~strnck tones, came the reply:
For no sooner was it understood that they had given up
"The Spector of the Pueblo."
. the :fight than the pursuit commenced, and. fo1: mile , a run1 ning fire was kept up, which proved very destn1ctive to the
CHAPTER IV.
retiring party.
.•
REPur,sED. .
.
.
At last the Americans (lhan~oned the chase, and the
"\\ rll, are we to i:;top here all night, chattermg like a 1 marauder made the best of their way towards t1ie walled "
1
tiack of orphaned monkeys, or are we to go ahead and do I mansion of Fuentes.
.
. the work we're cut out for ourselves, like sensible men?''
(To be contrnuecl)
0

i
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
SAVED F'RO::H QUICKSAND.
l:Jis cfforls to catch a turtle at Davey·s Pond, Bloo!'n.fi eld. N. ,.r. , the other da.1-, nearly camed the death oI Albert Smith, fifteen yearn olcl, of Glen Ridge.
·\'n1cn found by Jo~eph Dernberger the lad 1rns sunk
in mud Dnil quicksand up to his ehin at the eclge of. the
pond. lJernherger, who \Ya S passing along DaYey's lane,
heard cries for help, and on imestigation discovered the
boy ·s head just aboYe the mu cl. H e secured boards from
a nearby shack and thre1Y them on the treacherous mud,
and after much effort succeeded in extricating t'he lacl,
who had been stuck in the mud almost an hour. .

woman to make a fligh t from London to Paris. She felt
no fear, i;h c said, hut suffered greatly from cold.
Exclu:::i ve of stops, the flight to Paris occupied less than
four hours. Hamel and his passenger left Hendon, six
miles from the center of London, at 9 :38 o'clock in the
morning. The first stop was near Ambleteuse, on the
coast, at 11 o'clock. Th ence they flew to Hardelot, a short
distance a'\rny, where they hai:l luncheon, leaving for Paris
at 3 :45 o'clock and arrh-ing at 5 :55 p. m.

LEGAL TENDER.
There are now ten kinds of money in circulation in our
country. Although "all money looks alike," not all of it
.MILITARY AVIATION AT HQ)IE AND ABROAD. is legal tender .: and it is probable that the average person
At the present time our army lrn s but seYen aeroplanes is a bit haz.i· in his mind as to just what constitutes " l.egal
as agaimt some 200 ownccl by the FTench war depart- tender." Herc is a list of the c1ifferent kinds of money
mmt. Recently a rnrnll appropriatio!l of $75,0DO m~s 11 ith 11hich American citizens haYe to do:
stopped by the Democrats in the House, whereas in France
Gold coins, stai1dard silver dollars, subsidiary sih·er, gold
$1,500,000 has been appropriated and the iroYernmen t certificate;;, silver certificates, treasury notes, "C"nited States
~ia s been asked to bring the total .up to .$4.500,0.00. It notes (greenbacks), national bank notes, nickel coins, and
is proposed to hnve a complete a en al n'gunen t 'nth 234 bronze coins.
pilot officers, 210 obsencrs, 42 mechanic;;. J,"110 nonSome of tb~ most imprcss i»e of the paper currency inc~mmissio1:1ed. officers and 550 privateB: . This regimeni eluded iu this lir-:t is not legal tender at all. As for the
will be drntr~butecl th.roughont the. nnhtary rrnter5. oI I minor co in s, they a re le.?'al tend~r in such insignificant
1
France. It is also p1oposed to bmlcl cnougn. ~heel,, to amounts as wonlcl surpr ise one if the foct was known.
house several hun~rcd aeroplanes. 'l'hc n~w ~<"heme has Jt may be well, in this connection, to obserre that the term
aroused great publi c entlrnsrn~m and rach city is expected "lc..,.n l tender .. (lcri\'es ih: si.g-n ifican ce from the fact that
to contribute toward it. Lust Year in the "l:rnitecl States, in pavmcnt of debt or obligation of any sort it can be paid
about $60,000 of a $125 000 appropriat ion \n1s expended to th~ credito r ·'in full of all demands ..,
·
for aeroplanes. It is to be hoped that our Congrc>snH'll
(fold ccrtificateR, siher certificatef', an<.l national bank
will take 11p the matter >rith Rome of the enthusia~m di;;- note:::, of which such enormous quantiti es circulate everyplayed by the French recently. Germany h as appropri- 1rbcre in th i ~ country, are not legal tender. SilYer dollars
ated $4-,000,?~0 for aviation this year, and only l~ tel:r, may be rnaclc in payment to any amount, but half anc1
when the British army C8t1matcc 1Yerc made public, it !Jc- quarter dollars are legal lender lo the extent of ten dollars
came known that Great Britain has set aside $800,000 onlv and nickel aJJcl copper coins only to the amount of
for this purpose. . \ n int~ernational competition for rnil i- twenty-five ccn t~.
tary aeroplanes, with prizes totaling $5.3,000, will he held
'J'remmry note:; of the act of 1890 are legal tender tQ
in '.England next June.
the ir face yaJuc in payment of llll debt~, pnulic and prirnte,
nn Jc[:,:; in the rnntracl r: tipnlatiou to the contrary is expref'sh· made.
. WO.JL\N J.CLrES ..J-00 :JJlLES.
A 1roman crossed the Clrnnnel from England to Frnncc
Jn a prrriEe ~cn~e, Ille L'nitcd Stales notes or greenth e other day as a pa~:::c11ger in an 11('rcplane J'Qr Ilic fir,.:l , backs are legal tcnclrr, \\·ith the exception of duties on
time. She accompanie<l <luslaYC Hanwl. the well-known imporLs and int ere~t on the public debt. I'radi call.Y 1 ho1raviator, who left Hendon at n:18 o'clock, pa~scd OYcr '!1·er. ~ illl'l' thr reni mption of specie payment in 18':'9 greenDoYer at im altitnc1 c or brn thnn~:rn<l frd at 10 :50 o'clock, bac:l~s hare brrn rccciYccl freely anrL 1ritliont question by
ancl landed at SI. Ingle\'crt, to !he southeast of Cflpc Gris- th<> goye rnmcnt.
i,ez, at noon 'rithont incir1cnt.
While th e gol.cl and silYcr cer tifi cate~ are not J p~al tender
Gustarn Ham el 11·ith hi s 11·oman pa;:scngrr, :Jli;:s ;lfary as brhrren inclil·iduals, both issu€'s arr> r!'ceirnhlc for flll
Davis, after a r:lrn rt sta.'· at St. lnglcYert after the flight governnit' nt clues of \rhatr>Yrr kin(l. Jn ihis respPet they
across tl1c English Channe l, made another a~ccnt and flew arc Jegn ll v mor acceptable than is !he grcenhar·k.
to Paris, where they arrirecl ·on the aviation ground at
Kalional han k note~, while not lega l tcnJrr aJJJ not
Issy-lcs-Moulinrau x at 5 :ii 3 o'clock, having covcrerl more receivable for dutic: on import;:, may be paid b.'· the goYthan 230 rnil<:F.
ern m cnt for sa lari es and in di ;:c·lrnrgc of all d e bt~ of the
.M. Hamel said t ha t tll('y had a fine trip, although he government except intcre8t clues and in rcdcp1ption of. t bc
ltaJ been obliged lo keep at a great height to arnid the national currency.
air currents and cdcliei'.
Ry Fpccia l cnactrncnl no foreign coin of any ki11J or .
Miss Da Yis was prouJ oi the honor of being Lhc first clcnoniination is a legal tender in the united States.
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THE FLOWER OF THE WILDERNESS
OR,

KIT CARTER, THE BOY RANGER
BY COL. RALPH FENTON
(A SERIAL STORY)

opportunity offers itself. Be brave, and be on the consta11t watch for me, and abo,·e all else be as silent as the
grnve concerning me. You do not know me, you never
A NEW :FRIEND.
saw me, remember. I will not forget you, good-by, and
It was hours later when Kit Carter opened his aching, do not give up," and with a wave of her hand she vansmarting eyes to :find himself lying in a lodge on a pile of ished :just as a huge savage thrust his head in at the open skins. His brain was in a whirl, his templ es were throb- ing that served for a door, grunting with satisfaction
he saw that his captive was all safe, and sleeping
bing frightfully, and his throat was sore and dry from insound ly.
haling the smoke of the torture :fire.
For Kit hacl thrown himself down on the bed of fur,
For some moments he lay motionle .. s, trying i:o remember all that had happened, and as it C'ame rushing back and feigned a deep sleep when be heard the other's footupon him, he started up, a cry of horror bursting from steps, and the redskin believing he slept, was careless, payhis lips that quickly changed into a groan of agony, for ing but little heed to anything save the flask of :firewater
he had forgotten the injured neck and shoulder 1rntil he he hnd in h ii:; possession.
An hour almost Kit lay there, not even moving, and
leaned heavily upon it, then a gush of blood reminded him
of his wound, and the agony of it made him sick and faint. scarer sreming to breathe, but at last when he heard the
"Nell, oh, Heaven, where is Nell?" he panted, a terror regular brc~thing of the other, he arose, and stealing softly
for which he could not account, settling ovPr him. "\Yhere to the Joor, gazed out inio the night. It was very dark,
for the moon had hidclen her fa ce behind a bank of clouds,
is she, my sister, my dear--"
"You mean the Golden Locks, who li es in the lodge of and Hen the !'tars had gone too. It was the kind of
Black Wolf?" a girl's musical voice interrnptecl, and a a ni ghL on whi ch one would seek to e:o:cape, for there would
shadow darkened the entrance to ihe lodge, merging the be no moon or siarn to beleay their flight.
Still ] ' it dareu not stir without. Hazel-Eyes, and imfollowing moment into a graceful, slender young Indian
girl, one of the loveliest creatnres upon whom the boy patiently he \ntited, the moJTf°ents seeming like hours. At
ranger had ever lookeJ. An instant only tliJ she E-tanrl in last. weak and ill, faint from ihe loss of blood, he threw
the doorway, then gliding noi~eles::;ly to where he lay she I hi11i,;clf Llown 011 the bed to await th e Indian girl's comin!;'. aml bPfore he realized it, was sleeping soundly. So
whisperecl:
"Do not make a noise , for if I am discovered in here it soutHIJy il!at li e did not hear a light footfall beside hirn,
will end forel'er any e:hance to belp you. But firnt of all nor kn ow of a human presence uni.ii he was awakened by
ea.t and drink; for you are both weak and ill. 'Then l will a C'ool. ~oft !urn l laid gently upon his hrow.
\'.'iih a io!ari he opened his eyes only to find a whitetalk to yol1, but not unles; you obey me."
Kit was grateful to the uu:ideu, who was none oilier rolJcd form l:esiJe him, and he could slill feel those cool,
than Hazel-Eyes, the [ndian prince~s, and she had taken a soft fingers :-1.roking his brow; he knew there was a strange
fancy to him because he remind ed her of Donald Mc.:"Jiurclo, pre!'cuc-e in thr lodge. and halt rising lie beheld the mysteriihe handsome young Scokhman to whom she had given 011." , wl1iilH:laLl, white-ha ired phantom rider, her sad dark
her heart. She hac1 rc .. olvec1 to aid him and hi,; sister too. cy0,; fa,;tened intenily upou his fa ce.
".Hush!'' she whispered, l<1ying her finger gently across
and had stolen into the lodge where the boy rm1ger was
hi ~ li11~. "1 1thh, ( am a fri end co me to sa,·e you, ancl ir
confined, fir.st having paiL1 hi,; ;;isLer a ri~ i L
She watched hilii eat and clrink, aHd 11 lien he li:1cl fln- yo n wrni!J r-:11·e yolll· life-yours and your sister's-follow
tnc mid clo noL "ay a word. You know me, do you not?"
iahed she went on hu niedly:
. '·I am going to help you escape if po;;.,il;lr, both yon I "Yon arc I.he ]Jhantorn lider.'' he answered, a feeling
and your beautiful sister, but J mu,;l be 1·ery (·uref ul , for nf 1rondr;· <·o ming Ol'er him. '"You--" .
'·I a111 c-~i!!cd the phantom rider, but ·who I am you will
my life would pay Lhe penalty. prince"s though J am.
You must get away from here a;; soon as you are able. !'or ~1Hnc da~· kno\r, and that soon t oo. Bul enongh, we will
the only thing that srm::d you to-nigl1L was the Rutlt1en ap- Ltik later, let m act now. C'ome, m~· young friend, the
pearance of the phantom rider, anu she rnay uol be nigh hor:>e,_; an! ll'~iiling, ancl you are weak from the loss of
to do it again . .r-ow lislen to me and l will tell yon wl 1at blood . .Jn ,l a moment, please," ancl drawing a small flask
to do. Our young men are all gathered in ·t he middle or from heneal h her snowy robe, she forced him to drink a
' the village, in coun~hark ! what wa,; that? Ah, your littl e wine.
'·.For you neetl it to keep up your strength, you are 10
guard is coming back and I must leave you until a better
CHAPTER XVIII.

"-hen
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few short moments thev wol1ld be crushed underneath those
oncoming h oof:> they stood, taring into one anolher·:-i eyes,
for so suddenly had the1· been aroused from their slumbers
tliat tJ1ey wer~ still daz~d, theiT brains reeling, their limbs
useles::i. .And so they might haYe remained io the encl,
waiting to be ground to a fearful cleath had not the instinct of self-preservation been sirong within the noble
animals whose Beet feel had borne them from their crnel
enemies.
A shrill, almost human scream from the magnificent
white horse owned by the mysterious woman whose courage
and coolness hacl saved Kit Carter and his sister from
the torture stake, rose high and sharp above the thun<lering hoofbeais, the hoarse bellowing of the maddened brutes
whose wild fear carried destruction and death with them.
It was so like the shriek of a mortal in its terror that Nell
turned with a startled cry to look for a sign of the unfortunate nigh them, caught in the same trap.
'"I'here is some one near us." slie gasped. "Kit, did you
not hear that wild shriek of terror a--"
"Xay, nay, my child, 'tis no human voice you have listened 1.o," the stnmge being to whom the brother and sister were so deeply indebted, interrupied. " 'Tis only the
cry of my noble horse who realizes his danger as well as
om own, and who would be off. _.\h, there i l is again, and
the others join him," as once more the blood-curdling
scream arose upon the night, echoed by two more cries
that were even worse than the Ilrst oue, the three horses
seeming to know i.hat they were doomed to an awful fate
if they rernainecl where they were, directly in the course
of the stampeding brutes coming nearer aml nearer each
second. It was a grand, yet a vesome sight to witness the
three terrified animals rearing and plunging. pawing the
empty air 1rilh iron-shod hoofs, tugging at the strong
tether8 that held them in their eudeaYor to escape ihe
doom fast corning do1vn upon 1.hern.
' 'To the hor,;es, quick, we may yet escape if we lose no
more time!" cried the boy ranger, suddenly impressed
by t~1e intelligenl beast:;· actions. '' ~ee, they are frantic
wii.b terror. and once on Lheir bac:k:> lhe wind itself will
not 1..e swifter than they, for !'right leulls s1;eed tu lhe
limbs of the brute creation where it robs i11::i11 of all tlie
power aml strength he e\l:l' befot·e po,;seB~ed. ()nick, quick,
C'HAP'l'ER XIX .
to 1.he horses, rny frieml~, to lli e hor 'e:i," bcrnndi11g forward as lie uttered the last w01d.
Bnl he tlirl not reach the ]Jlnnging animals as lie inMer
swept
terrible,
dark,
For a rnornrn[ clc>~[lair, deep,
for lhe \\l1ile hand of the unkuo1rn wa5 laid upon
iemled,
the
in
there
trapped
were
who
trio
little
the
of
snnl~
the
rnlley, iloonJC(l to a rearful dealh Leneath the hoofs of Iii~ arm, the slender 11ngers clo:;ing about ~l wit'.1 a strength
the mass of madr]ened animals rushing clown upon thern. J lie"h~Ll uoi. b,e~1.eve~I Jiei~ C:<ll~.abl_e of, ho~c:mg lam_ bac~.
~ o, no, rt:; madne::;s, rnnk wadne"" to make the at·
Brnve and fearless ns 1.he three foresters were, an cl al- 1
slw panted. ·''J'lte hor~e.; a.re ::rnfe ~ow, h111. on:e
tem1;t."
ed
~o
p:.i
been
had
live~
their
of
part
though 1.lic gr titer
1
amicht the peril,.; of' the frontier, yet for the lime tlie Jwr-; \',e ld thern ~oo"e, once lhey haYe thell' heau:> free. lhey w1l~
~ult would be thut
r01· of their ~ittrnlio, 1 robbed them of all rea 5011 , all tbolighL , be loo ten1~ted lo obey m, and the 1·
to rn12e1 our ll~ath
here
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de:0el"ll.'cl,
be
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of saYing or <tll <'lll)Jltng to save their Jii·es.
tree, perhaps m1.o
01·
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li2atllong
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01·
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hnffalor~.
of
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nbliing,
On came ihe
wild f1ighL lllnLing the ground tremble, tlteil' tr,1 mpllng the 1ery n.1iLbl of yon. plunging l~enl. ·'l'is far less dan·
hoofs rising nrnl folling in n sound like iJJC' steac1y rnm- gerous 10 laee such a s1b1ation on foot, than to !Je mounted
bling oC thunder. their l10ar~e bellowing :::ending· an ic.1· 11 pon. ~ frigh~-r1 nzcd ho1,:'" \\' e rna,v e,:ca pe ?·et," casting
chill to t.he hearts of the white-faced fucritiYe.s who Jiacl a ~,r:Jt. fleeting glance about he1" and utlermg a cry of
escaped one Llanger only to meet with an~ther, rendering ~atisf,idio1; as hel' eye:;; fell upon tl1e _remains of. the dying
fire Ill which u fell' embers were famtly burnmg.
them utterly po"·erlcE~ to move from the doornecl spol.
1
(To be continued)
Dumb. frozen, conscious of but the awful fact that in a '

weak from the loss of bloocl," she said kindly, then taking
his hancl she led him past the sleepit'lg sentinel, lhrough
a group of Jollges, and at last leached the edge of the Jore:it \\'hei·e there were three horses al I saddled ancl bridled,
""1iting to bear them to frl'edom.
"l will have to lea Ye the two maidens uni.il anotl1er
time," she whispered, in l'esponse to the quesi.ion his eyes
nsked. '"I could not take tlie whole four at once, ancl your
friends, the two young soldiers, one has set out for Fort
Leigh, the other for Fort Garland, in the hope of reacliing
there in time to return with troops to force the redskins
to give up their prisoners. Come, let us make haste."
Gaining i.he forest they mounted and rode off into the
darkness, silent as death; the horses, seeming to know how
important it was for them to be quiet, did not make a
sound, and hope was beginning 1.o beat high iu the hearts
of them all, as mile after mile was passed, and no signs
of theli' pursuers were seen.
All night long they kept on and on, only stopping during the heal of the day to rest the horses, and when night
fell again it found them in a snug little valley encamped
for the few hours between then and dawn. After a hasty
meal they laid themselves down to sleep, and in a few
moments were lost to all trouble.
How long i.hey slumbere<l they never knew, but they
were awal:ened by a rushing, wailing sound that brought
them to their feet, one and all, the uneasy neighing of the
horses mingling with it. Jearer and nearer it came, and
as the.v gazecl into one another's faces, the truth dawned
upon them. bla11ching their cheeks, even iheir lip::!, for
they knew too 11·cll its dire meaning now.
"Buffaloes!'' gasped Kit, his voice hoarse aull husky.
'"l'hey have sbmpecletl, and are rushing through the valley. \"fc are lost unless we can get out of it before them.
Ah, there they arr, and Uotl l1elp us, thrre is :no hope for
us," pointing as he spol,e to a dark, moving mass only a
short distance away, but c:oming nearer eac:h moment,
while louder and louder sounded the thunder of 1.heir galloping hoofs, rarr.) ing Lleath and destruction with tl~em
·wbererer tlw~· weni.
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TIMELY TOPICS
ror the first time in history battalions of airships were
reviewed by the •general si.aft of an army at the French
military maneuvers held recently. lt wati an inspiring
sight ·when, with cavalry, artillery and infantry, the
squadron of aeroplanes and dirigibles passed before the rcvie~ing generals. There were ten of the former and two
the latter in the air at one time, each manned by exof
Delmar Wheat of Sidney, N . Y ., eighteen years old,
The enormou crowd that
military aeronauts.
pert
day.
other
was instantly killed while playing baseball the
with enthusiasm.
wild
went
parade
the
watched
expired
and
ball
pitched
a
by
neck
the
in
struck
He was
al once. Dr. Loomis, who was called, stated that death
Probably the shortest will ever placed before a court for
wa,; caused by the severing of an artery.
probate anywhere in the country was filed recently in the
The Richmonrl Heights (S . I.) lighthouse tower was Probate Court in Cincinnati, 0. 'l'he will consiF>ts o.r one
put into operation for the fiTst time recently. It rises sentence and read~: '"In the event oi my death, I, .\n231 feet above mean low water and can be seen thirty-five drew Hogg, hereby bequeath all my propert~·, real and
miies at sea. It is to guide vessels in navigating the per3onal, 1.o my wife, Gertrude Hogg, and name her adAmbrose Channel, and though eighteen miles inland from ministratrix without bond, knowing she will take care of
the Ambrose lightship its rays will be visible farther out the children." No estimate of the value of the estate is
-given, but it is generally conceded that }fr. Hogg was
at sea than that of the lightship.
wealthy. He was a resident of Nor1roocl, 0., and well
lfnown.
Chicago Universit,v's one mile relay team, the present
American champion , have just been entered for the
The will of Charlotte P. Walker, who diecl Iarch 28,
Pennsylvania relay event. Oppofled to the Maroons will
be Columbia with the team that won the mile indoor was .filed the other day in the Surrogates' Court, Kew
championship last winter. Other teams in the race will York, for probate. The petition accompanying the will
be Syracuse, Dartmouth, : \Iassachusetts Institute of Tech- states that the estate is valued at more than $10,000 in
nology, Wesleyan, Ohio and McGill University of Canada. realit:v and more than $10,000 in personalty. She left to
her chestnut pony Sunny Jim an annuity oi $300 a year
Walter Scotty, or "Death Valley Scotty,'' as he is famil- with which the te~tn tor provides he shall be "·ell cared for.
iarlv known in the Southwest, will now disclose the lo- She also remembers Lizzie Brown. a seTYant, with au ancation of his mine in Death Valley, he said to Harry Bro- nuity of $:Jb0 per year. The residue of the eslate is ldt
gan, a representative of a San Francsico syndicate, which to Earl Campbell Douglass of ] D East Fifty-seyenth street.
will pay $500,000 for a half interest in the property if it He, ho\rever, r enounced the bequest.
proves to be what Scotty claims. According to Scotty the
A daring daylight robbery, the bolllc~t in many months,
mine is located on the south rim of Death Valley and i·
the police said, took place recently in Chicago, when a
a rnry high -grncle, free milling gold property.
well dressed bandit held up ~\lbert Kehoe, 17 years old, a
. Virgil Connell, a sheepman of Antelope ~alley, Nevada, messenger employed by the 111. J . Neahr Company, lli02
has just invented a novel device for protecting his lambs South Dearborn street, mannfacturers of paper bags, at
from coyotes. It comist of an electrical device that sets the point of a revolver and took from him $2,000 in cnroft an explof'ion eYery hour a ncl rids any giYen locality of renc:v belonging to his employers. Then the robber held
coyotee. 'l'hc timing of lhe explosions was eet at sixty at ba~· fift.v teamsters who attempted to pur8uc him, until
minute intcnals aficr a clo$e etudY of the traits of the a Hock Jslancl freight train approached East Sixteenth
destrncfo c animals. 'I'hc cxploFion causes a hasty retreat street. This be boarded with a flying leap, commanding
and before tlie coyote can decide on another attac~ he is a brakeman to remain silent under penalty of dratl1 .
N e\rs of lhe robbery was flashed to the Twenty-second
again scared off.
slreet F>tation ancl rtctectives hurried to the place where
J. F .• pea ht o.r PotlsYille, Pa., while driring along the the higlmayman had boarded the freight trnin. An out,"tatc road behYeen Pott ville and Schuylkill Haven the going pa;;Ernger train was flagged anc1 the policemen
other day got out oi his buggy to look µfter his horse, boardrcl it, directing the engineer to puffnc the freight
which had cast a shoe. As lie did eo a large gray fox, with all ~re eel. The latter was overtaken at \rest Fortyweighing 24 pounds, ran from the underbrush into the n i11th ~i.rect ancl C\ery boxcar Ee::irchecl, bnt the banclit
middle of the road and 8tood for a minute to look at him. had dropped from the train hefore it "-::i OYertnken. The
The stop cost HeynaTCl his liberty, as Speacht shied a robbe11' occurrerl at \Vest Sixteenth ~treet and .t\rmom·
large stone, striking him in the head and stunning him. avenue and in view of a ~core of tea1mlcrs. Kehoe bad
The fox w::is captured alive, and v;-ill be med for a big fox been sent to the Contincnta l a ncl C'ornmcrcinl ;\f"ational
.Bank to get the weekly payroll cash.
chase <luring lhc coming summer.

When a cow switched her tail against a live wire at a
local dairy in Boulder, Colo., the other day, she kicked
Charles llforcer, who ·1ras milking her, in the side. 'I'he
man has two broken ribs . The .cow's tail was badly
burned.
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Wild West Weel<ly
NEW YORK, MAY 17, 19J2.

Interest in the H>J2 pennant race in the American·
League is the keenest in the history of the League according to President Ban Johnson. In a · statement issued recently he said that five clubs will be prominent ·
contender;; for thr. championship.
"The American
League," said President JohnRon, "has made excellent
p rovisions for its patrons in the construction of seven
modern and splendidly equipped baseball plants. In the
last two yr,ars there has been much reconstruction in the
'. eight tea;m, and this season we hope to reap the ben efits
of that tremendous task. There is mo re interest in the
: rare this year than ever before. Boston, New York, Ohi1cago, and L:leveland have strengthened their teams to a
: !liarkecl degrre, and the organization can with confidence
promise a s truggle in which five clubs will be strong con1
trnrlrrs for the flag. Philadelphia, with its well-season ed
dub under the guidance of Connie Mack, should be a powrr.fu l factor, and Detroit also Rhon]d pr oYe to be stron g.
] expect much of :N'ew York, Chicago, Cleveland, an d
1 \\·aFh ington with new men as managers of the teams."

I
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GOOD CUltREN'l' NE WS Alt'l'lCLES

I

Herbert \V. Saunders of :Mount Yerno11 , X. Y., has ordered a new sih·er collar im:cribed ".\warded to Hilly for
heroism,'' to giYc to his bulldog. After the Iam ily had
GRINS A~D CUUC l(LES
retired the other night Bill~· di~coYcrecl a the, and dashing upstairs, barking, pulled the rorcrF 1>ff :\fr. '1nc1 Mrs .
1\ gent- I'm 'selling rnrnething to prerent roosters from
Saunders. They got out with their ~emrnt just in lime.
rro1Ying
at 2 a. m. His Friend- Marrelous ! ·what is it?
The fire did $10,000 damage and Finged Bilh.. s hair.
AgC'nt- A recipe for chicken $Oup.
I

v

A de!!pa tch from C'alculta i.o the Jnral office of the HnmSu fTC'rer (to clenfof~ f.C'n- nnt) - ~ -ot in to-day? Dear
burg-American Linc says that the .Jlahnraj11 h arranged a me 1 w:rnted to com: ult him bad l r. SC'rrnnt-Well let's
special garden party the other clay for ihe Ti-15 Am•'ricans 1hoi;e ro u'll ~till hare foothache to~morrow.
'
who are making a cruise aronnd the \rorld in th e ~team•
ship CleYeland. 'rbe royal rlepha nts, C<Juippcd a A for a
}f.ike-.H m1.. s the 1\'ife, Pat? Is Ehe better? Pat-Ko,
Durbar.' were put at the dispo~al of !~~ 4\ rnerican~ a~d ~he· s terrible sick. J\Iike- Is it dangerous i;;he is? Patwere ndden all the a.fternooll. The rn-,1t.ors tnok n lnp I ;\o, ,he's for too bad to be dangerous any more.
up the Ganges and attended a dance at the Grand Hotel
in the evening.
An agNl Scotch minister about to lnarry for the fourth
time 1ras explaining bis reason to an eldrr: " You see, 1
The Dominion (fo,~ernmen t has j11sl adzed proposals for am an ol<l man now, and 1 canna expect to be here Yerra
the biggel't dry clock in the world . 'l'he dock is to he Iaug. \\'hen lhe C'Dd comes I wad like to ha re somC' one to
built either at Qu ebec C'ity, on the f\L ( ' harJc~ rivPr, close m.r rYe~. · ' The rlcler nodderl and "aid: "A"·ecl,
or the Beauport flllls, or on llic oppo~ilc Fi de of the ~L nw eni ~ter, I Jrnye had twa wire:' and baith of them opened
Lawrence riwr at Bt. Joseph de Lc,·i~. 'There i;; keen mine.''
rirnlry behre en (!nC'bec and Levis for the Jocation of the
dock. Prop o~als " ·ill be rPceived at Otta n a up to .r uly 2.
The prieoncr before lhe bar of ju;:i.ice \TaS charged with
The dry dock 11·ill be 1.1 !iU .feet long, J 17' fopi. 1Yiclc and haring stolrn a clog. A clark:v 11itnef:s 1raH being examined
.
37 feet d<>ep. 'l'lw next larger;t rloc:k in Jrngth iR in St. "Yo u rn.,. !hr. clefond(lnt pa~~crl the yarrl and whistled
to
Petersburg, and lhe nexl \riclc1>l is the Li1·crpool Lloc:k. tl1P rlog?., intcrrogatrd the attornr.r. "tC's, sah," replied
fhe ll'iLne~~. "Then \rhat ?., "Den what?" "Yes. You
At a tribal m eeting 0£ thr Shinnrcor-k [mkrns, ~ cw f' AY the de1rnclant pa f'l'C' d th" .rn rd nml whistlrd to the dog.
1
York. held a fe,r Lla_rs ;igo, it 1rns Yotrd to prt-ilion thr. 'l'lH•n whal followed?" "Oh! Why, de dog, ob cou'ioe.''
1
State J.,egislaturr to allol the rcse rrntion . Janel;; amon~ J
the mC'mbers of the tribe and permit the Indian s to be- I .\ cou11trr girl 1rn s home from collcgf' for the Christmas
come citizen:. 'Phc Jnrlian s Jiave rr!ainr1·1 r onn.s1•l and JiolidA~"· ;in cl thr old folh wrrr lrnYing a rccrption in her
expect to hnng ihe nuiltC'r brfnrc~ Uw llcxl l ,rg1~ lai.ure.,1honor. n11nn~~ thr CiPHl ~ he brought out rnmc of her new
The cliYision oi' Ja n1l-., nrn1· ftgnrc <1~ <>11e nl' ilw i f'~ nr 5 in : gmrn:- to ~: how to 1lw g11cs(i'. Picking up a beautifnl silk
the election o[ an a ~~f' rnb l yman i11 the fin;{ d if:tric-t JlC'Xt crrntim1 , sl1r hC'ld ir np br.forr lhr anrn iring rtowr1. " I sn't
fall. Sout11amptun alr.:ady Jrn~ a can<lirla i<• 1rhu lw ." clr- t hi, prrfo1·tlr g-orgro11~ !" !'lH' exr·lairnC'<l. " .Ju~t think, it
1
clared for the nomination. 'L'lw reservaf ion lands lw1·e c~rnr from a poor lit.lle in~ignific:rnl worm!') Her barc1become very valuable ~ince Southamplon ·s gro\l·(h as a 1rorkini; father looked a moment, then turned and said:
su mmer ree:ort
'."Yee, darn it, an' l 'm that worm!'
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taunts of Greenwood, ll'ho was an unmerciful tea~e, soon
restored my equanimity, and J remained ne:nly an hour
in the room with him.
By D. W. Stevens.
Dead men figured promin ently in mY drrams that night,
but my love of science enabled me lo shake 01t those
The pursuit of knowledge is often conducted under very haunting terror s when awake.
In one of tbe lecture-rooms was a closet in the rear of
trying difficultie s~ yet in almost every case there is a
bright as well as a dark side-a humorous as well as ser- a small raised platform, where the facnlty kept a nnrnber
of skeletons, with which the lectmcs on physiology illusious feah1res.
· Perhaps no profession has such peculiar features and trated themes.
With those relics Greenwood played many a practical
difficulties in its requirements as that of medicine.
joJ.::e
on both faculty and students.
It is not every one, no matter how ambitious he may
He wa,s something of a ventriloqui ,;t, and on one ocbe, that can become a surgeon of a plain physician.
You may bav~ the intellect to fit you for almost any casion, he secreted himself behind the door of the closet,
profession where mind can make itself felt, but unless when the pro~essor had his favorite skeleton out on the
you have a set of nerves peculiarly adapted for the pur- little platform, and caused the skdeton to dispute with
th(: profesRor abo ut some of his anatomical observations.
pose, you can never make a successful doctor.
"You will observe, young gentlemc11,'' suicl the profe · To sustain such nerves you must have a peculiar mental
temperament that will enable you to look upon the most so·.: in the course of his remarks, "that bone and muscle
intense, agonizing human suffering without a particle of do not always go together with natural harmony. This
man, for instance," pointing to the skeleton, "while he
sympathy save in the light of science.
The medical student -iYho turns sick in the midst of had large bones, was singularly lacking in muscular power,
the hor,rors of the dissecting room will never do for a sur- owing to--"
geon.
Greenwood pulled a small wire, causing the bony jaws
·
•
to
snap with a vicious energy, whilst a Yoice seemingly
· The ,h est surgeon is he who can cut up a m:m alive
without experiencing a tremor of sympathy for the suffer- isw.iug from the 1110uth, said:
"That's a lie! I can lick you right now with all your
ing of the s11 bjcct.
muscle!"
. Sympathy lmder such circumstances is cruelty.
"Eh? What's that?" exclaim ed the surprised professor,
To know al l the component parts of tbe rn.ost potent
medicines is but a small portion of a medical man'i; edu- gazing over his gold spectacles at the grinning skeleton.
"You 're giving them taffy and slandering me," snapped
eaiion.
the manikin, amid the laughter of the students.
He must know all about the human bodv .
""'\ rhy-blcss-my-soul!" gasped the learned profesE\'ery mu,clc, bone, fiure, artery, vein, and tendon must
sor,
looking first at the skeleton and then at the roaring
be as familiar to him a::; any other object that can be
viewed bv ihc natural eve. He must sl uclv them-handle sindent~ . during which time Greenwood slipped away unthem, cU:t them up witi1 his kniic, and 'aualnc all the percci\-cl1 and T~gaincd his place among the spectators.
The pr ofessor tumbled to the racket, and made a savage
wonders of the most wonderful of all Clod's ~·t'(~a tionsdive for th e closet, with the intention of making a subman.
It has been $I.lid that at leai;t a dozen human bodies ject for the tlissecting-room of the ofl'ender.
arc C\1t up in order to m ake one good doctor or surgeon.
But tlie cul prit wa s non est, and the laugh remained
Ancl 1 believe it.
on ihc profcs:;or for a long time thereafter.
I remember the fir~ t time I entered the dissecting-room
On another occasiou, in the c1issccting-room , one of the
of the medical college wh ere l was placed to complete my faculty 1ras thrown complete!~· off his balance by a scream
claim to the title of
D.
from the ubject under the knife, and the profani :y that
"Come in and sec the 'snbj l'cts,' " said my companion, a 1ras aftcrwardo. indulged in by the subject of the joke
wild, harum-scarum young n1an, wh o wa;; su pposed to \rill require a long life penitence to atone for.
haH! neither heart nor nenes. "Oh, wc'Ye got a beauty
.\mohg the ske letons belonging to the college "·as one
this time."
of a once farnons pugilist.
I fo llowed h im into the l'Oom, whi ch was lighted by one
This manikin was a favorite one of the students, and
gas-jet.
one day it 1rns ascertained that the irrepressible GreenThe di secting-table sto0d in the center of the room, wood had heen "associating" with it.
and in one corner ia_y a large, coar se gra ~n-bag with a
The ne w profc8sor was going to use it the next day to
large, bulky hod_\. in it.
i Uustra tc his lecture.
"H er0, catch holi1 here anJ hcl p me get this on the
J~vcrv »tucl ent was in his place, and so was the whilom
table," said my companion, taking hold of the bag.
pugifot.
l gave the required a ss i ~tance, antl in a trice we had
The nrw professor was an elderly gentleman of Ecbolthe bag on the table . when out rolled the nakcJ body of arlr attainrnentB, mild-mannered, and precise in his ways.
, a ilead man who had been hanged the day before.
"Th0 human form is the most interesting of all studies,
The terrified expression of my face caused. my faceti- _young gentl emen,'' he said, "and nature has conformed
ous companion, Solomon Greenwood, to burst into a lou<l herself to the natural requiremeuts of man in his creation.
' laugh at my expense.
You wil I 11oti<:e tl1at wherever man is exposed to danger
'
The shock was almost too much for my nerves, but the I there he·~ best defended, or protected, I ma.y say. The
THE ASTO~ISHED PROFESSOR.

;.r.
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arms act as general protectors to the whole body; but you

'·Good

grat:jun",

1n·ofo:-:,or!''

exclaimed

Orcemrooci.

will notice that the hardest parts of the head are tho,;e ':Yon don't rnea11 ii., do YOll r''
most exposed to contact with projection~ whil mo ing
"Of course 1 do! 'l'Ji,;t\i 11hu(. I am paicl for-to t ach
forward-as, for instance, the frontal bones here oveT the· yo-:.1 young gentl emen rhe theory tha! 1 have advanceu
eyebrows--"
tonight."
.. . "Rands off!" snapped . the pugilist, raising hi,; bony
"But it'~ too hi te," penistecl G·reenwooll, looking at his
hands · and planting a blow aquarely lJetween the profes- watch, "and--"
sor's eyes that sent him flying from the platform more
'· \\' e have nothing else to do to-night," interrupted -the
from terror than otherwise.
professor. EYerybody i;; asleep by thi.; time, 80 we will
· 'J.'he students roared, and the astonished profe:isor not be disturbed."
scrambled to his feet and glared at the manikin, his eyes
We saw that we were in for it, and therefore quietly
protruding, hair on end and general demoralization plainly ,submitted.
·visible in his features.
As fast as one was through, the professor called up an.... "Time!" snapped the skeleton again, a~suming. a pugil- other, and sunrise found me at the table explaining what
istic attitude and grinning horribly at the. dumfounded littl e I knew about the "human form divine."
prof!l&SOr.
We afterwa.r ds formed a secret society, all the mem bei·s
"Go for him, profes.sor!" cried a score of students, of which were solemnly plellgecl men, never to play a
$pringing upo~ benches, waving their hats, and scr:eaming practical joke on that profe.Bor, and it is needless lo say
like . sp .mflny wild Indians. .The professor looked agai.n, 11 e .. kept the pledge."
and caught a glimpse of the inany small wj1·e;; with which
''Young gentlernen," he said, turning to the roRring
, '!;he .skeleton had been manipulated, and at once tumbled ~tu<l~nt;:;, "that was well done, but yon will give me credit
to the racket,
·
for something b.etter before the se:>sion ends. You are
. But once the professor gave us a · little more · of a joke llismts.s ecl fo1:Jhe day-"
.
_
. than we barg1;tined for.
. On entering the dissecting-room one evening the proCOLORADO' S BIG ~ IARBLE QUARRY .
. fess.pr fou'nd nine of us waiting for him.
H~ close.d and locked the door to prevent interruption,
'rhe Colorado-Yule I\Iarble Company will have the
: an~ . proceeded to prepare for the lecture.
1 largest marble ~qnarry opening in .the woTld \\'hen a tun" We have a v.ery fine subject this evening, young gen- nel ·that is now being cut i.o connect the seYeral openings
tlemen," he said, laying aside h.is coat and rolling np his· at the quarry on \Yhitehou;:;e mountain is completed .
. sle~v~s preparatory to u sing his knife, "and I hope you \\'hen the connection is made the qnanv will have a floor
wi.11. make careful notes of the parts we shall touch upon. space 500 to 600 feet long. The force· of employees will
_T his subject died suddenly of heart disease; and--" be doubled and the output will have a eorre;:;poncling inhere he turned down.the sheet, when lo! instead of a fresh crease.
Two of the ,:hopro01m of the company are being used
subject, there lay before him one of the grinning skelcton::J
that had done service in the college for over ten ~·ear~.
exc ]u;:; il'ely for turning oui material for the new Dem·er
. The professor's eyes flashed indignantly for a mo- po~t-office.
ment, and then a triumphant glitter illumined them. He
This quarrying of marble, although virtually new to
wep.t. on as though the suqject of his lecture was his own Coiorallo, is now an establi,;hed industry in the state. The
·selection instead of Greenwood's. "Though," he c011tin- output will continue to increase and the supply is suf. ued, "heart disease is not the subject :for thi~ eyening's ficicnt to meet all demancl" for 1,000 and perhaps 10,000
investigations, we will not lose sight of it altogether. With years .
such a subject as this before us we will avail ourselves of
'l'he deposit of marble is said to extend for several
the .op;ortunity to ·make man in his intirety our theme," miles. The exposed surface of the cleµosit on Whitehouse
ancl going to the door he took the key from the lock and rnOlmtaiu is approximately 230 feet cleep and 4,500 feet
placed it in his pocket.
long. 'rhc openings lrnYe been made on the face of a
Then commencing at the big tor, he explained every cliff, more than 100 feet above the ground surface.
joint up to the head, ancl thence along in the arms to the Wooden slainrnye leac1 up the side of the cliff. Another
fo1gers, dilating on the muscles, tendons, veins, and ar- rnethoc1 of reaching the openings is provided j)y a cable
derrick, which is used to either lower the large blocks of
teries as he went.
Such a comprehensive .lecture was never before given marble, or to carry a box-stall shaped car up to the
at one time by any professor in any medical college in quarry pits and down to earth again.
the world.
Uncler direction of Colonel IIIeek, who was formerly a
It occupied three hours in delivery, and when he closed railroad man, a standard gauge line was built from Placita
we , drew a long sigh of relief.
on the Crystal river railroad to the town of l\Iarble,
",Now, young gentlemen," he sai d, when he had finished, founded by the marble company. This was a distance of
':I want . to see'. \vhether or not I hav~ wasted my breath- nine. miles. ]from .M arble i.o the quarry, 31 miles, Colonel
ju :,vain this _evening; I\Ir. Greemfooc1, I notire that you ~leek built a standard gauge electric line.
were very attentive to every poi1i.t. Please take my place
'l'he ma1;ble is cut hy two sy~tems, with diamond ellge<l
, here, and commence at the big toe, as I clicl, and go O\'er saws and by means of the Corsi sall'. 'l'be h1iter i-: a steel
. the same fie.Id of invesi.igahon that I did, and show us how rope which is nm th rough the marble. Cn12hcd >teel is'
far you have progressed in the knowledge of physiology." fc<l on i.he rope ~ls it pa~ses th rough the stone.
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NEWS OF THE DAY
l\' iseon s i11 w ilJ be :rep re sen Led al il1e Poughkeepsie rega li.1t in .Ju ne by one of th e heaviesL 1.;rem; that has ever
'1 om th e cardina l. Captain Pollock's men average 179
pou nd~, against an average of 167 pound:; last year, and
16u iu HllU.
A co\\ lost for three \Yeeks by William Wilcox, a farmer
near 8hel1Jy, Idaho, was found in the potato cellar of
J. C. Jone:;, another farmer receutly. 'rhe animal had
fallen through th e cellar door and subai:>t12 d for three
weeks on :.\Ir. Jones'::; choice tu be r s, devouring dozen,; of
. suck,; of );Ota toecl.

:.\Iis,; Ruth ::kott, little woman principal of the Pinckney
(Kan.) ,;ehool, wa5 taken to coun the other dav for twice
. chasfoing Gaddie C:urbey, fifteen, the '·sch~ol bully."
Justice \Yiloon heard how Cu r bey bullied the smaller
boys and. Llecided the teacher did right both times when
she whipped him.

lf Seal lle l'i li zens fail to see brilliantly colored rats
scampeJ"ing about 1he i:\treets in a few <lay:-i it will not be
bceause U~e ruts are n ot there. H ea lth department officials
liberated ilrenty-five d_-ec1 rodentB for purposes of identification. J~ueh raL has a p rice of $~ on itcl heiid, whether
captured drar1 or ulire. 'l'hr purpo3e is to trace the drift
of the rodent popu lation as it migrates from one section of
the city of an oth er. "At this time of t he year rats leave
the waterfront, where they stay clming the winter m onth s,
and make their wa-y to rei3idence portion,; of the city,"
said Health Commissioner (;richLon.

Sul'l'ounded by children, grandchildren and great grandchildren and hosts of other relatiye,;, John Hopkins recently celebratecl the one hundredth anniversary of his
birth in hid modest little cottage, at ~ o. 24 West Fortyfifth street , Bayonne. With the exception of being partly
ueaf, Mr. Hopkins retain s all hi:> faculties. Born in Ualway, Ireland, early in life Mr. Hopkins became interested
in religiun and became a mis:;ionary, and for rnore than
seventy years he followed tha t calling. .1Iost of his life
wa:> ~pent in frdund. By his marriage, seventy-six years
ago, he had eleven children, the eldest now seventy five .
The bull fight in Avignon, France, the other day will
go down to poBterity as one of the most remarkable in 1he
romantic little town's history, not because a young toreador was probably mortally gored while making a reckless
display of daring, but because of a strange accident. During one of Lh e liveliest fights au infuriated young lmll
leaµecl the banier and raced furiously along in front of
the flrst row of seats. Spectators in their fright t oppled
over backward like tenpins . 'rhe long hairs at the end
of the animal's lashing tail, winding themselves around
the thumb of one unfortunate man, locked tight and
snappecl the thumb entirely off at the joint.
America now boasts t he wealthiest fighting seaman
ali1' e. He is Chief Gunner's :Mate B. Tomka, attached
to the crui ser D e1wer, at present in reserve at the local
stat ion at :\Iare Island, Cal. Through a bequest in the
will of his grandmother, who died recently in Strasbmg,
l'rn s~ia, he has come into posession of an estate valued at
$] 00,000. _'\mong men who follow the sea he will go down
through time as famous as Davy Jones or Captain Jinks
of the H orse :Marines. Tomke has a wealth of popularity
among i.he sailor men, and he has a number of medals
giYen him in recognition of heroic service. During t he
Boxer uprising in China and all through the Spanish_.\rnericau war the child of fortune served his country
with distinction.. Tomke has two years to serve and he
intends to serve until his time is out.

~forth Dakota 11011' holdB the world's championship in
. the matter oJ bear ds, as one of its citizens can boast of no
les~ than r leren feet and Ri \ inche,; of beautiful wavy
whieker,.:. Jl !". Han,; ~ . Lang~etlt, a nati1'e of Norway, is
thr po:;"e~sor of this remarkable gr owth, \\"hich has been
culti rnted with care and pride .for thirty-six years and has
been increasing in length at the rate of almost fom inches
per annum . i.Ir. L ang;;eth claims that instead of being
a hindrance, tl1is facial adornment is of real value, makSam Y rt, perh aps America's richest Chinese min ct,
ing an excellent chest protector in c0ld weather and wardcame into Los Angeles, Cal., recently from Nevada, preing oft the chill blaoi.s oJ' the Dakota win tr rs.
pared to divide hi.s fortune half a.nd half with Sheriff
.Tohn and Willi am Stab ile, young sons oC _\.ndrew Sta- William A. Hammel. Several local mining men, who know
hilr, a grocer or .Garitan. K ..J. , died the other night from 1.hc Chinese, say his prop erties are worth $500,000 to
th P effects of deadly nightshade, whi ch they dug up anc1 $7 :J0.000. Five years ago he was a prosperous Nevada
ate while playing on the eshitc of Jam es B . Duke, across ranchmau, with plenty of money and a handsome white
the river from Raritan. Andrew Cagnasola, son of J ohu woman for a wife. She died. Sam Yet began gambling
Cagnasola, a retired hotel-keeper and member of the and soon lost everything. Then Hammel, who had known
rrowu Board of Raritan, ate some of the weed and is in him a long time and believed in his int egrity and ability, .
a critical cond it ion, hut became of the prompt action of lent him . 1,nOO for a new start. The Chinese went pros, his family in pouring milk clo1\'n his throat it is belieyecl peeting again, and finally found something that looked too
he may recover. 'rhe boys, in age from 8 to 10 years, were good to :ell. ~rhich he has been working since. Hammel
taken ill shortly after eating the Toot of the nightshade says he never sa w the property, but has been shown many
•• an d fell to the g round near the roadside. A, passerby put rich samples from there. He does not want more th&ll
the amount of the loan back, but Sam Yet is insistent.
them in his wagon and took them to their homes.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
A NOTABLE STAl\IP FOUND.
A lady living in Sydney, Australia, for many years has
hoar~ed a collection of postage stamps left by her father,
who had pursued his hobby of collecting for fifty years .
The daughter was ignorant of any knowledge of philately
and threw the stamps into an old trunk. Recently she
Yisited a stamp exhibition, and for the first time awoke
t o the value cif1 the stamps in her possession. She secnrecl
the assistance of experts, who estimate the ya.lue of the
collection at one hundred thousand dollars.
TO EXPLORE CROCKER LAND.
:Macmillan and Borup, two young men who were Peary's
lieu tenants when he reached the pole, will heacl an expedition that is to start in July to explore Crocker Land, a
va.st, vague region bordering the polar sea north of western
Amer ica and eastern Siberia-the most northern land yet
known to exist on the globe. 'l'he explorers plan to Yisit
also the unknown mountains and ·glaciers of the interior of
Greenland . The expemes of the expedition are to be
borne jointly by the American :!\(useum of Naturnl History
and the American Geographical Society. The men expect
to be gone two years.
HAUNTED SCHOOL TO BE RAZED.
Ghosts, sentiment and a strike of school children is
responsible for the demolishing of a country school building in "\\'infield township, Ill., known as the "tragecly
school."
T he children thought they felt or saw or heard the
ghost of a dearly belol'ed teacher, J\Iis3 Edith Smith, of
Wheaton, who had been murdered in the building. The
murderer committed suicide. The children have been on
strike against further attendance at the "tragedy school"
for some time. They said they were afraid to go there.
T he "trngedy sc1i ool" became an eyesore to the community.
Recently the parents of the school children lJetitioned
the trnstees to demo1ish the building. At a meeting of
the directors of Winfield township the petition was granted.
BAKK QF ENGLA:KD NOTE FOR A PE~~T
Once a Bank of England note for one penny was issuc-r1
by m istake. It got into ciTcnlation and was a source oE
great annoyance to many persons when making up ac~ounts .
Search was made by the bank and at length it
discovered the hold er of the note, who returned it to them
for a fancy price .
Thi~ is the smallest amount for wl1ie:l1 an Engh.ilt note
has ever been issued, for of cm'trsc n otes nmlcr fin pounds
arlil, ne>er draw11 up unless by mistake.
On no acc0trnt ar8 notes issnecl twice from the bnnk
and they are al ways crrneclled eYcn if excl1allg'?d for ca;,h
immediately on their 'i;:sue. ,\JJ0d 50,000 notes are p11>
seu ted for pavrnen t cn'ry day ~rnd in one department a
lai:ge staff of (1c:rks i,1 c'mploye1l entirPly to count nncl
sort the notes th<1l ltwc been pai ,1 in on t~1c prc1·iou~ <1 '.l.I"
'.l'he cancellctl note:; arc burned {i rn years after the ycur

of presentation. More than 90,000,000 of old notes are
stored a ~, ay in the bank and about eveTy fortnight a large
quantity of old notes is destroyed .
THE FRENCH KID INDUSTRY.
The raising of kids for their skins i s now an important
industry among the French mountaineers. Softness, delicacy of texture, and freed om from blem ish are principal
factors in the value o£ kid skins and to secure th ese essentials great pains are taken.
As soon as the young animal begins to eat grass the
value of its skin declines, for with a grass cliet the kid's
skin immediately becomes coarser and harder jn texture
and its chief merit thus vanishes. It js, therefore, kept
closely pennecl, not only to prevent it from eating grnss,
but also to prote ct its valuable skin against accidental
injuries that might impair its marketahili.ty.
·w hen the kids have attained a ceTtain age, .at which the
skins arc in the best condition for the use of the glover,
they are killed and the hicles are sold to dealers.
'l'he superior quality of these kid skins, due somewhat to
climatic conditions, is what has given France the supremacy in the manufacture of the finest grades of real
kid gloves, a supremacy that will doubtlesR long be maintained, inasmuch as foreign manufacturers must re$t content with second-rate skins.
DOGS AND THEIR PICTURES.
It is not so long ago that u man carrying a painting of
a clog had it practically destroyed by a passing dog flying
at it and tearing it in a most determined manner. One
of my own dogs became quite pugnacious when seeing the
picture of a chow-chow, but when the picture was hung
on the dining-room wall the dog J?aid no more attention
to it.
A friend of mine has only to take a picture of two fox
tenier h eads from his study wall and bring it on a level
with his terrier to set that animal's crufl' standing erect,
and to cm18e him to tingle in every nerve .
These three authentic cases of dogs recognizing their
kind on canrns have all blq:n place when the pictmes
were on their O\\"Il le,·cl, but t)rnt this q1lalification is not
al1rn.ys Jleccssary the following inci dent ivill show.
·
A fox terrier in my own 11 eighborhooc1 is made a great
pet 0£ h~· his master and mistress, and wb ile the~' were
heated :1t llinner one eveniug, and ih e deg sleeping on
tl w heart hrug, it suddenly 1?.:ot up on it!> Icvs ancl l>cgan
to wliin r piteou sly. Jt stared ahead a~ if rnef;mcrizcd, and
quieting w rds had no ctfort. Folloll'ing th2 dog'" gaze,
the lad\' and gentleman werC' a$tonisl1r>d to see that it war;
the fn!l lc>11gth portrait of tlic forrnrr hang-in¢ on the \Yall
that Ra~ cnusing the animal Hs unc asines~ .
The dog l\·ent np to 1;·hcrc tlie picb1:·c !rung, a::: if it ·
would fain bring it down and soll'e the 1m'ftcry, ancl it
too~~ fl lot or C•)llllol'ti:jg b.1· i!~ lllfStrl'~~ before thf' animal
1r:~.s quieted aucl realized that its owner \Yl13 hcsiclo it m1d
not on the \rail.
'· '
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ELECTRIC PU!!R BUT·

TON.-The base le made of
ma.pie. and the center piece
of black wnlnut, tho whole
thing about 1% lnche1 In
diameter, with a metal
hook on the back eo that
It 1nny be slipped over edgo
of the vest pocket. E;i:;poae
to view your New Electrto
Bell, when your friend w lll
pueh the button expecting to heltr It ring.
Ae 110011 a.a he touches it, you will see some of
tl>.e liveliest dancing you ever witnessed. The
Electric Button is heavily charged and w!!I
give o. smart shock when tho button Is pushed.
Price lOc., by mall, postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y,

Sure Fire
Accuracy

Penetration

MYSTERIOUS l'LATE LIFTEU.
Ma.de of fine rubber,
with bulb on one end
and lntlator at other.
Place Jt under n table
cover, under plate or
glaas, and bulb Is 11ressed
underneath, object rise•
ln:s.
40
mysteriously;
long. Price, 25c., postpaid.
J. KENNEDY, 383 West 127th St., N. Y.

The World's
Record Holders
Remington- UMC .22 cal.
Tise •••hiillH·tJllC ..~. •••• tflad
cartridges have broken
two records in two yeara.
The present world's 100-sbot ganery record, 2484 ex 2500, held by
Arthur Hubalek was made with these hard hitting .22'a.
T_hey will help you, too, to break your best shooting records.
Remington-UMC .22's are made, too, with hollow point bullets.
This increases their shocking and M:illing power. 1

THE GERMAN OCARINO.
A hnndsome metal lnstmmade Jn Germany,
from which peculiar but
·
sweet music can }Je produced.
Its odd sba.pe, which reacmbles a torpedo boat, wll 1 attract much attention. We .eend instructions with each instrument, by the aid o! which "nyone can In IL
ehort time p!ay any tune nnd produce very
sweet music on thla odd-looking lnstn1ment.
Price, 10.C. by ma.II, postpaid.
WOLJl'F NOVELTY CO., 20 W. 2Cth Bt., N. Y.

·11•&1.!!!!J•-...

~ment.

TJlE GRC:AT FIDE EATER.
A great Sensational Trick of
With tho Fire Eater
the Day!
in h la poaseas1on any perso n can
become a perfect salamander, ap·
parcntly breathing ftro and ejecting thousands of brilliant •Parke
from his 1nouth. to the horror
and conoternatlon or a.II beholdere. Harmleel!I tun tor all tlmel!I.
seaaons and places; If you wish
to produce a decided sensation in your neighborhood don't tan to procure one. We send
the Fire Eater with a.II the material•, In a
handsome box, th• cover or which I• highly
ornamented with Jllustrationa in various col·
ors. Price ot all complete only U'ic •• or •
boxeo tor 50c., malled postpaid; one dozen by
expres• $1.20 .
N. B.-Full printed lnstrnctlono for performing the trick accompany each box, which
also contains aum clent material for giving
oevcral exhibitions.
ti. I!. LANO, 2U! .Valw•rth St., B'klTa, N. Y.
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Remington- UMC-the perfect shooting combination

REHINGTON ARMS-UNION METALLIC CABTRIDGE CO.

BOYS!

BOYS!'

I

l'J"Cll POWDER.
Gee whiz! Wbat tun
JOU can have with
:Moisten
. t h I a stutl'.
tho tip ot your finger,
tap it on the contents
ot the box, and a little
Then
bit wll! stick.
shake hands with yduior drop a
~ r l e n d,
speck down hi• back.
In a minute he wlll
feel as it he bad the
It
seven years" itch.
will make blm s cratch, roar, squirm aod
make !aces. But It 18 perfectlJ harmless, as
It Is made from the seeds o f wild roses. The
h orrible Itch stops In a few mlnutea1 or can
be checked immediately by rubbing the spot
with a wet cloth. While It la working, JOU
will be apt to laugh your suspender buttons
off. The beat joke of all. Price 10 cent1 a
box. bJ mnll. postpalo.
WOLFF NOVJ<:LTY CO., %9 W . 26th St., N. Y.

SNAKES IN THE GRASS
Someth ing entirely
new, conl\istlng ot elx.
1ar&e cones, ea.ch ona
nearly ono tnch in
Upon lightheight.
ing one of tbase cones
with a m&tch , you seo
something slmfl&r to
a. 4th of July exhibition or !'!rework•. Spark• fty In eYery dlreotton. and as the cone burns down it throwa
out and ls surrounded wtth who.t appears to
be grue ; at the aa.me time a large sna.ke
uncotls hhnael! from the burning' cone and
la.zlly stretches out In the gra.11, whlclo at
lael burns to a1hes but the snake remains a.s
n. ctJrfosity unharmed. They are not at alt
dani;aroue and ca.n be eel oft in the parlor
If placed on 1ome m etal surface tha.t wlll not
burn. An ordinary duet pan answers the pur ...
po1e nicely. Price ot the olx cones. packed In
na,wduet, tn ~ strong wooden box, only lOe.,
3 boxes for 25c., 1 dozen boxes 76c., sent by
mall postpaid.
.II. O'NEILL, UIS W. IS8th St., N. l'..

299 llronwa,, New Y•rk Cilr

Have you seen '"l'Hl!l YOUNG Al\fERICAN,"
Every
the paper that Interests every boy.
Issue contains Jl'Jne Stories ot Athletics and
Adventure, Helpful and Inspiring Articles,
Departments devoted to Stamp, C'oln and Cu·
rlo Collecting, The Young Poultryman and
Gardener, etr. It 's all Boy from cov~r to
cover. ETery boy should read It. Seorl 25
cents to-day tor a whole year's Sllb$Criptlo:i..
Address THOMAS B. FLiilMING, Publisher,
Rosendale, New York.

lfs~,~.f1E...6;~q!~1.~!

S5c

""' llahh; blh1or nd. O'l' SHOD •7"· lAoke well, w•iut
weUu4 pltulL Dn.w1 attanM• Hft'J'"'lll'"ft'a· Pric:.i 0DJ7
l6oorlfw~t;1rortb more. Whole1ale1 liftnll.OO .• .DJg

,...,.

W. t. HILLPOT, FrencblHn, ft. J,

oo:asrs.

$7.76 paid for RA RE clat<i l86J qoarte~
$20 tor a It.alt dollar. We pa7 • OA.8.IL

:ir:~1;dt\:d1:t!~~t a~An:~~n~

cen\s at once for our New lllu.etrat«d Coia
Valuo Book_, aize b7. ·It may m..,. 70U1"
fortuno. "· F; C'LJ\.RIC & Ch-.. •
()oln De&ten, l]t.')O b~ Lc;RoT, ...,,y.

of' 11n. ,ooo
and preeont, 100 : a packs 26c.
GREENBACKS Paek

St.r.ae nni.

- - - - - - - - 8<ind Sbr n pack. aud "h•w

~~~~il1~:0~:,tJ':..~n~~ J;,a cc:J~:7Ne-.v Terk.

CAMERA&COMPLETE OUTFIT

25

.
M

1'11 T•n• plclurH Hf 2 IU.
\I A 11'11• c•m. J Sn:o to

=

pJeue. Lu$huette COT·
- . . nod c&nHra and complete

:.~:·:::~~~:::, r:r~·~~~~i~~b~:;

JJoy or alrl can take GOOD

PICTURES of Jand1cap.. , ba.lld·

All HDt for only !Sc (1ilnr) or 3 tot 600.

EVERY BOY B!S OWN TOY MAlrrR
Tolla bow to m&ke Enllinea.
Cai.nera.a, Jdieroacopes, ·r. ele·
Boata,
Llul<.er.15,
I>bqnu,
Plohlns
Balloons.
Kltoa.

Taclde, AD;.n,,,,1 Tnps · and
. mo.ny other ~focbanlQO.I Toyo

that a Boy can e.ully ,mU;e.

t~. ~t~l."1U,'l'hisS!ie Rr•~i

book 'll'ltb ~ LOT of

VUY lnt!lll'estlug ctrealaN

:;:.n~.LX>~~9 1 a ~ ~s"°:~

Le D<>y, N. Y.

Tlllll BAD lllOTHER-IN·LAW.
It consist• ot the eyes, hoH
and hair to rna.ke up a. funny
old woman's to.ce, u aing your
Tho
hand as the medium .
box containing them has full
directions for making up the
Then you
comical old mug.
use it as a ftUbject for ventr1loqu13m by merely altering the
tones ot your voice to make
the funny figure appear to
Any child can use It
talk.
and create more fun than an actor on the
Price, Sc. each, postpaid •
8tage.
J. ,&J!;NNEDJ:, 3011 Weot 1Z7tb St., N. :.:,

THE FRIGHTFUL

~
~
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RATTLES~AKEI

To all appearance ft ts a
harn1Ieas piece of collect
paper with a mouth ...

~~e~: P~~1cl~J~~~nt~ :n~·!

mouth, and blpwlng
into the tube, an lmlta·
tton snake over two
teet in length aprtngs out of the roll like a
nash or lightning, producing .. whl•tltng, tlut·
tering sound that would !righten a wild In ...
We guara.ntee our rattlesnake not t o
dian.
bite, but would not advise you to play the
joke on timid women or delicate child r'ln.
Each snake packed In & box. Price. lOc.; 3
tor 25c .• malled postpaid.
WOL1'' F NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
THE HINDOO WHIRLER.
A w h It e w o o d ,
n o t ch e cl sllcl<. 8~
lnohe1 long, with a
pivot at the end. on
which a. metal arm
revolves. Your friend
scrapes the notches with a toothpick, but he
cannot make the metal arm apln unJees he
understa.nde the secret. You ca.n scrape the
1t1ck in a certatn way. and the metal whirl•
to the rl'°ht. ScTa.pe the same way. and at
the word of command you can make It re·
volve In the opposite direction. A mystltyln1
novelty which wlll puzzle and a.muse evel'7b ody. Price, lOc., postpaid.
ll(.

O'NEILL. '16 W. Htla St., N, Y.

1

DfiTATION GOLD TEETH.

I

I

t ;o\rl pfa t ect tooth , shape made so that it •
will ftt any tooth. Price, 5c., postpaid.
WOL'FJ!' NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y. 1

i\IICROSCOPE.
Bv use of this wonderful 11 tlo mlC'ros-copc you can 1nagnify a drop of

1

SUBPBISE KINEMATOGRAl'H.
The greatest hit ot the
•eason !
It consists of . a.
~Wt~1 ~etf~j, n1c~~!d !?eb;:
which shows a pretty bal-

~
\

•

0

l~t tog~! tr~~n~.lg~~so wftt';.~

delighted with the first plcture; tell him to turn the
screw in center or fnstrument to change the vlewo, when a stream ot
water squirts Into his face, much to his dlsgust. Anyone who has not seen this k1nema.-

~t,agc~·~1~Ii~:t~~s~~tt~~ ~~u a~:~ du0s~~~7 I !~~~;P~i~~. o~e;:t}~~tr~ m:~~c c~~ ~: ~:~li~

for inspectlni; grain, pork, linen,
and numerous other articles.
This
llltlo Instrument does equally as
g o od work as the best microscopes
and Is Invaluable to the household.
J s inade of best finished brass; sfze
when closed lx2 1h inches. Prico, 30c.
L. Sena:rons, 34"/ Winthrop St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

9

with water in an instant, ready for the next
customer.
Price 25c. ,bY inatl, postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

GET A LOCUST.
Clicks like a telegt'aph sounder
The
"~~
·--'-"°'-.~"'"',:::._,,,_,~.::.:.---=-_,,7.~~
best rooter made, for
\\
Baseball
Garnes,
:Meetings, and Sporting Events. Just the
thing to make a big
noise. So smo.11 you
can c;i!ry 1t ~n your vest pocket, but it is aa
goocl a::s fl, bra3S band, made Of l a cquered
meot ~ l
and stamped to Joolt exactly like a.
lot·uHt'.
Tt is a s ornan1ental as it ts usef ul.
Suitable !or young and old. Price, 12c. each,
by mail.
JI. J". J,A.,'\'G, 2t:; Wnlworlh St., H'klyn., ~ . Y.

~

DEVJI,INE'S WlilSTLE.
Nickel plated and
polished;
It
produces a ne n.r .. pierctng
sound;
large
seller;
Illustration
a ctual t5ize.
Price,
12c. by mall.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

THE JOKER'S CIGAR.
The biggest sell of the season.
A real cigar made ot
f.7'',.ll, ~
tobacco, but secreted in the
!·1.1;~.:!•.~;':~, center of cigar about one-hn:lf
P.~?~?:·~ inch from end ts a. fountain
,\"-.,· ~~.. ot spark lets.
The moment
. ..:~\•\:.;J,..• the - fl.re reaches this fountain
~
.;-... ~·.
hundreds or sparks or fire
burst forth in every direction,
t o the astonishment of the smoker. The fire
l'i stage ftre. and will not burn tho skin or
C'!othtng. After the fireworlts the victlm cap
f'Ontlnue smoking the cigar to the end. Price,
)0(·.; :; !or 25c; 1 dozen, 90c., malled, postp a hl.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO .. 29 W, 26th St., N. Y.

HAFPY HOOLIGAN
JOKER •
With this joker In the
lapel ot your coat, you can
make a. dead shot every
time. Complete with rubber ball and tubing. Price,
15c. by mall, postpaid.
J. KENN1WY,
303 West 127tl1 St., N. Y.

i

They are omall glue
vials, and c o n t a t n a
l I q u I d chemical that
produces a h or r 1 b 1 •
odor. When dropped In
a roa ~ they wUl make
e v e .. y person present
rush out, holding their
noses.
In a few minutes the smell will dl•appear. Perfectly harmless. No danger of any evil effect. The only
risk le that your friends may make you amell
on~ oC the bombs youreelC, It they catch you.
Price, lOc. a box, or 3 for 25c., by mail, postpaid.
WOL.1"1" NUVt,;Vl'Y CO .. W \V. ~fltn t:lt •• N . Y.

THE CAMERA CIGAR HOLDER.
A beautiful ebonlzed
cigar holder that takes
~ pictures. Every smoker
~ who love! tun wtll want
one to en t er ta 1 n hls
fri ends.
We !urntsh with each holder ma·
terlal, all prepared, tor making a! x dtrterent
photograph~.
and guarantee every paper to
produce a completely finished photograph IC
directions
are
followed.
Directions-Take
hold e r apart at the joints, roll up one ot the
•mall blank papers (six furnished with each
h older) and Insert It In the holder. Put the
holder together and smoke a Cigar !or one
minute. A beautiful finished photograph will
a 1.. pear on the paper, which can be taken out
and preserved for years. Price or holder, with
etx blnnk pictures, lOc.; 3 for !?fie. by rnatl,
postpatJ; extra blanks, 5c. per dozen.
J. KENNEDY, 303 W. 127th St., N~Y.

GOOD LUCK BANKS.
Ornamental as well as usetul.
Made of highly nickeled brass.
It holds just One Dollar. When
t\lled It opens Itself.
Remains
locked until refilled. Can be used
at a. wa.tchcharm. Money refunded IC not oatlsfled.
Price, lOe.
by mall.
L. SEN ARENS,
34'1 Winthrop St., Brookl7Jl, N. Y.
LAUGHING CAMERA.
ETerybody grotesquely
photographed; stout people look thin, and vice
Yersa.
Price, 25c. postpaid.
WOI,FF NOVELTY CO.,
29 W. 26th St., N. Y .

KANGAROO l'lillLOCli.
A handsome padlock stamp~
out of polished steel. It locl<s Itself wben th e hasp is pressed
down Into the lock, but tho puzzle
is to unloclc It. You can instantly
unlock it wlth th e k ey, but no
one not in the s e cre t can unlock
it. You can slip the hasp through
a friend 's buttonhol e and fo rce
him to wear it until you release
lt. although he may h a ,·o the ke:v to the lock;
or a. h o y and girl can be locked toge ther by
Rllf' r>il1g the hasp through n. buttonhole of
th( 1t·

<'lothing.

Many

other

innocent

OB SNEEZING POWDER.
The greateet !un-ma.ker ot
£hem all. A small amount
of this powder, when blown
in a
ro om.
will
cautJl)
everyone to sneeze without
·
anyone knowing where it
comes from. It Is very light, will float in the
a.tr for some ttn1e, and penetrate every nook
and corner of a room. It is per!ecttly harmless. Cachoo ts put up in bottles, and one
bottle contains enough to be used fro1n 10 to
16 times. Price, by mall, lOc. each; 3 !or 2."fo.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 2Gt.h St .. N. Y.

TRICK PUZZLE PURSE.
Th e first attempt usually made
to ope n it. is to press Uown the
littl e knob In the center of the
purse, when a small needle runs
out and stabs then1 in tho finger, but docs not open it. You
can open lt before their eyes and still they
will , be unable 'to open It.
Price, 25c. each by mail, postpaid.
U. F. LA..~G, 215 Walworth St., B'klyn., N. Y.

-~,~!
-. _-: ,.

---

and

a.m 11sing j okes can be perp etrated with It
up o n your friends and acquaintances. It IR
not onl\' a strong, tuseflll padlock, but ono oC
th t"> bf'~:'t puzzles ever inYented. Full printed
hHi tnH' t Ions sent with each Jock.
They are a
honan;.::t fo r agents. as they can be readily
• n ld for 25 cents each. Our pri ce, 15~.: 2 for
2:;~.: o11 e dozen, ~l.20, sent by mall, postpaid.
ffOJ,l''F NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N, Y.
FAUl:E NOSES.
Change your face!
HaYe a.
barrel of fun!
They are 11 fellke
reproductions
of
tunny
nosesM 1nade or shaped cloth,
waxed.
and
colored.
When
placed 'CIVer your nose, they r e·
main on securely, and only a
close inspection reveals thetr
fal•e character.
A 11 shapes,
such as pugs, hooks. short-horn
Jemone., and run1 blossoms. Better than a false face.
Can be
carried in the Yest pocket.
•
Price, by mall, lOc. each.
H ' '· J,,L,"G• 21;; 'Vahvorth St., B'kl;rn.. N. Y.

(lACHOO

I

THE HELLO PUZZLE
Can you get the ring oft?
~ Thia puzzle ts the latest cre• •
atlon of Yankee ingenuity.
•
Oi •
Apparently it is the easie1t
• ... thing in the world to remove
the ring from the block, but
dl•cover the trlcl~~ u\~1~:: Y~~u'i:no",! ~~';,d~t ;~
done. Price by mall, postpaid. lOc,; 3 for 25c.
H. F. LANG, 315 Walworth St., B'klyn, N. Y.
FALSE MUSTACHE AND BEARD.
This Is a novelty whereby you can
make a great number of changes;
in fact, you can so disguise yourseJ!

~~~~ YT~fs ~~;t1~~een~nd 0;~ir:n~;:

made that you can fl.x the same
to your race and they wlll stay on.
They are a very valuable acquisition t o your make-up when you rnask or when
you t ake part Jn some amateur theatrical.
Price by mail. postpaid, !Oc. a set; a tor Z5c .
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., Z9 W. 26th St., N. I".
110

SGRPRISE
LETTER
Stung! That
was DRUM.one on
you!
The joke? You send a
friend a letter. He opens it,
Und that releases the drum.
Instantly the sheet of note
~
paper begins to bang and
thump furiously, with a rtp..~
ping, tearing sound. Guaranteed to n1ake a man with iron nerves al ~
most jump out of his skin. You co.n catch
the sharpest wisenheimer with this one. Don't
miss getting a few.
Price, 6c. each by mall.
WOLF1'' NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N, Y.
THE SURPRISE BOUQUET-. - - - ·
The best practical Joke of
~~
the season.
This beautiful
buttonhole bouquet Is made
of. artificial flowers and leaves
':.
whlch so closely resemble
natural flowers that not one
.
person in a thousand · would
detect the difference. After
placing the bouquet In you r
buttonhole you call the attention oC a friend
to its beauty and fragrance. He will very
naturally step forward and smell ot It, when,
to hia utter astonishment, a fine stream ot
water will be thrown Into his face. Where
the water comes from Js a mystery, as you can
have your hands at your side or behind you,
and not touch the bouquet in any manner.
You can give one dozen or more persons n.
sh ower bath without removing the bouquet
from your buttonhole, and after the water ts
exhausted It can be Immediately ret\lled without removing it from your coat. Cologne can
be used In place oC water when desired. We
have many funny things In our stock, b.it
nothing that excels this. Price, complete In
a beautiful box, with full printed Instructions,
25c., or 3 for GOc. by mall, postpaid.
J. KENNEDY, 303 West 127th St., N. Y.
111ANY TOOL KEY RIXG.
The wonder of the age. The greatest small tool In the world. ln this
little instrument you have in combination seven useful tools embracing Key
Ring, Pencil Sharpener, Nall Cutter
and Cleaner, Watch Opener, Cigar
Clipper, Letter Opener and Screw
Driver. It Is not a toy, but a useful
article, made of cutle1·y steel, tempered and highly nickeled. ThereCore
will carry an edge the same as any
piece ot cutlery. As a ueeful tool, nothing
has ever beeu offered to the public to equal It.
Price. 15c., malled. postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 20 W. 26th St., N. Y.

@
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ROUGH A."'D READY TUJ\IBLERS,
These lively acrobat•
are handsomely decorated with the U. S.
flag and with gold and
silver stars and heart.1.
Upon placing them upon any flat surface and tilting it they at once
begJn a most wonderful p erformance, climbi ng
and tumbltng o\·er earh other and chasin g
each other in eYcry direction, as if the evil
spirit ·was after them, causing roars of laugh ..
ter from the spectators. They actually ap ..
pear Imbued with life. What causes them to
cut up such anttcs is a secret that may not
be known even to the owner of the unruly
subjects. If you want some genuine fun send
for a set of our tumblers.
Price per set, lOc. malled, postpaid.
A. ArWARFORD, 16 Hart St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
THE BUCULO CIGAR.

The most remarkable trick-cigar in th•
't\o·orld. It smokes without tobacco, and never
gets smaller. ,Anyone can have a world of
fun with it, especially· if you sinoke it In the
presence of a. person who d.lslikes the odor
of tobacco. It looks exactly lll<e a tine perfecto. and the smoke is so real that It ls
bound to deceive th~ rlose!'lt ob:::pn·er.
Price, 12<'. ca.,h, post.paid.
WOLF'1'' NOl'ELTY CO., 29 W. 2.6 th St., N . Y.

No. 1.
NAPOLEON'S ORACULlJl\1 AJl."D
DREAM BOOK.-Contalnlng the great oracle
ot human destiny; also the true meaning ot
&[an.oat any kind of dreams, together with
oli.a'rms, ceremonies, and curious games of
cai:ds.
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great
!look of magic and card tri cks, containing full
IMtrucUon on all the leading card tricks of
tile day, also the most popular magical lllueleas as pertormed by our leading magicians;
every boy should obtain a copy of this book.
No. 3.
HOW '1'0 FLIRT.-The arts and
1fJ.t~s of flirtation are fully explained by this
dttle book. Besides the various methods of
rutndkerchl ef, fan, glove, parasol, window and
llat flirtation, 1t contains a full list of the '
luguage and sentiment of flowers.
>lo. 4. HO\V TO DANCE ls the title of
Ult• llttle book. It contains full Instructions
la the art of dancing, etiquette In the ball... m and at parties, how to dress, and full
djnctions for calling off In all popular square
ci.&ztces.
Xo. 11. HOW TO 111AKE LOVE.-A comlljete guide to love, courtship anQ. marriage,
s .. tng sensible advice, rules and etiquette to
119 observed.
Jio. 6. HOW TO BECOllm AN ATHLETE.
--Givha..g full instruction for the use of dumbbe.He, Indfan clubs, parallel bars, horizontal
lllu'a and various other methods or developing
a geod , healthy muscle; containing over sixty
IUuatratlons.
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Hand. .mely lllustrated and containing full lnstrucUees for the management and trainin g of the
ca.11ary, mockingbird, bobolink, 'blackbird, parOqJ<e0t•• p.arHr<> t,WetcT.O BECOl\lE A VENTRIL
, O9
ll
0
QWIST.-By Harry Kennedy, Every lntelllC6ftt boy reading this book of instru~Uens can
master the art, and create any amount of fun
for himself and friends.
)fo, 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self11.etense made easy.
Containing ove r thirty
Ul\latratlons of guards, blows, and the different positions or a g'ood boxer.
Every boy
•h•uld obtain one or these useful and lnslrucUve books, as It wlli teach you how te box
without an instructor.
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.
-A. most complete little book, containing full
directions for writing love-letters, and when
te use them, giving specimen letters for

7~~~

-figw

f2.d
TO WRITE LETTERS TO
LADlES.-Glvlng complete Instru ctions for
wwlt!ng letters to ladles on all su bjects; also
letters ot introduction, notes and requests.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF
ETIQUETTE.-It Is a great life secret, and
one that every young man desires to know all
aloou t. There's happiness In It.
lllo. 14. HO'V TO 111AKE CANDY.-A complete hand-Boak for making all kinds of
~,doY.' 118c.e-c}rle0a\T,• TsyOrupsE,CeOsllsleEnceBs,EeAtUc.T.IF
etcU.L.
..,
•
B
--One or the brightest and most valuable
Uttle books ever given to the world. Everytiedy wishes to know how to become beaut!ftll , both male and female.
The secret Is
•lm.ple. and almost costless.
No. 20. HOW '1'0 ENTERTAIN AN EVENDIG PARTY.-A complete compendium or

f,~~s~s, e~g_~rt:~ it~a;l~ ~~~erpei~~~·r cg;ni~r~:.,~i~~=

room entertainment.

m~? ;~;,,~1 ~?:"i,J~~l~!U!,~ ~Pn/!~~·;-.,;.~~

publi shed. It contains fu ll instructions about
suns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishIng, together with description or game and
lloh.

H~l':.°r•!2sec~i?dWsl~~ ~ila~~~dO~:' h~:~~~;,:

a11slstant, Fred :H unt, Jr. Explaining how the
eecret dialogues were carried on between the
magi cian and the boy on the stage; also glvIng all the codes and signals.
No. 23 . HO\V TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.This lttt1e book gives the explanation to all
kinds ..r dreams, together with lucky and
unlucky days.
No. :M. llOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
GENTL1'~MEN.-Cotalnlng full directions for
wrlting to gentlemen on all subjects.
No>. ~5. IJOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.Qontalnlng full Instructions for all kinds o!
gymna'S'tlc sports and athletic exercises. Emtiraclng thirty- five illustrntlons.
No. 26. HO\V TO ROW, SAJJ, AND BUILD
A BOAT.-Fully illustrated. Full Instructions
are given In this llttle book, together with In•tructlons on swimming and riding, companion
•ports to boating.
No. 27 .. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF
BECITATIONS.-Contalnlng the most popular
eelectlons In use, comprlsl•g Dutch dialect,
French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect
pleces, togeth er with many standard readings.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.Everyone Is desirous of knowing what his
fu\ure Jlfe wlll bring forth, whether happiness
er misery. wealth or poverty. You can tell
lty a glance at this Jlltle book.
No •. 29. HO\V TO BECOl\lE AN INVENTOR.
-Every boy should know how Inventions origtnated. This book explains them all, giving
n:amples In electricity, hydraull cs, magnetIsm, optics, pneumatics, mechanics, etc.

No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most
Instructive books on cooking ever published.
It contains recipes fer cooking meats, fish,
game, and oysters; also pies, puddings, cakes
and all kinds of pastry, and a grand collection of recipes.
No. 31. HOW TO BECO!lm A SPEAKER.
-Containing fourtee n lllustratlons, giving the
different positions requisite to become a good
speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from all the popular authors of
prose and poetry.
No. 32. HOW TO BEHAVE.-Contalning
the rules and etiquet te of good society and
the easiest and most approved methods of
appearing to good advantage at parties, balls,
the theatre, church, and in the drawing-room.
No. 35. HO\V •.ro PLAY GA!\IES.-A complete and useful lltlle book, containing the
rules and regulations of billiards, bagatel4e,
backgammon , croquet, dominoes, etc.
No. 36. HO\V 1.'0 SOLVE CONUNDRUllIS.
-Containing all the leading conundrums flt
the day, amusing riddles, curious catches and
witty sayings.
No. 38. HOW TO BECOllIE YOUR OWN
DOCTOR.-A wonderful book, containing useful and practical information in the treatment
of ordinary diseases and aliments common to
every family. Abounding In useful and ef'fecttve recipes for general complain1.s.
No. 39. HO\V '1'0 RAISE DOGS, POULTRY,
PIGEONS AND RABBITS.-A useful and Instructlve book.
Handsomely illustrated.
No. 40. HO\V TO lllAKE AND SET TRAPS.
-Including hints on how to catch moles,
weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and birds. Also
how to cure skins. Copiously lliustrated.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END
MEN'S JOKE BOOK.-Contalnlng a great varlety of the' latest jokes used by th e most
famous end men. No amateur minstrels is
complete without this wonderful little book.
No. 42.
THE BOYS OF NEW YORK
STU!\lP SPEAKER.-Contalnlng a varied assortment of stump speeches, Negro, Dutch and
Irish. Also end men's jokes.
No. 43. HOW TO BECOME A 111AGICIAN.
-Containing the grandest assortment of maglea! Illusions ever placed before the public.
Also tricks with cards, incantations, etc.
No. 44.
HOW TO WRIT~ IN AN ALBUlll.-A grand collection or Album Verses
suitable for any time and occasion; embracIng Lines of Love, Affection, sentiment, Hu-

~~~;,_b~e~~~c~al:~~ln~s0 ';,.~~ew:~di~:~.

Verses
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.-Sometbtng new and very ~nstructlve. Every boy
should obtain this book, as It contains full
Instructions for organizing an amateur minstrel troupe.
No. 46. HOW TO lllAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A description of the wonderful
uses of electricity and electro magnetism; together with full Instructions for making Electrlc Toys. Batteries, etc. By George Trebel,
A. M., M. D.
Containing over fifty l!Justralions.
No. 48.
HOW TO BUILD AN:Q SAIL
CANOES.-A handy book for boys, containing
full directions for constructing canoes and the
most popular manner or sailing them. Fully
Illustrated.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-Giving rules
for conducting debates, outllnes tor debates,
questions for discussion, and the best sources
for procuring Information on the ques.tlons
gl~.:'.· 50. HOW TO STUFF BffiDS AND
ANI111ALS.-A valuable book, giving lnstructlons in collecting, preparing, mounting and
preserving birds, animals and Insects.
No.' Ill.
HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH
CARDS.-Containing explanations of the general principles of sleight-of-hand applicable
to card trick&; of card tricks with ordinary
cards, and n.ot requiring sleight-of-hand; or
tricks Involving slelght-o!-hand, or the use of
specially prepared cards. Illustrated.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-Glvlng
the rules and full directions for playing
Euchre, Cribbage, Casi no, Forty-five, Rounce,
Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, All
Fours, and many other popular games ot
cards.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A
wonderful little book, telling you how to
write to your sweetheart, your father, mother,
sister, brother, employer; and, In fact, everyb0d
d
b0d
wish to write to
0
Y an
any
Y Y u
·
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND l\IANAGE
PE'l'S.-Glvlng complete Information as to the
manner and m ethod of raising, keeping, tamIng, breeding, and managing all kinds or pots;
also giving full Instructions for making oag..,,
etc.
Fully explained by twenty-eight lliustrattons.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND
COINS.-Conta.lnlng valuable Information regardlng the collecting and arranging or
stamps and coins. Handsomely lllustratad.
No. 56.
HOW TO BECO!\m AN E:!fGINEER.-Co ntalnlng Cull Instructions how to
become a locomotive engineer; also directions
for building a model locomotive; together
with a full de•crlptlon of everything an euglneer should know.

No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.-Contalnlng useful Information regarding the Camera and how to work it; also
how to make Photographic Magic Lantern "
Slides and other Transparencies. Handsomely
illustrated.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT
llllLITARY CADET.-Explains how to gain •
admittance, course of Study, Examinations,
Duties, Staff of Officers, Post Guard, Pollce
Regulations, Fire Department, and all a boy
should know to be a cadet. By Lu Senarens.
No. 63, HOW 1.'0 BECOlllE A NAVAL
CADET.-Complete Instructions of how to
gain admission to the Annapolis Naval Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, description of grounds and buildings,
historical sketch, and everything a boy should
know to become an officer In the United States
Navy. By Lu Senarens.
No. 64. HOW '1'0 1l1AKE ELECTRICAL
111ACHL"IES.-Containlng full directions for
making electrical machines, Induction coils,
dynamos, and many novel toys to be worked
by electrlclty, By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully 11lustrated.
No. 65. lllULDOON'S JOKES.-The most
original joke book ever published, and it is
brimful of wit and humor.
It contains a
large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums,
etc., of Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorlst, and . practical Joker of the day.
No. 66. HOW TO DO POZZLES.-Contalning over three hundred interesting puzzles and
conundrums, with key to same. A complete
book. Fully Illustrated.
No. 67.
HOW TO DO ELECTRICAi.
TRICKS.-Contal nlng a large collection of ln structive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
together with Illustrations. By A. Anderson.
No. 68. HO\V TO DO CHEMICAL TRICKS.
-Containing over one hundred highly amusing and Instructive tricks with chemicals. By
A. Anderson. Handsomely Illustrated.
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-HAND.
-Containing over fifty of the latest and best
tricks used by magicians. Also containing the
secret or second sight. Fully lliustrated.
No. 71.
HO'V TO DO l\mCHANICAL
TRICKS.-Contalnlng complete Instructions for
performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
Fully Illustrated.
No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS
WITH CARDS.-Embraclng all of the latest
and most deceptive card tricks, with lllus-

tr~~~n7sS. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITII NUllfBERS.-Showlng many curious tricks with
figures and the magic of numbe<s. By A. Anderson. Fu11y illustrated.
No. 74. HOW '.l'O WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY.-Contalnlng full Instructions for
writing letters on almost any subject; also
rules for punctuation and composition, with
spNec 1m. e.r. le t t eWrs. TO BECOME A CONJURER.
0 7.., 11 0
-Containing tricks with Dominoes, Dice,
Cups and Balls, Hats, etc. Embracing thlrtysix lliustratlons. By A. Anderson.
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY
THE HAND.-Contalnlng rules for telling
fortunes by the aid of lines of the hand, or
the secret of palmistry. Also the secret af
telling future evehts by aid of mole, marks,
sc~~'.
jii)~ra.::oi · DO FORTY TRICKS
WlTll CARDS.-Co ntaintng deceptive Card
Tricks as performed by leading conjurers and

",t{:

m~~~l~S.s.HOW

TO DO THE BLACK ART.Containing a complete d escription of the mysterles or Magic and Sleight-of-Hand, together
with many wonderful experiments.
By A.
AnNdoe.rs7o9n.. HIOll\uVst~Ote'jjECOl\IE AN ACTOR. Containing complete Instructions how to make'
up for various characters on the stage; together with the duties of the Stage Manager,
Prompter, Scenic Artist and Property Man.
No. 80. GUS WIJ,LIAMS' JOKE BOOK.Containing the latest jokes, anecdotes and
funny stories ot this world-renowned German
comedian.
Sixty-four pages; handsome colored cover containing a half-tone photo of '
the author.
No. 81. HOW TO lllESllfERJZE.-ContalnIng the most approved methods of mesmerism;
also how to cure all kinds or diseases by
animal magnetism, or magneti c healing. By
Prof. Leo Hugo Koch, A .C.S., author of "How
to Hypnotize," etc.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALJ\IlSTRY.-Containlng the most approved methods or readIng the lines on the hand, together with a full
explanation or their meaning. Also explain·
Ing phrenology, and the key for telling character by the bumps on the head. By Leo
Hugo Koch, A.C.S. Fully Illustrated.
No. 83. HOW TO HYl"NOTJZE.-Contalnlng
valuable and Instructive Information regarding the science ot hypnotism. Also explain~
Ing the most approved methods which are
employed by the leading hypnotists of the
world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
No. 84. HOW TO BEC011JB AN AUTHOR.
-Containing Information regarding cholce or
subjects, tbe use of words and the manner or •
prepa.rtng and submitting manuacri~t.
Also
containing v&luable Information as to the •
neatnese, leglblllty and general composition <>f
manu..scrlpt.
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